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ABSTRACT

The tr i gger i ng of a paras it i c thyr i stor in CMOS integrated

circuits (latch-Up effect) has been investigated by

measuring and analysis of special test-structures.

This thyristor can be modelled using a lumped model. When

the current flow is known the model components can be chosen

in such a way that they are directly related to physical

parts of the parasitic thyristor.

Practical triggering of latch-Up can be realized by three

triggering methods using current sources. When the complete

lumped models with triggering are known, analytical

relations can be derived for two of the three characteristic

points (latching and holding) of the thyristor

characteristic of these models. Using these relations the

characteristic points can be estimated with an inaccuracy of

a few percent.

Before this can be executed the values of the model

parameters have to be determined. Some of these model

parameters can be measured di rectly. Others can fai rly be

estimated. Extra measurements are used as a control for the
\

results obtained. Furthermore knowledge about the behaviour

of the thyristor is used to interpret the parameter values

and other results.

Generally the parameter values are not equal for the three

characteristic points of the thyristor due to the emitter

broadening effect.

Comparing measured and simulated results it is seen that the

lumped model and derived analytical relations can be very

well used describing the characteristic points of the

thyristor. Thus i t i s reasonable to execute parameter

variations in order to predict the behaviour of the

thyristor with changing the structure. Only in the case of

the latching point the parameter variation can be executed,

due to the high injection effect. The results from these

var i at ions show that the use of an as th i n as pass i b Ie



epitaxial layer is the most effective way in preventing the

occurrence of Latch-Up, Less effective but also useful are

retrograde well and larger surface dimensions (of course

unwanted in the downscaling of integrated circuits),

The limitations of the lumped model are in the uncertainty

of the current flow and the determination of model

parameters, However for the test structures used these

limitations were of no importance (except in the case of the

parameter variations),
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Recently many VLSI circuits have been designed based on CMOS

technology (1) because of its low power consumption, better

alfa-particle immunity, high noise margin and high speed of

operation. One of the driving forces responsible for the

popularity of the CMOS VLSI, other than the earlier

ment i oned advantages, is the cost/performance improvement

which results from device scaling. However the Nand

P-channel transistors can not be arbitrarily scaled without

influencing the device performance (2).

The associated reduction of the gate-oxide thickness implies

that it will be exposed to higher electric fields, but the

thinner oxide sti 11 has to have the isolation properties of

the thicker oxides.

A shorter channel leads to a higher electric field in the

channel causing a lower mobility, thus the source/drain

resistance increases, reducing the MOST performance.

With the higher fields the degradation of the MOST increases

affecting the reliability.

The same currents will flow but now through a smaller area,

leading to electromigration.

To realize a sufficient high threshold voltage of the

transistor, a shallow high dose implant is needed.

The interconnection can not be done in the usual way,

silicides are needed.

Another problem arising from scaling down is the Latch-Up

hardness of the input and output protection circuits.

Latch-Up is initiated by the the inherent parasitic

PNPN-structure, wh i ch forms a thyr i stor, that goes from the

"off" to "on" state. The scaling down improves the

performance of the paras i tic thyr i stor. The turn i ng on

itself is a dynamic phenomenon, staying in the "on" state is

a static property.
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Investigating Latch-Up can be done in several ways. Possible

ways are by modelling through 2-0imensional (20) simulations

(4) or circuit simulations (5,6).

This thesis deals with modelling by circuit simulation.

This appraoch has the advantage of a fast insight into the

Latch-Up properties of a structure and can be used in

simulations of practil CMOS-circuits. The latter can not be

obtained by 20-simulation because already a great amount of

computertime to calculate only a part of one CMOS structure

is needed. On the other hand the 20-s i mu·lat i on is a more

accurate way in describing Latch-Up properties. As process

parameters are vary i ng a lot, the latter advantage is less

important.

This thesis discusses a method of deriving a circuit model

which describes the static Latch-Up behaviour of CMOS

structures, along with theory and measuring methods (Chapter

3 and 4). For various structures the circuit model is

defined (Chapter 4 and 5). Simulations with the circuitmodel

are compared to measuring results (Chapter 6). Parameters

are var i ed to get more ins i ght into the Latch-Up behav i our

of other structures (Chapter 7), so that predictions can be

made.

The circuit model is

can be deduced and

discover.

held as simple as

important effects

poss i ble so theory

are more easy to

In optimi zing the Latch-Up structure only Latch-Up has been

discussed. So the effects on the properties of the MOS

transistor and CMOS-IC are not considered.
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2.0 DISCUSSION OF THE CMOS STRUCTURES USED.

In this chapter the CMOS structures which have been used in

studying latch-Up behaviour along with parasitic bipolar

components, will be discussed. More detailed information

about CMOS effects and bipolar components is avai lable in

( 7 ,8) •

2.1 The basic CMOS structure.

In CMOS integrated circuits the basic element is the MOST

(Metal Oxide Semiconductor Transistor). An example of a

N-channel MOST is given in fig. 2.1.

SEMICONnUc.TD R

/
~----------t-----------,Jr.

5ua~TRRTt

fig. 2.1: An N-channel MOST.

It is a four-terminal device and consists of two N++

regions, the source and the drain, both in a P-type silicon
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Substrate (9)' The oxide between these two N++ regions is

covered by the gate. usually Aluminium or N-type

polysi licon. The basic device parameters are the channel

length L. which is defined as the distance between two

metallurgical N++/P junctions. the channel width L~. the

oxide thickness Xox. the junction depth Xj an~ the Substrate

doping Nb.

When no voltage is applied to the gate. the source-to-drain

electrodes correspond to the two P/N junctions connected

back to back (see fig. 2.ll. The only current that can flow

from source to drain is the reverse leakage current.

When a positive bias is applied to the gate, electrons are

attracted to the surface of the P-type substrate. just under

the oxide. When the positive bias is sufficiently large

(greater than the threshold voltage Vt> an inversion layer.

which contains more electrons 'per m3 than the background

dop i ng of the P-type Substrate. is formed between the two

N++ reg ions. Now the source and dra i n are connected by a

conducting surface channel through which a large current of

electrons can flow. The conductance of this channel can be

modulated by varying the gate voltage.

When a voltage is applied between source and drain a current

will flow which varies with the gate bias.

The Substrate voltage will also affect the channel

conductance, by modification of the depletion region between

the i nvers i on layer under the gate-ox i de and the P-type

substrate. When the N++ and P-type semiconductor are

replaced by P++ and N-type semiconductor respective'ly, the

N-channel MOST (= NMOST> is changed into a P-channel MOST (=

PMOST>. In this PMOST conductance is accomplished in the

same way as the N-channel except that conduction is now by

holes instead of electrons. In the PMOST a negative gate

voltage is necessary to form an inversion layer under the

gate-ox i de in the N-type Substrate. If a N- and PMOST are
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used ina way shown in fig. 2.2, a Comp lementary-MOS (=

CMOS) invertor is formed.

"P MDST

IN OUT

NMOST

fig. 2.2: A 'Complementary-MOS (=CMOS) invertor.
g = gate
s = source
d = drain
b = bulk = substrate

The greatest advantage of a CMOS invertor is that, in steady

state, the N- and PMOST never conduct at the same time.

That is except during switching. CMOS Integrated Circuits (=

CMOS-IC) are built of electronic circuits like i . e .

invertors and contain the same amount of N- and PMOST's.

Therefore the bas i c CMOS structure is formed by a N- and

PMOST, see fig. 2.3.

When the Substrate is chosen to be a P-type semi conductor,

NMOST's are easy to make. But a PMOST needs aN-type

environment. This is done by indiffusion of a N-Well (or

N-Tub). To make sure that the N- and PMOST influence each

other as little as possible, a Well and Substrate-contact

are added to the CMOS structure. The Well-contact is

connected to the positive supply voltage and the Substrate
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N MUS1
" W-bAH
N'~\OUR(E !'I. 'DRAIN

p. SUBSTRIHE N-WEll

/

fig. 2.3: The basic CMOS structure
~//= LOCOS (= LOCal Oxidation of Silicon)
/ / = N-Well or N-Tub

//////N = gat e 0 xi de---= aluminium contacts

is grounded. In this way the P-Substrate/N-Well diode is

reverse biased and the N- and PMOST are isolated from each

other. Usually the N- and PMOST-source are connected to the

Substrate and Well-contact, respectively (see fig 2.2).

In order to obta ina better i so lat i on between the N- and

PMOST, the LOCOS (= LOCal Oxidation of Silicon) oxide, see

fig. 2.3, has been added to the CMOS structure.

Often the basic CMOS structure is made in a thin P-type

epitaxial layer, or N-type in case of a P-Well structure, on

a highly doped P-type, or N-type in case of a P-Well

structure, and low resistive Substrate.

When an invertor is made in CMOS (see fig 2.2), the drain of

the N- and PMOST are connected by a metal line on top of the

LOCOS oxide, see fig. 2.3. So extra, parasitic, MOST's are

made. The metal forms the gate, the LOCOS the gate-oxide and

the P-type Substrate and N-Well under the LOCOS between the

drains the MOST-channel. Without special measures, an
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inversion layer can be formed. This condition is of course

unwanted.

When the threshold voltage of this parasitic MOST is made

higher than the supply voltage, no inversion layer will be

formed under normal conditions. This higher threshold

voltage can be made by increasing the surface doping. For a

PMOST this means increasing the N-doping of the parasitic

region.

Increas i ng the thresho ld va 1tage of the paras i tic MOST is

done by an extra Boron imp lant under the LOCOS and Arsen i c

implant in the N-Well under the LOCOS. The Boron implant

forms a so called P+ CHANNELSTOPPER and increases the

threshold voltage of the parasitic PMOST between the N++

drain and the N-Well. The Arsenic implant overdopes the

Boron implant in the N-Well and forms a so called N+

GUARDRING in the N-Well between the P++ drain and the

P-Substrate (channelstopper), see fig. 2.4.

NMO~T
~. GATE

N'~OIARCE N" - DR~IN

~/l"{1Or~j
i 1'MtlST

-P-GRTE
p- DRftl N" t'·~OIlRCE

~. WtLL

fig. 2.4 The basic CMOS structure (with
B- channelstopper and As+ guardring).

The CMOS structure shown in fig. 2.4 forms the basic CMOS

structure which is often used in CMOS-IC's •
...--,,-,,\...-~~\./.\.,/,.\...-. \.-/",
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2.2 The CMOS test structures used.

For this investigation 10 CMOS modules, designed by H.

Tuinhout, for Latch-Up investigations were available. These

modules have been processed in CSOO (10) and BIMOS. Since

these modules were not specially designed for modelling

purposes, not all modules are useful. This thesis deals with

the modules TUl, TU6 and TUlO.

The latter modules contain 2 N:- and 2 PMOST's and the Well

and Substrate-contacts (see fig. 2.3) are placed shorted to

the Nand P-source, respectively.

The layout, cross-section and doping profiles of the modules

TUl, 6 and 10, respectively, are given in appendix 1, 2 and

3. TUIO has the same layout as TUI except that the surface

dimensions are twice as large. The depth dimensions remain

unchanged. TUI and TUIO have been processed in CSOO and

batches Cll, DL681 (wafer with'epitaxial layer) and DL67S

(wafer without epitaxial layer), and C7, DL447 (wafer with

epitaxial layer) are used.

TU6 doesn't differ much from TUI but the TU6 module used was

processed in BIMOS instead of CSOO. This gives the. TU6

module a N-Well as well as a P-Well (the epitaxial layer is

divided in Nand P-Well's), both low resistive. The Wells

are placed on a high resistance Substrate. In BIMOS the

wafers are only avai lable with epitaxial layer because the

Wells are being made during processin.g. The used modules

were of an assembled batch (dual in line).

From appendices 1 to 3 it is seen that the drains from the

upper N- and PMOST's are connected to the drains of the

lower P- and NMOST, respectively. As already mentioned

before, the Nand P-source and P-Substrate and N-Well

contact, respectively are short circuited (see paragraph

2. 1) •
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As there are no other modules available, problems resulting

from these imperfections had to be dealt with.
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2.3 The parasitic bipolar components.

A bipolar component is a three, or more, layer structure

where the two at joining layers are made of a different type

of semiconductor. A well known example is a NPN bipolar

transistor, two N-type layers joined by a P-type layer. The

other possible bipolar transistor is a PNP structure.

The four layer structure, PNPN, is called a thyristor.

Because Latch-Up is equivalent with the turning on of a

thyristor, the properties of the thyristor will be discussed

in chapter 3.

Each possible three layer structure in the CMOS structure

forms a bipolar transistor and will act like one. Only a few

of them dominate and playa role in the parasitic bipolar

b e ha v i 0 u r 0 f the CMOS st r uc t u r e • Examples of parasitic

bipolar transistors are, see fig 2.4, the

P-drain/N-Well/P-substrate (PNP) transistor and

N-source/P-substrate/N-Well (NPN) transistor.

Fig 2.5 gives a NPN-transistor structure and its electronic

symbol.

[[lLLECTnR

Vee.

EMITIn,

[ OlLHTD~-+

vca/

-~~V

EMITTEK.

N

p

N

-

fig. 2.5: The bipolar NPN-transistor
a) the structure
b) the electronic symbol
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The behaviour of the NPN-transistor is based on injection of

electrons from the emitter through the base into the

collector. A fraction of these electrons will recombine

(11, pp. 36) with holes injected into the base. The

trans i stor can be tr i ggered by forward bias i ng the

base/emitter P/N-junction or by injecting holes into the

base. In both cases a positive voltage greater than the

base/emitter voltage (Vbe) is needed between collector and

emitter (Vce) to put the transistor into the so called

NORMAL CONDUCTION state.

I When Vce gets below Vbe the base/collector junction becomes

forward biased. Then the base will contain more holes with

respect to the normal conduction state, the so called

SATURATION state has been entered. Decreasing Vce means that

the base/collector junction becomes more heavi ly forward

biased, the transistor is more saturated (more charge

-holes- into the base), and the collector current wi 11

decrease.

When Vce is increasing while Vbe is constant, the emitter

current wi 11 not increase, but the base/collector junction

will be more reverse biased. So the depletion layer of this

junction will spread out into the collector and base.

Therefore the base becomes effectively less wide, which

decreases the recombination of electrons from the emitter.

For the same base current this means that the collector

current will increase for increasing Vce. This is called

the EARLY-EFFECT.

The descr i bed propert i es of the NPN-trans i stor (the

PNP-transistor acts in an analog way) can be put into a

circuitmodel which can be used for simulations. Because we

want this model to be as simple as possible (less parameters

have to be determined), PHILPAC-MODEL 1 (12) has been used

(PHILPAC is the Philips version of SPICE, a circuit

simulation program). The model 1 is based on three

res i stors, two current sources and four diodes and is known

as the Ebers-Moll transistor model.
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e "Rt. E' CI Kc. Ie.
E= EMI TTE R-=~C~~t--+eE3-~r--f~+--1~=:J~~ COl\.H.1 DR=C

I.b

~=R.EVH~E

'F =FGRWRRD

fig. 2.6: Modell, for NPN-transistors.

In the SATURATION state the reverse- (Ir) and forward

current (If) are both of importance in determining the

currents flowing through the base, emitter and collector.

When the NORMAL CONDUCTION state is entered, the reverse

current can be neglected for current calculations. This is

not the case for the collector/base voltage (Vc'b')

only depends on the reversebecause Vc'b'derivation,

current. So for current calculations the following

equations are used (7,11):(the terminal currents -fig. 2.6

are expressed in each other and not in If)

* Current equations:

Ic = ~*Ib - - -

I c = -cx* Ie

Ie = -<[=>+l)*Ib

- - - - - - - - - - (2.1)

- - - - - - - - - - - (2.2)

( 2 • 3 )

~it!l: C<.= (3/«(!> + 1 ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.4)

(3= forward current gain IIc/lbl

0<= forward current gain IIc/lel
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* Current-voltage equations:

NPN:

PNP:

Icn = In*expCq*Vb'e'n;!Ck*T»

Icp = -Ip*expC-q*Vb'e'p;!Ck*T»

C2. Sa)

- - - - C2.Sb)

~i!h: q = electronic charge

k = boltzmann's constant

T = temperature CKelvin)

In,Ip =collector-base reverse current, with

open emitter and early correction

~Qm~5im~~ vt = k*T/q is used

* Reverse leakage current:

The EARLY-effect influences the reverse leakage current,

NPN: In = Ion*(l-(Vb'e'+Vb'c')/Van) - - 

PNP: Ip = Iop*(l+(Vb'e'+Vb'c')/Vap) - - -

~ith: In = NPN reverse leakage current,

with early-effect correction

Ip = PNP reverse leakage current,

with early-effect correction

Ion, lop = reverse leakage current

Van, Yap = early-voltage

C2.6a)

(2.6b)

* A few of the constants are depending on device parameters:

(see fig. 2.7)

- Collector/B~e---,=everll curJ:..!!n.!..:

Ion = q*Op*Sb*ni~/CNb*Wb)

lop = q*On*Sb*n i'2. /C Nb*Wb)

- - - - - - - - - (2.7a)

- - - - - - - (2.7b)

~ith: On = diffusion constant of N-type semiconductors

Op = diffusion constant of P-type semiconductors

Sb = base surface area
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Nb = concentration of impurities in the base

Wb = base width

ni = intrinsic carrier concentration

y:
''''''1.~__.=.L..:..e. ...... i !
: ~
I '
I
I

We.~-r_-~_-- ~ ~~~.~-.

Wg 1 ;-.........."-....-'--'-~
-- - ---.iIf/--,--,.--,.......,......,.-,...-.,.....~~~

We!

!.....:..-- -=-L=..C. !yi
I 'JP I

fig. 2.7: Transistor dimensions.

Se. = L~ JC He.

C;&=L~"H8

5.c. ::. Lt. >( He

~it~: Sc = collector surface area

Se = emitter surface area

Ccb = collector/base capacity

JNb*dx = base charge

The collector/base capacity Ccb is defined by (2.9).

Ccb = £*Sc;!d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.9)

~l~~: € = permittivity of the silicon

d = depletionlayer width

The depletionlayer width d is voltage dependent of Vcb,

if the collector/base junction is reversly biased

a few volts.
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So the early voltage is increasing with increasing Vee.

This voltage dependance is neglected because the

variation of Va is only a higher order effect, see (2.6).

- ~r~n.Lg2..in~:

(3=
Dp*Sb Ne*We
---*---
Nb*Wb Dn*Se

- - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.10)

~ith: He = concentration of impurities in the emitter

Variations of these device parameters are related to

variations in structure parameters like doping profi le

and structure measures (see chapter 7).
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3.0 LATCH-UP.

This chapter deals with the theoretical aspect of Latch-Up.

Results obtained in this chapter are used in the following

chapters.

3.1 Latch-Up defined

One of the possible parasitic bipolar structures, see also

paragraph 2.3, is the PNPN structure, a so called THYRISTOR

(13), The thyristor contains a reverse biased N/P-junction

in between two forward biased P/N-junctions. When the

thyristor turns on, this reverse biased N/P-junction becomes

forward biased. The turned on thyristor forms a low

impedance path between its terminals, while the thyristor in

the "off" state forms a high impedance path. That's why the

thyristor normally is used for switching currents (13).

The JEDEC committee (international committee on device

specifications) has defined Latch-Up as the creation of a

low impedance path between the power supply rails by

triggering of parasitic bipolar structures (thyristors) by

input, output or supply overvoltages, which induces currents

in excess of maximum ratings. If the low impedance path

persists after removing the triggering, the device is in

Latch-Up.

So Latch-Up is in practice equivalent to the turning on of a

thyristor in the CMOS-structure. The triggering of the

thyristor can be done in various ways (e.g. alpha particles.

laserlight (14), electron beam techniques CIS) and by the

JEDEC committee suggested supply overvoltages) inducing a
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current, while the JEDEC proposition is the most easy one to

reproduce.

The properties of the triggered thyristor will cause to stay

turned on, or will turn it to the "off" state.

The latching path in the CMOS structure is usually formed

between the power supply and ground. This means that larg

currents can flow through the latching path, damaging the

structure. This situation remains until the thyristor is

turned off, which can only be done by lowering the power

supply voltage to almost zero volts or limiting the supply

current. Latch-Up disrupts the functional capability of the

CMOS-IC's. It's evident that Latch-Up has to be prevented.

Every PNPN-path in the CMOS-structure forms a possible

thyristor, see fig. 3.1 (this is the same for all structures

used, see paragraph 2.2). r
/\_ V ~: J

---

fig. 3.1: Latch-Up paths in the CMOS transistors,
1-5 are possible latching paths
(for an explanation of the figure
see appendix 1).

The properties of these thyristors and the form of latching

will determine which of them forms the latching path.

Because in the structures used the P++ source and N++ source

were shorted to the N-Well and P-Substrate contact

respectively., only the P++ drain to N++ drain was used for
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The P++ source to N++ source path is

much more difficult to model because the current through the

P++ source and N-Well contact can't be measured separately.

In practice the P++ drain-to-N++ drain thyristor is the most

Latch-Up susceptible path. So the CMOS-structure used

describes a practical Latch-Up path.

\'

. ,'I .
L._---_._,. ,:

c
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3.2 Latch-Up physjcal explanation

A CMOS structure is in Latch-Up if a paras i tic thyr i stor is

turned on. The turn i ng on of the thyr i stor means that the

reverse biased N/P-j unct i on becomes forward bi ased. There

are three mechanisms which can induce Latch-Up (16), These

are:

/'

~
a) bipolar transistor sustaining voltage breakdown (17).

b) secondary breakdown (18).

i c) regenerative switching.
~

Sustaining voltage breakdown results from current injection

from the emitter into the base, thereby lowering the reverse

voltage needed for avalanche breakdown in the

collector/base~junction.

Secondary breakdown results from thermal r~naway, current

crowding or microscopic hot spots formed at defects. This is

still a subject of investigation.

The mechanisms a) and b) occur in three-layer structures

(NPN or PNP-transistors) whereas regenerative switching

needs a four-layer PNPN (thyristor) structure. Because

regenerative switching is by far the dominant Latch-Up

mechanism observed in CMOS-IC's, only regenerative switching
~~

will be thoroughly discussed.

Regenerative switching is based on a PNP coupled with a

NPN-transistor, see fig. 3.2.

The positive feedback between these coupled transistors' (PNP

collector current increases - NPN base current increases

NPN collector current increases --PNP base current incr~ases

~PNP collector current increases) produces the regenerative

switching. In the parasitic thyristor path often two extra

resistors, parallel to the base/emitter junctions of the

transistor, are present, see fig. 3.3.
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fig. 3.2: The thyristor equivalent circuit
a) the thyristor
b) the thyristor formed out of a NPN and

PNP-transistor
c) electronic equivalent circuit of the

thyristor.

This situation will be thoroughly investigated bec<luse it

forms the basic measuring method of the thyristor

characteristics.

The resistors Rs and Rw are connected to Vss and Vdd

respectively by the ohmic contacts P++ diffusion/P-5ubstrate

and N++ diffusion/N-Well respectively, Current flowing

through these resistors produces a voltage drop which biases

the base/emitter junction of the transistors causing an

increasing conduction of the transistors. At the same time

the current in the feedback loop increases which leads, at a

certain point, which will be derived in paragraph 3.4, to

the turning on of the thyristor. So the values of the

resistors Rs and Rw, in combination with the lateral current

flowing near the surface, playa significant role in the

Latch-Up mechanism caused by regenerative switching.

If a lateral current flows under the NM05T from the N-Well

in the direction of the P-5ubstrate contact (see fig. 3.3),

the voltage drop between the Substrate contact and the right
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fig. 3.3: The parasitic thyristor equivalent circuit.
a) PNP and NPN transistor coupling in the
CMOS structure
b) parasitic thyristor equivalent circuit

side of the N++ drain diffusion is greater than between the

substrate contact and the left side of the N++ drain

diffusion. That is why the N++ drain/P-Substrate junction

will be at first forward biased at the right side of the N++

drain diffusion. When lateral current increases, more of the

junction, starting from the right side, will become forward

biased. At full conduction of the thyristor, the currents

are so high that the N++ drain/P-substrate junction is

totally forward biased. In an analog way the P++ drain of

the PMOST will participate in the regenerative switching.

This is called, in this thesis, the EMITTER BROADENING

effect because the effective emitter surface of the PNP or

NPN transistor increases for ~n inceasing lateral current.
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There are more non-linear effects which playa role in the

turning on of the thyristor. For instance the N-Well is at

first only forward biased at the left (vertical) side~ while

the conduction region decreases for an increasing voltage

between N-Well and P-Substrate contact. This makes the

resistance of the the N-Well variable. The reason for this

effect is that the Well has a lower resistance than the

Substrate. So when higher voltages are applled the current

will better follow the less resistive way, which is along

the N-Well.

Under normal biasing conditions the thyristor is in its

"off" state, because only a small leakage current is flowing

between Vdd and Vss through the N-Well/P-substrate junction

in fig. 3.3. Increments of the transistor currents can be

caused in several ways. They lead to a lateral current

through Rs and Rw, see fig 3.3. The P++ drain/N-Well and

P-substrate/N++ drain junctions will, at first, not conduct

because there is almost no voltage drop over these junctions

(which form a diode). This voltage drop has to be· bui It UP

by the lateral currents, as earlier described (emitter

broadening effect).

In the following ways LATERAL CURRENTS can be induced in the

thyristor (3):

1) Ove!...!o 1 tage Eres~

A large difference in Vdd and Vss will lead to a large

reverse bias over the N-Well/P-Substrate junction.

Accordingly a high electric field is induced. For very

high electric fields carrier pairs can be generated

within the depletion layer by impact ionization (19L

This leads to lateral currents.

2) Vol ~gLt!...!n~ent~

Positive spikes on Vdd or negative spikes on Vss can

produce a displacement current between Vdd and Vss. This

current depends on the charge present on the
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N-Well/P-Substrate junction capacity and the rate of

change of the voltage across this junction.

3) Ind~eLphoto- ~d~lectroncur.!:..!nts,

A lateral current can be generated with ionizing

radiation such as with X-rays, gamma-rays or laserlight

all so called photocurrents. They create electron-hole

pairs which will flow under the influence of the supply

voltages. The electron beam method (15) is used to

create an electron current through an electron implant

into the semiconductor material.

4) Inp..!:!...! .E.!o~ct i o!!...-ci.!cj!j Lo.:!..!!r:.Q..r.i:!~,

The use of gate protection diodes at the input terminals

of IC's is the standard method to protect the gate-oxides

of the input gates. Such input protection network

typically contain both P+/N and N+/P diodes. If high

voltages, up to 2000 Volt, are applied to the protection,

a lot of charge will be pushed into the Substrate.

Accord i ng to the 1 i fet i me of the induced carr i ers they

will reach a near CMOS structure where they can form the

lateral current.

The i n d u c e d cur r en t s , i f the y are 1 a r gee n o·u g h, can 1 e a d to

Latch-Up.

The ways of inducing lateral currents mentioned can be

simulated in two ways:

* Pushing a current into the Latch-Up path whi Ie

terminal connections are made as shown in fig. 3.3.

is the equivalent of method 1), see fig 3.4a.

* The resistors Rs and Rw are replaced by current

sources, see fig 3.4b and c respectively. This method is

the equivalent of method 2) and 3), Method 4) can only

be simulated by fig. 3.4b because the gate-protection

only pushes charge into the Substrate, not into the

N-Well. So the NPN-transistor becomes triggered (current

flows through Rs triggering the base/emitter junction).

The collector current of the NPN-transistor wi 11 produce

the lateral current through the N-Well.
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v~

fig. 3.4: Simulations of lateral current
induciRg methods.
a) equivalent of method 1).
b) equivalent of methods 2). 3) and 4).
c) equivalent of methods 2) and 3).

A typical thyristor characteristic is given in fig. 3.5.

A few points of this characteristic are as characteristic

for the thyristor behaviour:

Latching point: described by a voltage Vlatch and

a current Ilatch.

Holding point: described by a voltage Vhold and

a current Ihold.

Minimum point: described by a voltage Vmin and

a current Imin.

They are associated with the four regions I, II. III and IV.

Region I represent the "off" state of the thyristor. Both

transistors are coming from leakage level to normal

conductance. At LATCHING point the current feedback between

the transistors becomes large, the closed-loop gain becomes

unity and the situation becomes unstable. If the voltage V

is increased above Vlatch the unstable situation provides
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fig. 3.5: A typical thyristor characteristic
(the current I is the anode current of the
thyristor -see fig. 3.2-, while the anode to
cathode voltage is represented by the
voltage V).

the current to increase until the stable region IV is

reached.

The situation changes not so drastically for currentdrive.

When the current becomes larger than Ilatch, region II is

entered, the voltage wi 11 decrease under influence of the

feedback. So region II is equal to the negative resistance

behav i our of the thyr i stor. Both trans i stors are in normal

conduct i on state as reg i on I lis entered. As the current

increases the transistors are moving towards the saturation

state, which -in the case of the NPN-transistor- has the

property that the collector/emitter voltage (Vee) is smaller

than the base/emitter voltage (Vbe), see chapter 2.3. So the

collector/base voltage (Vcb) becomes negative, while at

Vlatch Vcb was positive. Vcb has been passing zero volts as

the current increases !
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the

and

way as

voltages

sametheThe PNP-transistor acts in

NPN-transistor but with opposite signs of the

currents.

Because the collector/base voltages of the transistors are

equal in the equivalent circuit of fig. 3.4 (except for the

sign), the point where Vcb is zero volts can be defined as

the HOLDING point. This is the so called ZERO-VOLT

definition. In practice however collector resistances are

present. Because of these resistances the collector/base

voltages in general do not equal zero volt at the same time.

That is why the holding point is being defined as the point

where one of the two collector/base voltages equals zero

volt while the other one is still reverse biased.

Measurements show that this approach is allowed in practice

(see chapter 6).

So the holding point forms the boundary between region II,

where both transistors are in normal conduction state, and

region III, where both transistors are. in saturation state.

Increasing the current above Ihold will, at first lead to a

decrease of the voltage V. As the transistors are driven

further into saturation (Vce becomes smaller, see (7) pp.

175-180) a point will be reached where the decrease of the

collector/emitter voltage wi 11 be smaller than the increase

of the base/emitter voltage of the opposite transistor. The

minimum obtained voltage is called Vmin. This point defines

the transition from the negative (region III) to positive

resistance (region IV) behaviour of the thyristor. As the

current increases in region IV current I becomes so large

that high injection effects (see (17) pp. 227) will occur.

The described thyristor characteristic relates to the

simulation of fig. 3.4a.

are no changes

In region I,

wi 11 conduct

When the simulation of fig. 3.4b or c is used, the measured

characteristic is given in fig. 3.6.

As can be seen from this characteristic there

in region II, III and IV related to fig. 3.5.

in case of fig. 3.4b, the NPN-transistor
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fig. 3.6: The thyristor characteristic of
the circuit of fig. 3.4b or c (the current I
i s the an 0 dec u r r e n t 0 f the thy r 1s t or - see
fig. 3.2-, while the anode to cathode
voltage is represented by the voltage V).

because its base is current driven while the PNP-transistor

is being driven by the NPN collector current through the

Well-resistance Rw (which is related to the base/emitter

voltage of the PNP-trans1stor). So in region I the "normal"

Ic-Vce characteristic of the NPN-transistor is generated

(see (17) Pp. 209-214), The increasing collector current

drives the PNP-transistor and the collector current of the

PNP-transistor w \ 11 flow into the base of the

NPN-transistor, increasing the collector current of the

NPN-transistor. So as the PNP-transistor 1S noticeably

conducting, the anode current, which is the sum of the two

collector currents, w1ll be larger than the current of the

"normal" Ic-Vce characteristic of the NPN-transistor (see

dashed line in fig. 3.6). Again the current feedback loop

will increase lead1ng to an unstable situation at the

LATCHING point.
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In the paragraphs 3.4 and 3.5 the minimum, holding and

latching points will be derived for the situations of fig.

3.4a and 3.4b and c respectively. In chapter 6 the

behaviour of these charateristic points will be studied when

the model parameters vary. So latch-up susceptibility of

structures can be predicted.
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3.3 Latch-Up model derivation

As already mentioned in the introduction, there are several

ways of investigating Latch-Up. The way chosen here is

mode 11 i ng the basic CMOS-structure by an electronic

equivalent circuit. So rules have to be postulated which are

used deriving the model.

The major question which has to be answered is; "how does

the current flow"?

A few laws have to be satisfied.

If a majority current (see (7) part I) is flowing, electrons

in Ill-type or holes in P-type semi conductor mater i ai, the

semiconductor will act like a resistor because there are

almost no recombinations. In this case the current searches

for the less resistive way.

For a minority current (see (7) part I), electrons in P-type

and holes in Ill-type semiconductor material, recombination

and diffusion effects play an important role. The behaviour

of the current in the semiconductor will be, in our case,

like a base current in a transistor. So theory mentioned in

paragraph 2.3 becomes important. As can be seen from eq.

will lo~ the

in combinationareas

dopingbase

emitter
~ing o~__~~e
gain. Large base and

(2.10),

c u r_J:e n t
~- --..-.

with little basewidth transistors have a much larger current

gain and collector current (see eq. (2.7) and (2.10)) than

transistors. emitter/base

basewidthsmall base and

The

emitter areas with

doping

large

ratio is also

important for the current gain. The larger the ratio the

higher the current gain will be (see eq. (2.10)).

The CONCLUSION is that the trans i stor act i on wi 11 be formed

in that part of the CMOS structure where:

a) the base doping is the smallest,
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b) the emitter/base doping ratio is the largest~

c) the basewidth is the smallest~

d) the emitter and base areas are the largest,

e) the collector resistance (which is fixed by a majority

current coming from the base) is the smallest.

All these rules are used defining the current flow in the

CMOS transistor. How to make a circuit model out of this?

Rather than using a minimum parameter approach with non

phYsical background, in this thesis an approach is followed

with a few as possible parameters, but directly related to

physical components. This is above all important for

deriving the resistances.

The advantage of this way of model derivation is that the

physical variations of the structures used are directly

translated into model parameter variations and not by some

kind of calculation. This makes it more easy to get insight

into the importance and influence on 'device behaviour of

certain parameters. It makes the parameter variation of

chapter 6 more easy.

A disadvantage of this method is that all parameters have to

be measured from the CMOS structures. The model

determination becomes more difficult but the advantages are

worth the trouble.

The described method of model derivation is in general

useful.

The circuit models will now be determined for the situations

given in paragraph 3.2 (see fig. 3.4a~ b and c) for the TUI

module (see appendix 1) with epitaxial layer. First the

model of the triggered thyristor will be determined starting

with the NPN-transistor triggering (see fig. 3.4b).

The NPN-transistor will be fast in the normal conduction

state as the voltage increases (see fig. 3.6).
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The base part of the trans i stor wi 11 be formed by the

P-epitaxial layer under the emitter (drain of the NMOST).

see fig. 3.7. The whole N-Well wi 11 be collector whi Ie the

current is carried off by the Well-contact.

51;'1 GI./

fig. 3.7: The physical components of the
model parameters in the
NPN-transistor triggering.

case

'-. EPllR'JEV..

of

The transistor base is not spread into the substrate because

of its higher doping (rule a and b) and thus not into the

guardring too. The base current itself will spread out into

the P-epitaxial layer as well as the low resistance

P-Substrate because the base current is a majority current.

The collector current wi 11 enter the Well on the left side

(rule c and e). The collector current can be divided into

two paths. one lateral underneath the surface and N++

outdiffusions through the arsenic channelstopper (R21 __ R22

..... R3). the other one through the lower part (R1) of the low

resistance N-Well.

As already described in paragraph 2.3 the resistance R1 will

vary if the collector/emitter voltage (Vce) changes. This is

because a higher voltage Vce will restrict the current more

to the N-Well. leading to a higher resistance R1.

responsible

R22 and R3 willcurrent through R21.The lateral

for the base/emitter voltage of

be

the

PNP-transistor which has to be turned on before the

thyristor can leave the ~off~ state. The resistance R21+R22

wi 11 built up the base/emitter voltage of the
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PNP-transistor. As more current flows (after latching), more

of the PNP-emitter junction wi 11 conduct. So the resistance

R22 will decrease and R3 increase while R22+R3 remains

unchanged. For th is it is assumed that the trans it i on of

R22 and R3 corresponds to the effectively injection of

current from the emitter junction. This effect plays an

important role in the determination of the holding and

minimum point. As the PNP-transistor i s pushed into

conduction by the triggered NPN-transistor the base of the

PNP-transistor is formed by the left part of the N-We11.

Through, not given in fig. 3.7, resistance R4 the

PNp-transistor feeds on his turn the NPN-transistor. The

resistance R4 has a comparable geometry as resistance R4 in

fig. 3.11.

in fig. 3.8.

The circuit model of the NPN-transistor is given

In the case of the triggered PNP-transistor situation (see

fig • 3.4c) the base is formed by the N-We11 under the P++

drain of the PMOST except for the higher doped arsenic

guardring (rule a, see fig. 3.9). The P-epitaxial layer and

P+ Substrate will form the collector. The collector current

is carried off by the substrate contact if no voltage is

applied to the bulk contact at the backside of the wafer.

r-\---Y_---,
SNl G~ J. GP

$1 IomE

S'l'1
/p,\ ~ t ,.PtA"t
t & IMp·, ~"i

~ .~.

N·Io/Ell
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po. ~U&~TRftTE

fig. 3.9: The physical components of the
model parameters in the case of
PNP-transistor triggering (Igate has a
negative sign).
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I

R'll

fig. 3.8: The circuit model of the triggered
HPH-transistor.

In normal conduction state of the PNP-transistor (see fig.

3.6) the whole of the N-Well to the left of the

Well-contact. is used by the trigger current.

The collector current of the PNP-transistor has two ways.

The first. most likely. way is through the low resistance

Substrate (rule e) up to the Substrate-contact (R7 - Rl and

R5+R2). The other possibility is through the higher

resistance epitaxial layer (R4-'R3-R2J. These resistances

wi 11 be independent of the voltage along the total

PNP-transistor because the two current paths are very well

defined by the low resistive substrate.

Again the emitter broadening effect will influence the value

of R3 and R4. while R3+R4 is constant. This plays a role

after latching has occurred.
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As the NPN-transistor is conducting too, the collector

current of the NPN-transistor wi 11 flow through resistor R8

(not drawn in fig. 3.9) into the N-Well, contributing to the

base current of the PNP-transistor. The resistance R8 has a

comparable geometry as resistance R3 in fig. 3.11.

The resulting circuit model of the triggered PNP-transistor

is given in fig. 3.10.

v

R6

I6ffii

'In

RS

R'2. R1

fig. 3.10: The circuit model of the triggered
PNP-transistor.

If no triggering is applied, situation of fig. 3.4a, the

leakage currents have to provide the triggering of the

thyristor. At the beginning only a little piece of the

emitters will conduct so that the base regions are limited

to a small region around the channelstopper and guardring.
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As current increases by overvoltage stress, this region will

increase, see fig. 3.11.

R6
IU

ill.")" tft,,'.a.1rj'
.. ~. r""Pll' ... "

po. EP11A~n.
P'-S\l ~R

fig. 3.11: The physical components of the
model parameters in the case of the
thyristor with overvoltage stress.

The base regions of the NPN and PNP-transistor are those

given in fig. 3.7 and 3.9 (rule a). The base currents are

also equally spreading out as mentioned before. The model is

completed with the collector-to-base resistances through

which the base current flows coming from the opposite

transistor. Again the resis~ances Rl and R3 will vary

according to the emitter broadening effect while RI+R3

remains constant (similar for R2 and R4). The circuit model

of the thyristor is given in fig. 3.12.

In all the mentioned cases the models have been completed

with emitter resistances representing the contact

resistances of the emitter.

The base resistances in the PNP and NPN-transistor

triggering model (see fig. 3.8 and 3.10) have been left out

because only current coming ·from a current source is flowing

through these resistances. So the voltage drop along these

resistances is of no importance. To keep the model as simple

as possible these resistances are left out.

As can be seen from this paragraph each method of turning on

the thyristor needs a different circuit model. It is not
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v
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fig. 3.12: The circuit model of the thyristor

possible indeed to make one circuit model out of fig. 3.8.

3.10 and 3.12 without affecting the starting points badly.

characteristic

In the next two paragraphs the expressions

points of the characteristics in

of

the

the

above

mentioned cases (see fig. 3.8. 3.10 and 3.12) will be

derived.
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3.4 latch-Up theory of thyristors

In this paragraph the characteristic points of the thyristor

characteristic (see fig. 3.5) will be written into model

parameters. To do so knowledge of the transistor state is

very important (e.g. can the reverse transistor current Ir,

see fig. 2.6, be neglected or not). The transistor formulas

of paragraph 2.3 have been used. When the current Ir or If

can not be neglected no useful analytic solution can be

found which. The resulting equation has many terms and can

only be solved numerically. In this way no insight is

gained. So the Philpac simulation program will be used to

determine that certain point.

3.4.1 the latching current and voltage

This point is associated with instability which arises as

current increases during the "off" state of the thyristor

(see paragraph 3.2).

The latching criterion for a gate triggered thyristor can be

determined very easily. The circuit model of the thyristor

is given in fig. 3.13.

From fig. 3.13 it can be seen that the collector current of

the PNP-trans i stor feeds the base of the NPN-trans i stor and

on his turn the NPN-transistor feeds the base of the

PNP-transistor. So a current feedback is present in this

thyristor. Instability can arise when the closed loop gain

of the feedback reaches unity. The condition leading to

instability will now be derived (see (13) pp. 63-77).

First we will look at the DC-situation.

The base currents of the NPN and PNP-transistor

(the reverse currents are not neglected as

2.3) :

are given by

in paragraph
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fig. 3.13: The circuit model of the gate
triggereo thyristor
a) the gate triggered thyristor
b) the equivalent circuit diagram of the
gate triggered thyristor

PNP: Ibp : (~p-1)*I~p+lop

NPN: Ibn: (IXn-l)*Ien-Ion

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

While for the collector currents the equations are:

PNP: Icp : -~p*Iep-Iop

NPN: Icn = -~*Ien+lon

(3.2a)

- - - (3.2b)

Using Ien:-Ik, Iep:la, Igate1:Ibp+lcn and

Ik:la+lgate1+Igate2, we obtain:

Ia :
(~n-1)*Igate1+~n*Igate2+Iop+lon

1-«)(n+O<'p)
- - - (3.3)

Because ()(n+O<p is increasing as current Ia increases (see

later on) and is smaller than one, the current Ia wi 11

become unstable at the condition:

O<n + <Xp = 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - (3.4)
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If eq. (2.4) is used, this can be written as:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - (3.5)

So at the current Ia where eq. (3.5) is satisfied the

thyristor will latch as it is statically used.

But usually the thyristor will latch after currents in the

device have been increasing. We will nolol show that latching

occurs when the sum of the small-signal alphas (which is in

general larger than the sum of the DC-alphas) reaches unity.

Assume that the gate current Igate2 increases by a small

amount ~Igate2. As a consequence of this increase, the anode

current wi 11 increase by an amount dIa, so the incremental

cathode current is given by:

6Ik = ~Ia + ~Igate2 - - - - - - - - (3.6)

The small-signal alphas are defined as (using Iep=Ia and

Ien=-Ik):

,.,
IXn ~ 6Icn/LlIk

Cip ~ -i:U cp/.1I a

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

The inc rea s e 0 f the· an 0 dec u r r e ntis e qua 1 tot he inc rem e n t

of (Icn-Icp), which can be written, by using

- - - - - - - (3.8)

Substituting this into eq. (3.6) yields:

.la
19ate2 - 1 - (stp + ~ n j - - - - - - (3.9)

When <xn+lXp becomes unity any small increase in Igate2 will

cause the device to become unstable, so latching occurs. The
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same effect can also be created by a sl i ght increase of the

voltage V or Ia.

So the latching criterion is given by:

OC n
tV

+ C<p = 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - (3.9)

Using eq. (2.4) this can be written as:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - (3.10)

So the latching criterion is only depending on the current

gain and not on the triggering currents. This makes the

derived latch-Up criterion useful in case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering (see paragraph 3.5).

As can be seen from fig. 3.12, the present circuit model

used is not equal to the used thyristor of fig. 3.13b. But

if we transform the PNP-transistor with the resistances R1

and R2 into one transistor, which has a changed emitter

resistance and current gain, and do so too for the

NPN-transistor with the resistances R5 and R6, we can use

the derived latch-Up criterion.

Because we only need the current gain [3 of the composite

transistor (see fig. 3.14) we do not bother to calculate the

other transistor parameters.

Since the collector/base voltage of both transistors is a

few volts at latching the reverse currents can be neglected.

So the equations of paragraph 2.3 are being used.

The current gain (Sn is

NPN-transistor. So ~n'

defined as len/Ibn in case

is equal to Icn'/Ibn' in case

of the

of the

composite NPNc-transistor.

Using Ir6*r6=Vben-Ien*r5, Icn=-O(n*Ien and Ibn'=Ibn+lr6, we

obtain:

1/(!m' = Ibn '/Icn' = Yben +
R6*Icn

+ 1
~n

- -(3.11a)
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rc"t'l

I'll' Nc

Ic'n'.I

~6S

fig. 3.14: The composite transistor.
a) the part of the model which has to be
transformed into one transistor
b) the composite transistor

Using eq. (2.5) the current is expressed in len. Analog, see

fig. 3.15, can be derived for the PNPc-transistor:

Ibp'/Icp' = - -(3.llb)

Because in the CMOS structures used the emitter resistances

R2 and R5 are small compared to the resistances Rl and R6,

the medium terms in eq. (3.11) can be neglected.

The small-signal beta's of the composite transistors are

defined as:

~n' = dlcn'/dlbn'

rp' = dlcp'/dlbp'

- - - - - - - - - (3.l2a)

- - - - - - - - - (3.l2b)

Using eq. (3.11) and (2.5), the inverse small-signal beta's

are given by (the early effect has been taken into account):

1

~ =
1
(S'p =

1/\<.6 Vt vt Ion dVcen R5 1
----------*(----*-* )+ --
1-2*Vt*Ion/Van/ln Icn Van In dlcn R6*~n ~n

l~RI -vt Vt lop dVcep R2 1
----_..:...._---*(----*--* )+ --
l-2*Vt*Iop/Vap/lp Icp Vap Ip dlcp RI*~p ~p

( 3. 1 3a )

( 3. I 3b )
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In general Van»Vt, Vap»Vt (Va>15V, Vt=25mV), Ip>Iop and

In>Ion are valid, so the first term in eq. (3.13) is equal

to one. When the terms dVcen/dIcn and dVcep/dIcp are

neglected, we obtain:

l/~n' = Vt/(R6*Icn)+R5/(R6*an)+1/~n

l/~p' =-Vt/(Rl*IcP)+R2/(Rl*~p)+1/~p -

(3.13c)

( 3 . 1 3d )

In the CMOS structures used R5/R6«1 and R2/R1«1 are valid

because R2 and R5 are emitter resistances. The obtained

results can be substituted in the latching criterion.

Doing so the results for the DC-criterion give:

(Vbe p + R2 + 1 \ .. (Vben + R5 + 1 ~ 1
Rl*Icp Rl*cxp (-'p) R6*Icn R6*«n (3riJ = - - (3.14)
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This criterion is also calculated to make sure that the

small-signal criterion is the one which is responsible for

Latch-Up. This is true if the Latch-Up current of the

DC-cr iter 1on 1s larger than the Latch-Up current obta 1ned

using the small-signal criterion.

Eq. (3.14) has two variables, Vben and Vbep, which have to

be solved. In the Philpac simulation program the extra

equation needed to come to a solution is given by the

voltage equation Vr3+Vcbn=VbcP+Vr4. Because the resulting

equations are to complex Vcbn and Vbcp are determined. So

the latching voltage is not analytical obtained.

Because we only look for one point in the thyristor

characteristics, Vben and Vbep are related by a constant:

Vben=-k*Vbep (k>O). Subst i tut i ng the constant -k in eq.

(3.14) using eq. (2.5), makes:

k-Vben ( I) R2 1) ( Vben ( I) _ R5_ 1)it1. fp .exp -k.Vben Vt + R1.O<p + [3p :II R6.In .exp -Then Vt +~ + (!n - 1 0-(3.15)

Again the terms containing the emitter resistances R2 and R5

can be neglected in the CMOS structures used.

k is limited because both transistors are conducting while

the currents are not so large. This means that in general

O.60<Vbe<0.90, resulting in 0.65<k<1.50. So varying k

between these two borders, gives an impression about the

DC-latching current.

As already mentioned we are first interested in the

small-signal criterion. From this criterion the latching

current can be derived substituting eq. (3.13) in (3.10>'

Again Icp an Icn are related by a constant -m, Icp=-m*Icn

(m>O). The equation to be solved is:
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- - - - - - - - (3.16)

with: C7 = 1 - CS.C6/(~p.~n)

C8 C6.Vt CS ..vt= m\"R1"r~n + H6~~p

C9 Vt2
= R1.,R6 .. m

C5 = (~p+1 )-R2/R1 + 1

C6 = (~n+1 }-wRS/R6 + 1

The solution i s given by (because Icn>O):

len =
C8+ ";C82+~C7.C9

2-C7
- - - - - - - - (3.17)

and I=Icn-Icp=(l+m)*Icn - - - - - - - - - - - (3.18)

Using the small value of the emitter resistances R2 and R5,

we obtain C5=C6=1. Furthermore the relations m*R1*~n~R6*~p

and C7~1 are valid, yielding:

Vt 1/!f6len ~ -*(-+ -)
R6 f3p R1*m

- - - - - - - - - - (3.17a)

The voltage associated with the latching point has to be

derived from philpac simulations as already appointed.

3.4.2 the holding current and voltage

This point is associated with the condition that the

base/collector voltage of the transistors equal zero volt.

Because the transistors are between normal and saturation

state, the reverse currents of both transistors can sti I be

neglected and the equations of paragraph 2.3 can be used.

The volta~e equations are (see fig. 3.15):

R1*Irl = R2*Iep - Vbep - - - - - - - - - - (3.19)

R6*Ir6 = Vben - R5*Ien - - - - - - (3.20)
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Using Ir1=I-Iep and eq. (3.19) and (2.5), yields:

- - - - - (3.21>

Using Icn=Ir1-Ibp, Ir1=I-Iep, Ir6=-Ibn-Icp and

eq. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5), we obtain:

Equation (3.21) substituted in (3.22) results in an equation

which can be solved numerically. The .solution of Iep can be

used to calculate the holding current (eq. 3.21).

As mentioned before (see paragraph 3.2) in general the two

collector/base voltages of the transistors do not equal zero

volt for the same current. The calculated holding current is

therefore an ESTIMATION of the point where both

collector/base voltage pass zero volt. This assertion is

confirmed by the fact that around the defined holding

current, in practice, the voltage changes much, while the

current only changes a little.

The holding voltage is given by the sum of the base/emitter

voltages, the emitter resistance voltages and the voltage

between the bases of the PNP and NPN-transistor (Vbpbn):

Vhold = Iep*R2-Vbep+Vbpbn+Vben-Ien*R5 - - (3.23)

The voltage Vbpbn is the maximum of the voltage along the

resistance R3 (Vr3) and the voltage along resistance R4

(Vr4). This means that one collector/base ~oltage equals

zero volt, while the other collector/base voltage is almost

zero volt. Thus the resulting holding voltage is (using the

equations for the derivation of eq. (3.22»:

v = R2*Iep + Vtdn(G(Pdep"O-«p ..lep)) + (I-D(p.lep).R5 + max(Vr3,Vr4) - - (3.24)
. In"Ip ()( n

~)_tJ).: Vr3 Ir3-R3 '"' (I-ocp.lep)"R3
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3.4.3 the minimum current and voltage

This point is defined as the point where the voltage along

the conducting thyristor reaches a minimum. Because

collector resistances R3 and R4 are added to the thyristor

model, with respect to fig. 3.4a, the minimum voltage is now

reached when the decrement of the collector/emitter voltage

(see fig. 3.15) is equal to the increment of the sum of the

base/emitter voltage (Vben or Vebp) and the collector

voltage (Vr4 or Vr3 respectively).

At that point both transistors are far into saturation state

so both forward and reverse current have to be taken into

account. As already pointed out, no useful analytical

solution can be found. So philpac simulations have to be

used to determine a prediction of· the minimum voltage and

current.

An ESTIMATION of the minimum point can be given by using the

measured base/emitter voltages at the minimum point. The

influence of the emitter resistances R2 and R5 (see fig.

3.5) is neglected. The minimum current is estimated by

I=Irl+Ir6 so the base currents are neglected. This results

in:

Imin = -Vbep/Rl + Vben/R6 - - - - - - - (3.25)

While the minimum voltage is estimated by:

Vmin = -Vbep + Irl*R3 + Vcen - - - - - - (3.26)

Because the NPN-transitor is in saturation state the

collector/emitter voltage is about 100 mV, yielding:

Vmin = -Vbep(Rl+R3)~1 + 0.100 - - - - - - (3.27)

Because of the neglected base currents, the minimum voltage

and current are larger than the estimations.
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3.5 latch-Up theory of triggered thyristors

In th i s paragraph the same character i st i c thyr i stor po i nts

as mentioned in paragraph 3.4, are derived but now for the

PNP-transistor

triggered

possible

thyristor

ways of

(see fig.

triggering,

3.8

NPN

and

and

3.10). The two

triggering, are succesive1y discussed. Again the equations

of paragraph 2.3 are used when the reverse currents of the

transistor can be neglected and philpac simulations when the

reverse currents are not negleable.

3.5.1 the latching current and voltage

The latching criterion derived in paragraph 3.4 is also

applicable for a triggered thyristor. To prove that the

small-signal criterion (eq. 3.10 ) is the origin of

regenerative switching, the DC-criterion, eq. (3.5), is

also calculated. The composite transistor configuration (see

fig. 3.14) is also needed.

First the NPN-transistor triggering will be studied.

Because there is no resistance parallel to the base/emitter

junction of the NPN-transistor, the DC current gains ~n and

rn' are equal. The DC current gain pp' of the composite

PNPc-transistor is equal to -Icp/lcn, see fig. 3.16.

Using the current equations Ir2=Ir3+Ibp and Icn=Ir1+Ir3

and the voltage equations R1*Ir1=R2*Ir2+R3*Ir3 and

R2*Ir2=R5*Iep-Vbep, the relation between Icn arid Icp can be

derived:

J R1+R2+R3~( R5 ~ _ Vbep) _ R1+R3~l££
cn = R1>tR2 .. -O(P "'J.cp R1 ..... {3P - - (3.28)

Eq. (3 • 28) can be use d d e t e r min i ng the cur r en t g a i n [3P' 0 f

the composite PNP-transistor. Substituting the result into
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P..J11 Rli
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~ ..--.
I(',flTE I'el\l IGftTE

R& R6

fig. 3.16: a) The circuit model of the
triggered NPN-transistor
b) The composite triggered NPN-transistor

the DC latching criterion, eq. (3.5), and using eq. (2.5b),

yields:

Eq. 3.29 can be solved numerically very easy, giving the

solution in Vbep. With Vbep the latch current can be

calculated by Idclatchn:lr1+Ir2+Iep using the two mentioned

voltage equations. The obtained result is given by:

IDC-latchn

with: Ra =

Vbep R5 1 R3 ) ( Vbe p )
= - Ra + (Ra.o<p+o(p+~P*R1' -!tIp * exp - Vt

R1 R2
R1 +R2+R3

(3.30)
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In the equations (3.28) until (3.30) RS represents the

emitter resistance. Thus the terms containing RS can be

neglected fot the CMOS structures used.

First of all we are interested in the small-signal criterion

which leads to the measured latching current. Because the

current gain of the NPN-transistor i s assumed to be

This does not apply to the small-signal

of the composite PNP-transistor. pp' can be

eq. (3.12), From fig. 3.16 it is seen that

constant, the small-signal

«(3n'= (!>n=~n')'

current gain ~p'

calculated using

and DC current gain are equal

Icp'=Icp and Ibp'=-Icn. So the relation between Icp and Icn,
IV

see eq. (3.28), can be used determining the current gain pp'

(in the case of neglecting the influence of the variation of

the reverse leakage current caused by the early effect):

1

pp'
dIen

= -dlep
Vt

- - - (3.31)

~ N

Using the small-signal latching criterion, pp'*pn'=l, the

current Icp is written as an expression of model parameters:

- - - - - - - - - (3.32)
-Vt/Rarep =

An R5 R1+R3
'" -o<p--Ra-R 1*fP

The latching current equals the sum of Ir1, Ir2 and Iep.

This results in eq. (3.30) and as Vbep is written into Icp

by eq. (2.Sb), we yield:

Of course RS/Ra«l is valid again, so this term can be

neglected.

As can be seen from eq.(3.33) the latching current is

independent of the trigger current Igate. Because resistance

R1 is dependent on the voltage V along the thyristor, the

latching current will vary with a changing latching voltage

Vlatch.
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A decreasing resistance R1 will cause an increment of the

current Ir1 because R2+R3 remains constant (see fig. 3.16)

and the voltage equation Ir1*R1=Ir2*R2+Ir3*R3 is valid. A

greater part of Icn is di verted from R2+R3 and the base of

the PNp-transistor. Thus Icp decreases, resulting in a lower

current gain ~p' of the composite PNP-transistor. The

current I wi 11 therefore be greater before the small-si gnal

latching criterion is satisfied

Thus the latching current increases as the resistance R1

decreases.

The latching current of the PNP-transistor triggering will

be der i ved in the same way as done for the NPN-trans i stor

triggering. Because no resistance is present along the

base/emitter junction of the PNP-transistor, the DC and

small-signal current gain are equal. So no composed

PNP-transistor is needed, see fig. 3.17.

The composite NPN-transistor has a current gain pn'=-Icn;'Icp

and small-signal current gain rn'=-dlcn~cp. So the relation

between Icn and Icp has to be determined. This can be done,

see fig. 3.17, using the voltage equations,

Ir4*R4+Ir3*R3=Ir7*R7+Ir5*R5

Ir1*R1=Ir5*R5+Ir2*R2

Vben-Ien*R9=Ir3*R3+Ir2*R2

the current equations,

Icp=-Ir4-Ir7

Ir4=Ir3+Ibn

Ir2=Ir3+Ir5

Ir7=Ir1+Ir5

and eq. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5):

with: Ra

-Icp = I~~*(~~+~~) + ~~~ln(i~n)

R1 .. RS
= R7 + R1 +R2 +R S

- - - - - - - (3.34)

Rb = Ra + R3 + R4 + R2.RS
R1+R2+R5

Rc R3 Ra R2 (= Rb + R1+R2+RS* R1+RS*Ra/Rb)

Rd Rc + R3 R4 R2~R4*RS= Rb + Rb.(R1+R2+RS)
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fig. 3.17: a) The circuit model of the
triggered PNP-transistor
b) The composite tri~gered PNP-transistor

Using eq. (3.34) the DC current gain (3n' can be determined

and substituted into the DC latching criterion, see eq.

(3.5), Thus the DC latching current can be derived solving

eq. (3.35) and substituting the solution of Vben into eq.

(3.36).

In ( fl lOA R9..qsn+1 )+Rd) (Vben)
~ l-nrP- R .exp vt. c

- - (3.35)

IDC-latchp = -Ien+lr2+Ir1

=

--------

I (Vben) ( R9 Rd)
n.-exp V't !it 1+Rc*o(,n +Rc,,~ n

- - - - (3.36)

Vben
+RC
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In the equation 3.34 until 3.36 the emitter resistance R9 is

negleable with respect to Rc and Rd, in case of the CMOS

structures used.

The real latching current can be determined using eq.

(3.34), the definition of the small-signal current gain n'

and the small-signal regenerative switching criterion (eq.

(3.10».

Ilatehp

with: len

In eq (3.37) and (3.38) R9 can be neglected with respect to

the other resistances.

Thus the latching current, in case of PNP-transistor

triggering, is given by a closed expression and is a little

depending on the trigger current. This is caused by the

fact that the current gains rn and ~p are voltage dependent

(early effect), thus influencing the latching current a

little. larger latching voltages (which appear for smaller

trigger currents) correspond to higher current gains, so for

smaller currents the latching criterion will be satisfied.

Thus the latching current wi 11 decrease a little as the

latching voltage increases.

The voltages corresponding to the derived latching currents

can not be derived in the mentioned way because the reverse

currents were neglected. So phi lpac simulations have to be

used to derive the latching voltages.

3.5.2 the holding current and voltage

The holding point derivation used in paragraph 3.4 is also

applicable for a triggered thyristor. The reverse currents

are also neglected.
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At first the holding point will be derived in the case of

NPN-transistor triggering.

Using the voltage, current and transistor equations related

to fig. 3.16 and mentioned in paragraph 3.5.1, plus

-Ien=Igate+I and Igate=Ibn+Icp, an equation can be derived

containing I, Igate and model parameters:

~~f(~n+1).ln(t~~~~~~~~e)= b(~n+1) - (1+~+(1~+~~)I(3p) .. (I-~n.Igate) -(3.39)

R1 R2
~i1~: R~ ~ R1+R2+R3

Eq. (3.39) has to be solved numerically resulting in the

holding current Iholdn.

In the CMOS structures used R5/Ra can be taken zero.

The collector/base voltages are not equal to zero volt at

the same time. As appointed in paragraph 3.4.2, the holding

point is defined as the point where one of the two

collector/base junctions equals zero volt, whi Ie the other

junction is still a little reverse biased. This means that

the holding voltage is given by eq. (3.40) while the holding

current has to' be solved from eq. (3.39),

Vholdn = -Ien.R6 + Vben + max(Vr3,Vr4) + Vbep + lep~R5-(3.40)

~bib: (derived using the voltage, current and

transistor equations)

I = lholdn

-len = I + lp-ate

(3p+1 ( )
lep = ~p~(0n+1). l-~n*l~ate

Vben+Vebp = Vt.ln«l+lgate)~fl-~n.lgate)~@n)
In~Ip ... ~n+1 )2

Ra~R3 ( ) Ra.R3 1 1
Vr3 = I. R2 - l-~n*Igate.,~n+1 "(R2-~ =

R4
Vr4 = rn+1.(l-~n.lgate) = Ir4.R4

R1_R2
Ra = R1+R2+R3

lr3,..R3
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In the case of the PNP-transistor triggering the voltage,

current and transistor equations related to fig. 3.17 (see

paragraph 3.5.1) plus Igate=Ibp+Icn and Iep=I+Igate, are

used deriving the holding current. This calculation results

in equation (3.41), which has to be solved numerically.

t3n ..«(!.p-t1 )lJRS_RaIfVUln( IignJ~§:;») -t (I+(3Ptf!gate)~RR-tR1"R3)'R4+(fn-t1 ).R9"'R5"R~ ..

«~n.rp-1 )"I-«(3n-t~(31'.Igate)*(R~R-tR1"R3)-R1"R3"Ra)- -('3. 41)
R1 -tR2"" )

~~t~: Ra .. RS ~R3+R4+R7 + R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R7

Rb .. R1 + R7 + ~~ oI(R3+R4+R7)

RR .. R2-R5 + R2.R3 + R3aRS

Of course the term Ien*R6 and Iep*R5 are very small. They

are only added for the sake of completeness. The

Thus

base/emitter voltages Vben and Vbep are about 0.7 volt and

the voltages Vr3 and Vr4 are 100 mV at the most.

Vholdn is about 1.5V.

Deriving the holding voltage the .same arguments applying in

the case of the NPN-transistor triggering, are used. Now the

maximum of Vr4 and Vr8 has to be taken instead of Vr3 and

Vr4. The obtained holding voltage is given by the

expression:

v I 6 (holdp = ep~R + Vebp + max Vr8,Vr4) + Vben - Ien«R9-{3.42)

~ith: (derived using the voltage, current and
transistor equations)

I = Iholdp
Iep = I - Igate

~n+1 (
len = -(()P+1 )""~n:t I+~p"Igate)

Vben+Vebp = Vt~ln(~p !I-Igatet~(I+~~kIgate))
I~ In*"Ip.. ~P+1

Vr4 = R~4Ra *BRb*(R1+R2:t"RS)-R1~Ra).(I+Ien)+

(RS-Ra - R4~( R1+R2 +RS) ). ( 1-D<p ifI +o<:P1fIgate)1. = Ir4f R4. pn pn J
Vr8 = (1-~p)~I+~p~Igate) = R8~Ir8

R1+R2
Ra = RS ~(R3+R4+R7)+R1+R2+R3+R4+R7

R1Rb = R1+R7+R5*(R3+R4+R7)
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Again the terms containing R9 can be neglected. The Vholdp

will be, analogue to Vholdn, about 1.5V. The holding

voltage and current in this paragraph determined are an

estimation of the holding point. This estimation is allowed

in practical cases as already pointed out in paragraph

3.4.2.

Along with this definition of the holding point another

definition can be used. This definition is based on the fact

that Latch-Up can not sustain unless the DC latching

criterion is met at steady state. So the equations (3.15),

in the case of the thyristor, (3.30),in the case of

NPN-transistor triggering, and (3.36), in the case of

PNP-transistor triggering, can be used. The values which

have to be used for the model parameters are those used when

both transistors are around the earlier defined holding

point. The explanation for this is as follows.

When the current gains of the transistor are low, the

feedback between these transistors is small. The

small-signal latching current wi 11 be large (this follows

from the derived equations (3.17)+(3.18), (3.32)+(3.33) and

(3.37)+(3.38» and, according to that, the DC latching

current will be even larger. Measurement shows in general

that the holding current is smaller than the minimum

current. So below the minimum current the current gains are

so large, that the DC latching criterion is met. At latching

point the current gains are not so large that the DC

latching criterion is valid, because the small-signal

latching criterion determines that point. Another effect

which plays a role is that, going from latching point to the

minimum point, the current gain increases, due to the

emitter broadening effect (see also eq. (2.10», see also

paragraph 4.3. The holding point is the point where the

varying current gains just meet the DC latching condition.

Measuring shows that around the earlier defined holding

current the current gains are changing most.

So in fact the two holding point definitions obtain the same

holding current. Using the DC latching criterion holding
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current definition, the holding voltage can vary a lot for

different modules while the zero-volt definition gives a

better defined point. Another reason to chose for the

zero-volt definition is that the behaviour of the transition

of the current gains are difficult to predict, while this is

easy for the well defined zero-volt definition.

3.5.3 the minimum current and voltage

The same arguments

valid, so this point

simulations.

as mentioned

can only be

in paragraph 3.4.3 are

determined using philpac

Estimations of the minimum voltage and current valid for the

thyristor model (see fig. 3.15), have no analogue in case of

NPN and PNP-transistor triggering because the needed

base/emitter resistance of the NPN and PNP-transistor,

respectively, is missing. Estimations of the NPN

base/emitter voltage of for instance fig. 3.16, give a

collector current which is inaccurate because small

variations in Vbe lead to large forward current variations

(see eq. 2.5), and reverse currents, which are not

neglectable, are not known (Vce can not be measured).

Taking currents, like for instance Ir2+Ir1 plus Iep in fig.

3.16), to form the key factors around which the estimation

is built up, is the same as directly substituting the

measured minimum current.

Thus in this case we have to be satisfied with philpac

simulations.
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3.6 The computer programs used

When the der i ved theory of paragraph 3.4 and 3.5 is to be

applied, computer programs are needed to solve the equations

and calculate the wanted variables.

An example of solving an equation and executing calculations

with the obtained solution, is given in appendix 4. The DC

latching criterion is solved in the case of PNP-transistor

triggering and DC latching current along with the

small-signal latching current is calculated. The computer

program contains a part where the values of the model

parameters in any given order are read from the input fi Ie,

a part where the calculations are executed and a part which

writes the input file plus obtained results into an output

fi Ie (see appendix 5). The execution fi Ie needed to start

the execution is given in appendix 6.

To get a better similarity with the philpac simulation

program, the early effect is taken into account. The

circumstances at which the latching (Vben, Vbep, Vcen and

Vbep) and measuring (Vbenm and Vbepm) took place, are used

as input. Furthermore the early voltages (Van and Yap) have

to be given. The program calculates from this data the

actual reverse leakage current at latching (see appendix 5

and the third page of appendix 4), In this way the measured

reverse leakage currents can be used immediately without any

calculations.

12 and 13 is needed to

composite NPN-transistor,

node

the

circuit between

the DC-alpha of

Appendix 7 contains an example of the philpac latching point

s i mulat i on input file in the case of PNP-trans i stor

triggering. This example calculates a whole characteristic

as shown in fig. 3.6. The used node-circuit is given in fig.

3.18.

The extra

calculate
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fig. 3.18: The node circuit used in philpac
simulations of PNP-transistor triggering

while R50 is needed to display the sum of the currents Ir1

and Ir2. The obtained results from the philpac run can be

put into a printed form (PRINT: ••• ) or a plot (FILE: •.• ,

and using the program PL).

The two mentioned computer programs are used for simulations

of the latching, holding and minimum points using the

simulation models given in fig. 3.8, 3.10 and 3.12.
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4.0 MODEL PARAMETER DETERMINATION

The circuit models and expressions of the thyristor with and

without triggering obtained in chapter 3, have to be

In this chapter the circuit model i s determined for

TU1-module in the case of the DL 681 wafer from batch

with epitaxial layer. From the 99 cells on the wafer

appendix 8) , number 58 is chosen. A choice had to be

provided with values for the model parameters. Two ways are

used in determining these values, through measuring and

through estimations. These estimations are necessary because

not all model parameters can be measured separately.

Because the characteristic points of the thyristor can be

seen as model parameters, the measuring methods of these

points will be given too. Furthermore these model parameters

will be used in determining some other model parameters.

the

ell

(see

made

because of the large variation of the model parameters along

the wafer (see paragraph 4.4).

4.1 The measuring of model parameters

As already poi nted out, the thyr i stor can be seen as a

coupling of two bipolar transistors. So the main part of the

work is determination of the transistor parameters. As

mentioned earlier (paragraph 2.3), the most simple circuit

model of the transistor available in philpac (12) is used.

In fig. 2.6 the circuit model used for the NPN-transistors

is given. The circuit model for the PNP-transistors is the

same as fig. 2.6 except that the current sources an"d diodes

are turned 180 degrees. Because all resistances of any

importance are placed in the thyr i stor model, the val ues of
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resistances Re, Rb and Rc in the transistor models are set

to zero. Thus all apostrophes in eq.

fig. 2.6, can be left out.

(2.5) and (2.6) and in

As can be seen from the trans i stor equat ions in paragraph

2.3. the important transistor parameters are the

coli e c tor /b asere ve r sec u r r en t s ( I on and lop), t he ear 1 y

yo 1 tag e s (Van and Va p ) and the for war d cur r e n t g a ins ((3f n

and ~fp). To describe the saturation behaviour too, the

reverse current gains (rrn and 0rp) are also needed.

The actual thyristor contains a, 1 dimensional like. four

layer structure where the two bipolar transistors are folded

together. The transistors cannot be seen separately. Thus

any measuring method of the bipolar transistors will mean

that the results are an estimation of the actual transistor

performance. To obtain the best estimation. the actual

transistor has to be imitated as best as possible. This can

be done by creating a current flow which is the most like

the actual current flow.

The studied thyristor between D+ and D-+ is given by the

drawn line in fig. 4.1.

SN 2

~r- PNP THY~~T;---;:"" ~N"Ni- -- _._- ._._- ::::,;;;:;;",. o;;:;...;~~

.__ ._-. __ .--_._._.-_._.-.-_.-_._- ....

fig. 4.1: The estimation of the bipolar
transistor of the thyristor

S?t
=:~.' : p. iI""

,'I:.~ ~,"'1 _.. I,J~

.... p.•...•

N·WElL

p'. EPllR~lR

p'. SU~~TRllH

The estimation of the NPN-transistor can be done best by

using the D.-contact as emitter and the N-Well as collector

(the N-Well contact is the actual collector contact). see

the dashed line in fig. 4.1. This is otherwise the only

possible way of measuring the NPN-transistor.
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The PNP-trans i stor can be measured in two ways, both hay i ng

the D+-drain as emitter. The first possibility is using the

bulk-contact as collector. The disadvantage of this method

is that current is only flowing partially through the actual

thyristor path. The best way is by using SN2-Substrate

contact as collector. Current is now flowing as much as

possible through the actual thyristor path, see the

dash-point-dash line in fig. 4.1.

To make sure that the N- and PMOS transistor do not

interfere with the measuring of the transistor

character i st i cs, vol tages are appli ed to the gates of both

MOST's. When a positive voltage is applied to the gate GP of

the PMOST, electrons are attracted to the surface. Thus the

P-channel is prevented from conduct i ng (see paragraph 2.1),

Negative biasing the gate GN of the N-channel MOST attracts

holes to the channel preventing electron currents flowing in

the N-channel. Thus during measuring GN and GP were applied

to the most negative and positive voltage, respectively,

used.

The HP4145a Semiconductor parameter analyzer nr. ELI

6010-0114, was used for measuring all mentioned

characteristics. The measuring formation used is present in

the measuring room of H.P. Tuinhout at Philips Research

Laboratories Eindhoven.

The needed transistor parameters were derived from the

following measured transistor characteristics (20).

4. 1 • 1 the IC-VCE characteristic

Determining this characteristic the collector/emitter

voltage Vce is varied, the base current Ib is kept constant

and the collector current is measured, see fig. 4.2.
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Ve.t. va.

fig. 4.2: The measuring diagram of the IC-VCE
characteristic of
a} the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

From this characteristic the early voltage can be derived by

taking the tangent of the linear part (normal conduction

state) of the transistor, see fig 4.3. The early voltage is

equal to the po i nt of intersect i on between that tangent and

the Vee-axis (7 pp. 149).

Thus the early voltage is given by Xintercept in fig. 4.3.

line 1 in fig. 4.3 corresponds to the drawn line through the

two cursors (+) and line 2 to the dashed line through the

marker Co}. The early voltage measured, decreases as the

applied gate current Ib increases. Thus the early voltage is

not uniquely defined. The method chosen is by recording the

early voltage at low collector currents Cin the order of

10-100 pA} and collector currents near latching.

During measuring the IC-VCE characteristic the drains Dt and

D. are not connected in the case of NPN and PNP-trans i stor

triggering respectively. Thi sis done to prevent a leakage

current to flow through this junction. Although the leakage

current is small, the difference is appreciable.
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fig. 4.3: The IC-VCE characteristic of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

4.1.2 the forward characteristic

characteristic

collector/emitter
Determining

base/emitter

this

voltage Vbe,

i s

keeping

done

the

by varying the
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voltage Vce constant whi Ie the collector and base current

(Ic and Ib) are measured, see fig. 4.4.

SPi

+

SN'2.

Vb«

...
IJbt

SP1

+

SN?

Vet.

fig. 4.4: The measuring diagram of the forward
characteristic of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

From this characteristic the collector/base reverse leakage

current can be derived. This can easily be seen from eq.

(2.5>' When from the collector current the logarithm is

taken, eq. (4.1) is obtained.

10g(Icn) = 10g(In) + Vben/Vt

log(-Icp) = 10g(Ip) - Vbep/Vt

- - - - - - (4.1a)

(4.1b)

Thus when Vben and Vbep are taken as zero. In and Ip are

equal to Icn and -Icp respectively. This can be realized in

the plot by displaying log(!cn) and log(-!cp). In and Ip can

be der i ved by tak i ng the~ tangent of Icn and Icp and tak i ng

the point of intersection with the Icn and Icp-axis

respectively. This is executed in fig. 4.5.

The reverse leakage current In and Ip correspond to

Vintercept in fig. 4.5a and b respectively and is obtained

by line 1 through the markers (+). The tangent has to be

taken in the area O.4<IVbel<O.6. In this area the early

voltage refered to in paragraph 4.1.1 (measuring the early

voltage at low collector currents) is valid. Thus using eq.
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fig. 4.5: The forward characteristic of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

(2.6) the reverse leakage currents

calculated.

Ion and lop can be

When IVbel<0.4 the current enters the junction leakage

current level (in the order 10-100 pico ampere), whi Ie for

IVbel>0.6 the current has a saturation like behaviour. This
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saturation like behaviour is caused by the base resistance

Rb of the transistor. Increasing the current means that the

voltage drop along this base resistance Rb increases. When

this voltage drop becomes of the same order of magnitude as

the base/emitter junction voltage Vb'e' (see fig. 2.6), eq.

(4.2) is valid.

Vben :: Vb'e'n + Ib*Rb - - - - - - - - - - (4.2)

With eq. (2.5a) substituted in eq. (2.1>, we yield (in the

case of an NPN-transistor):

Vben

a d dVben
n dIbn

= Vt"ln(,6i~bn)

vt
= Ibn + Rb

+ Ibn.. Rb

When Rb is of the order of 1K ohm, Vt=25 mV and Ibn=O. 250

mA, eq. (4.4) becomes dVben=Rb*dIbn. Thus in this saturation

like behaviour current increases depending on the value of

the base resistance.

Another apparent effect in fig. 4.5 is the latching between

the P++ source diffusion SP1 and the N++ drain diffusion Df
of the NPN-transistor, caused by the lateral NPN collector

current under the surface of the PMOST (see paragraph 3.2).

This effect occurs at Vben=0.8960 V and Vbep=-O.80 V in fig.

4.5. After latching, current limitations provide a strange

current behaviour, which will not be further investigated

here.

Real saturation behaviour appears when high injection

effects occur. At high injection the increasing of charge in

the base region leads to another dependence of the collector

current from Vbe. The collector current now increases with

an exponent IVbel/2Vt, instead of IVbel/Vt (see eq. (2.5».

However the base current sti 11 increases wi th an exponent

IVbel/Vt. This means that current gain ~ (see (11) pp. 47)

will decrease. At a higher current the base current will
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also exhibit high injection effects. All this is again

explained in fig. 4.6.

~~---------------~Vbt

-...,."-------------~-_.Vb(.

fig. 4.6: Explanation of the forward characteristic
according to high injection effects

From fig. 4.5 it can be seen that no high injection effects

playa role, however in other structures this could be the

case.

4.1.3 the current gain characteristic

The forward current ga ins rfn and ~fp can be determi ned in

the same way as the forward characteristic, see fig. 4.4,

however now the collector to base current ratio IC/lb is

plotted. From this characteristic the current gain can be

read directly, see fig. 4.7.
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fig. 4.7: The forward current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

During the simulations the current gain is assumed constant.

However from fig. 4.5 it is seen that the base/emitter

voltage Vbe varies as the current increases. Using this Vbe

in fig. 4.1 then the current gain (3+ is known. Thus, when we

know the collector current corresponding with a certain
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point of the thyristor characteristic, we can derive the

corresponding current gain using fig. 4.4 and 4.1 !!

This method will be used often later on, but can only be

used in deriving the forward current gain.

The strange peak in fig • 4.7 around IVbel=O.85 v,
corresponds to latching activity, as already mentioned in

relation to the forward characteristic.

As already mentioned in paragraph 3.2, at the minimum point

the transistors are in the saturated state. Thus the reverse

current gain has to be known for that point.

The rever sec u r r e n t g a i ns (3rna n d pr p can bed e t e r min edin

the same way as the forward current gain, however the

collector and emitter change places (see fig. 4.8).

A) :0. ~
-t

T Vc.
SN'l.

IJbe+ +

Vee Vte
Vbe

\Jc
~Pf

D+

fig. 4.8: The measuring diagram of the reverse
current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

In an analog way ment i oned incase of the forward current

gain, the corresponding reverse current gain for a given

collector/ base voltage can be derived. The measured reverse

current gain characteristics are given in fig. 4.9.

Again the drains Dt and Dt are not connected in the case of

the PNP and NPN-transistor current gain measuring

respectively. The characteristics given in fig. 4.9a and b

have to be explained in more detail.
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fig. 4.9: The reverse current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the extra

CMOS-transistor (see appendix la) has influence on the

measuring results. The N++ and P++ drains of 0+ are both

connected to -5 volt. While SN2 and SPl have as the

starting value 0 volt. Thus the P- Substrate/N++ drain Dt
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junction is forward biased. This current is acting like a

base current of the NPN-transistor formed by the N++ drain

D. (emitter), P- Substrate (base) and N-Well (collector,

with the N-Well contact as the actual collector), see fig.

4.9c.

C)

I
1"--

(

fig. 4.9c: The parasitic NPN-transistor measured
in the case of reverse current gain
measurements of the PNP-transistor.

Thus at the starting values the parasitic NPN-transistor is

conducting. This corresponds with a current flowing into

N-Well contact SPI and out of the dra in D+. Measuring the

reverse current gain of the PNP-transistor the reverse

collector is formed by the P++ dra in Dt, the base by the

N-Well contact SPl and the reverse emitter by the P++

Substrate contact. As the reverse current gain is defined as

the ratio of the base and the reverse collector (= forward

emitter, see fig. 2.6), this ratio will be negative as a

consequence of the parasitic NPN-transistor (see fig.

4.9b). Because of this effect the reverse current gain h"as

to be estimated using the measured current gains as a

reference. The parasitic NPN-transistor wi 11 only be
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part i c i pat i ng in the case of a structure where the dra i ns

are short circuited as given in appendix la.

When the NPN-transistor triggering is used the measurements

of the reverse currents result in the right values if the

base/emitter voltage is not too large. Voltages above about

0.5 volt make the parasitic PNPN-thyristor formed by the P++

drain D+, the N-Well of the extra CMOS-structure and the

N-Well (see fig. 4.9d) to turn on.

D)

V1----i.J.o" N-Well
"

_,' "" n1R~c;.lT1C
Jt1YR1STDR.~

. - ,P,, N). [R\E RE&mN Ill"
'"!'-,;f-'-""+,"'/So' /' ....--:-;~-, NP N•i JU\NS \STDKIN

__ " I"ARFlSlT1t THYl\l~Tl]1

--~"'''''7'.f""---...,. -- \... 6 V.-'Dt " \
-l.._-r-_ " \

fig. 4.9d: The parasitic PNPN-thyristor measured
in the case of reverse current ga i n
measurements of the NPN-transistor.

After this effect occurs the measured values are influenced

by the current limitation present. Thus only the measured

values before the parasitic thyristor turns on, can be used

determining the reverse current gain of the NPN-transistor.

This turning on of the parasitic thyristor again just occurs

under special conditions (drains are short circuited as

given in fig. 4.9d), which is

structures.

inevitable in the used
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According to the models given in chapter 3, resistances also

have to be measured. The following methods are used.

4.1.4 Well-resistance

the base

given byis

Ibcurrent

resistance

base

base

With this method the resistances Rbasen and Rl in fig. 3.9

and 3.11 respectively, are estimated. While the composite

resistance of R21+R22+R3 parallel to Rl in fig. 3.7 has to

lie in the same order of magnitude as the measured Well

resistance.

The measur i ng method is the same as measur i ng the forward

characteristic for the PNP-transistor (see fig 4.4b>' The

Well resistance is equal to the base resistance of the

PNP-transistor and thus can be determined studying the

saturation like behaviour of the forward characteristic.

Because the connection of voltage and current is almost

linear (see eq. (4.4», the base current is displayed on a

linear scale instead of logarithntic in case of the forward

characteristic, see fig. 4.10.

Taking the tangent of the

res i stance can be der i ved. The

I/GRAD.

As can be seen from fig. 4.1, the measured base res i stance

varies with varying the collector/emitter voltage Vce. The

drawn I ine through the cursors (+) corresponds to Vce=-S V,

while the dashed line is equal to Vce=-15 V. The major

reason for this effect is the early effect. A larger reverse

voltage across the base/collector junction increases the

depletion layer thickness of this junction. Thus the Well

depth is effectively smaller increasing the base resistance.

So it is difficult to determine which of the two measured

values is the right one. In fact the value of the base

resistance will vary along the thyristor characteristic.

Near latching 800 ohm wi 11 be the best value whi Ie near

holding and minimum 500 ohm is more appropriate. One remark
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fig. 4.10: The Well resistance determination

has to be made about this result. During measuring the

bulk-contact was used as the collector, not the P++

Substrate-contact. The reason for th i sis that incase of

the P++ Sustrate-contact as collector, the lateral current

under the surface provides the latching between the P++

linear connection can be found between Vbe and

drain Dt and

fast that no

the N++ source SN2. This latching occurs so

lb. This is the reason why the substrate resistance R6 and

Rbases in fig. 3.11 and 3.7, respectively, can not be

this method. NPN-transistordetermined

collector

using

available indeed is

The

the

only

N-Well. Using the

bulk-contact as collector introduces an extra uncertainty in

the measured resistances because it is not known how far the

base resistance penetrates into the base region and this

base region depends on which collector is used.
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4.1.5 collector resistances

When the transistor is into saturation varying the collector

current affects the collector/emitter voltage Vc'e' (see

fig. 2.6) only a little. However the variation of the

voltage drop along the collector resistance is linear to the

current variation. Thus when we drive the transistors into

saturation, the tangent of the IC-VCE characteristic wi 11

give an estimation of the collector resistance.

Thus the measuring diagram is the same as that for the

IC-VCE characteristic, see fig. 4.11, while only low values

of the voltage Vce are looked at.

Vc.,

+

Vee

SN1, HULkC DNma

fig. 4.11: The measuring diagram of the collector
resistance of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

In the case of the NPN-transistor only one collector can be

used, the N-Well, so the measured collector resistance is an

estimation of resistance R21+R22+R3 parallel to R1 in fig.

3.7. The result is given in fig. 4.12.

From fig. 4.12 one tangent is given ClINE 1 through both

cursors (+». The collector resistance can be found taking

the l/GRAD value. The tangent has to be taken just above the

crossing point because only for higher voltages than the

crossing voltage there is transistor action. Furthermore it

can be seen from fig. 4.12 that the measured collector
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fig. 4.12: The collector resistance determination
of the NPN-transistor

current increases as the collector/emitter voltage is

constant and the base current increases. Along with the

increasing collector current the tangent will be steeper

corresponding with a lower resistance. Thus it is not

evident which of the base currents leads to the right

collector resistance. From the results determined later on,

it can be seen that the collector res i stance is about 3K

ohm. Thus the tangent has to be taken for a small base

current whi Ie the collector current 1 ies between 1 and 50

pA.
Thus only an indication about the height of the collector

resistance can be gained from this measuring method.

The P++ drain D; is not allowed to be connected because the

P++ drain/N-Well/P+ Substrate transistor will be saturated

too, leading to a not allowed leakage current.

Looking at the PNP-transistor ther.e are two possible

collectors. Using both collectors three resistances can be

estimated, see fig. 4.13.
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fig. 4.13: The three possible collector resistances
of the PNP-transistor

When only the bulk-contact is used as collector (line 1 in

fig. 4.13), the resistance between N-Well and bulk contact

is estimated. This corresponds to resistance R7 in fig. 3.9.

In fig. 4.14 the measured characteristic is plotted.
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fi~. 4.14: The PNP-transistor collector resistance
derivation using the bulk-contact as
collector

When the Substrate-contact is used as collector (l i ne 2 in

fig. 4.13). the total collector resistance of the

PNP-transistor in fig. 3.9 is estimated. see fig. 4.15.

Again the N++ drain D+ is not allowed to be connected.

providing no leakage current to flow.
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fig. 4.15: The PNP-t~ansisto~ collecto~ ~esistance
de~ i vat i on us i ng the subst~ate contact as
collecto~

De~iying the ~esistance of line 3" (see fig • 4.13) is

possible by connecting BOTH bulk and Subst~ate-contact and

~esistive subst~ate p~ovides that no cu~~ent will

keeping them at the same potential. Doing so the low

flow

between the Subst~ate-contact and the bulk-contact (Rl and

R5 in fig. 3 . 9 ) . Thus the measu~ed cu~~ent at the

Subst~ate-Contact has tp come f~om the N-Well th~ough R2, R3

and R4 (= R41 pa~allel to R42). The measu~ed cha~acte~istic

is given in fig. 4.16 not using the N++ d~ain Dt.

In conclusion the ~esistance between the Subst~ate and

bulk-contact can be measu~ed with an ohmic measu~ing device,

because the~e is only P-type semiconducto~ mate~i~l between

these contacts. The measu~ed ~esistance is an estimation of

Rl pa~allel to R5 (see fig. 3.9).
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fig. 4.16: The PNP-transistor collector resistance
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contact as collector, while only current
through the substrate contact is plotted

4.1.6 resistance derivation using latching

The last method used in determining resistances

the latching current. It is based on the

is

fact

by using

that at

latching the lateral current has bui It up enough voltage

drop along a junction to lead to a not negleable current

flow through that junction. In this way the second

transistor is conducting, leading because of the feedback

loop to latching (see chapter 3).

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering (see fig. 3.7 and

3.8) the voltage drop along resistance R2=R21+R22 has to be

large enough to tr i gger the PNP-trans i star. When the P++

drain D+ is not connected, latching still can occur if the

voltage drop along resistance R21 is large enough for the

P++ source SPI to become forward biased and to conduct

(leading to latching). When the P++ drain junction is not

conducting, current I will be spread over Rl and R2+R3:
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Ir2 = I*RV(Rl+R2+R3) - - - - - - - - - - (4.5)

Thus for the voltage drop along the resistance R2 and R2l we

yield:

Yr2 = Ir2*R2 = I*Rl*R2;!(Rl+R2+R3)

Yr 2 1 = I r 2* R2 1 = 1* R1 * R2l;!( R1 +R2+R3 )

- - - (4.6)

- - - (4.7)

The voltage drop along the junction at latching can be

derived using the current through that junction and the

forward characteristic of the PNP-transistor (see fig.

4.5a). Herewith we assume that the measured forward

characteristic can be used although now the emitter junction

of the PNP-transistor is only conducting in a small area

(the left edge, see the explanation in paragraph 3.3),

Furthermore we assume that the P++ source d i ffus i on SPl has

the same forward characteristic as the measured

PNP-transistor. This has to be assumed because the

PNP-trans i stor start i ng from SPl can not be measured. Thus

at latching we assume Yr2=Yr2l (with Df: Ilatchn=II2,

without D+: Ilatchn=Il21). Using this we obtain:

I12*R2 = I121*R2l - - - - - - - - - - - - (4.8)

So the ratio R2/R2l can be derived fromeq. (4.8) while eq.

(4.6) gives more information about Rl*R2/(Rl+R2+R3).

Nevertheless we need more information because there are four

resistances

resistance

unknown

information i s gained

with

from

only two equations.

estimation,

This

see

paragraph 4.2. The collector resistance determination

ment i oned in paragraph 4. 1 .5 can be used as aver if i cat ion

of the results obtained (Rc is equal to Rl parallel to

R2+R3). As ment i oned in chapter 3 the res i stance in the

N-Well is not constant. From fig. 3.3 it can be seen that

the resistances R21, R22 and R3 are very well defined, thus

leaving only resistance Rl to vary.
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Deriving the resistances Rl. R2. R3. R4. RS and R7 in the

PNP-transistor triggering method (see fig. 3.9 and 3.10) is

derived in the same way as for the NPN-transistor triggering

method. This situation is a little more complex compared to

the NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng because more res i stances are

present. The latching current is also measured with and

without connecting the N++ drain D+, while the forward

characteristic given in fig. 4.5a is used in deriving the

necessary voltage drop before latching occurs. All

resistances are constant. Again the collector resistance

measurement is used as a verification of the resistances R7,

R2+R3+R4. Rl parallel to R5 and the total collector

resistance. In deriving an analogue expression of eq. (4.6)

and (4.7) it is assumed that no current flows into the

triggered junction. The voltage Va is assumed on the edge of

the N++ source diffusion while voltage Vb is assumed on the

edge of the N++ drain diffusion Dt, see fig. 4.17. In the

following equations R4 is equal to the parallel connection

of R41 and R42.

~
~

I
I
I

Rlft.
I I

"I"l
I

R'l. :VA R~ I~'3
V~

p"l.j1

IR~

RS
I

1R1 RI IR't

~"i = R1.l#R41

fig. 4.17: The circuit model of the collector
resistance of the PNP-transistor at
PNP-transistor triggering

Using the voltage equations:
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Ir1*R1 = IrS*RS + Ir2*R2

Ir7*R7 + IrS*RS = Ir3*R3 + Ir4*R4

and the current equations:

I = Ir3 + Ir7 = Ir1 + Ir2

IrS = Ir7 - Ir1 = Ir2 - Ir3

we obtain:

Ir1 Ra= Ra+RbIfI - - - - - - - - (4.9)- - -
Ir2 Rb= Ra+Rb"I (4.10)- - - - - - - - - - -
Ir3 = (R2+RS)*Rb-R1-Ra r (4.11)RS_( Ra+Rb) # - - - - - -
IrS = R1-Ra-R2_Rb I (4.12)RS.(Ra+Rb) - - - - - - - -
!V_~~h: Ra = R2+R3+R4+~§.(R3+R4+R7)

Rb R1= R1+R7+R3 -(R3+R4+R7)

The equations (4.9) until (4.12) can be used deriving the

voltage Va (=Ir2*R2) and Vb (=Va+Ir3*R3), yielding:

Va

Vb

Rb= Ra+RbllR2*I - - - - - - - - - - (4.13)

= Ra~Rb.(Rb'(R2+R3+R~;R3)_R~5R3~R~ (4.14)

When I1atchp=Ilb as the N++ drain 0+ is connected and

Ilatchp=Ila without connecting the drain, eq. (4.13) and

(4.14) can be used. However there are many more unknown

resistances than equations. Thus estimation of the

resistances must be used, see paragraph 4.2.

The emitter resistances given in fig. 3.8, 3.10 and 3.12 can

be derived by measuring (5) but it is known from general

wafer measurements that they lie between 1 and 10 ohm (10).
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4.1.7 measuring problems

In conclusion a few remarks on problems related to the

measuring of the characteristics are made.

Each parasitic bipolar component has influence on the

measuring result. Most of these parasitic components can be

neglected but in some occasions this is not the case. An

example of this is the extra CMOS transistor placed parallel

to the one measured (see appendix 1>' When the lower CMOS

trans i star is connected for PNP-trans i star tr i gger i ng and

the P++ drain Of and N++ drain Oi are connected too, the

base current coming from SN2 flowing in the direction of the

N-Well wi 11 pass the base region of the parasitic

NPN-transistor between the two drains O. and 0', see fig.

4.18.

/

THE gR~E' RE6IDN nF TliE / "\
PRM5.IT1C NPN-1RRMS\SlDR') /',

< '
( ,

I '", '

~SNl I
pn f" W'

-+-oo+-+-- 5P\- + V~~

fig. 4.18: The parasitic NPN-transistor

The drain Of is at high potential, thus acting as collector,

wh i Ie the dra i n 0+ is at ground and acts as an em i tter. As

can be seen from fig 4.18 a part of the spreading of the

base current I, passes the base region of the parasitic
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NPN-transistor thus triggering this transistor. As the base

current lis constant and Vdd var i es (=Vce). the paras i tic

bipolar NPN-transistor will conduct at a certain moment. see

fig. 4.19.
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IC-VCE

In fig. 4.19 two characteristics are plotted. one with

(upper) and one without (lower) a triggered NPN-transistor.

It is clearly seen that the upper characteristic is the

superposition of two IC-VCE characteristics. one starting at

o volt and one at 6 volt. Fig. 4.19 also shows the latching,

which is occurring as the characteristic ends (is equal to a

large jump in current which is therefore not plotted).

Another example is that for high collector/emitter voltage

the N++ drain O./P- epitaxial layer junction breaks down

(see fig. 4.Un. while without looking to fig. 4.18 one

would think that the N-Well/P- epitaxial layer junction

breaks down. This is shown in fig. 4.20.

The med i um character i st i c stops at about Vce=-17 V because

the junct i on breaks down, lead i ng to the latch state. As
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fig. 4.20: The break down of the N++ drain O.

the track between the dra i ns of O. was destroyed us i ng a

laser, both other characteristics were measured showing NO

break down. Another example is the already given measuring

problems of the reverse current gain (see paragraph 4.1.3).

The last problem referred to here is about the phosphor

layer on the back of the wafer. This phosphor layer is used

for the getter i ng process step. This gettering makes the

impurities in the material disappear into the phosphor

during annealing. When the wafer is assembled, this N+

phosphor layer is removed. But as we used unassembled wafers

this layer was st ill there. Thus measuring the

PNP-transistor using the bulk contact as collector, a

possible four layer thyristor structure is present

(PNP-transistor plus N+ getter layer). When the wafer with

epitaxial layer is used the N+ layer is compensated by the

P+ Substrate dop i ng so no latch i ng occurs. However without

a low resistive substrate, latching of this parasitic

thyristor can occur indeed.
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Thus before deriving a model of a structure the exact

structure used, with all implementations and diffusions, has

to be known because they ALL can influence the measurements.
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4.2 Parameter estimation

As already pointed out in paragraph 4.1 not all resistances

can be measured. So these model parameters have to be

obtained via estimations. Because the other model

parameters can be measured they will not be estimated using

process parameters.

The problem of estimating the resistances lies in the

uncertainty of the values of the process parameters. The

measured structure is never exactly equal to the wanted

structure. In practice the doping concentration, the depth

profi les and the MOST geometries can vary from wafer to

wafer and on the wafer itself. That is why the procedure is

as follows.

The resistances are estimated from relations derived in this

paragraph. These estimations determine the ratio between

all resistors. These ratios are used in the equations (4.6)

until (4.14) resulting in the wanted resistances when the

measured results are used.

The resistances which have to be estimated have all a

different kind of shape. Putting all these shapes into

relations would make it all unnecessarily difficult so all

shapes are reduced to two shapes ofwh i ch the resistances

will be derived.

At first there is the two dimensional RECTANGULAR piece of

semiconductor, see fig. 4.21.

The resistance Rr of this piece of semiconductor with width

W, height H and length L is given by OHMSLAW (eq. (4.15».

L
Rr =f. W-H - - - -

~J.:t..l1: p = resistivi ty [hem]

- - - - (4.15)
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I....---------i
L= LENGTH

fig. 4.21: The rectangular resistance Rr

For resistances R1, R21, R22 and R3 in fig. 3.7, resistances

R2, R3 and R4 in fig. 3.9 and resistance R4 in fig. 3.11 eq.

(4.15) can be used. From all the parameters the average

values are substituted.

The second shape is a TRAPEZIUM like,

semiconductor shape, see fig. 4.22.

two-dimensional

fig. 4.22: The trapezium resistance Rt

This resistance model is used when in a surface area,

defined by length l and width W, current is injected into a

semiconductor material, with depth D, which is spreading

unlimited in the length and width direction. The current is
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supposed to f low under an angle of 45 degrees or less, see

fig. 4.22. Thus at a certain depth x the length equals

l+2*x and the width W+2*x. The total resistance equals eq.

(4.16) with dR the resistance of a disk with thickness dx,

width W+2*x and length l+2*x.

- - - (4.16)

As the solution of the integral given in eq. (4.16), we

obtain:

W 1: L: Rt -'t. (J. (2D+L W) (4.17a)-.2.W-L In 2D+W·L - - - -
W = L: Rt = 2§+W~ - - - - - - - (4.17b)

Eq. (4.17) will be used in determining resistances Rl, R5

and R7 in fig. 3.9 and resistance R6 in fig. 3.11. The

assumption that the current is not flowing under a higher

angle than 45 degrees is conf i rmed by the fact that more

accurate mathematical methods obtain almost the same result.

Because process parameters are varying a lot, the error made

can be neglected.

In the mentioned resistance structures, we assumed that the

resistivity fJ was known. Howeyer in some cases the

resistance per square area Ro (=psheet) is given. This is

usually done when the surface area is rectangular and the

depth is constant over the structure (except for the edges),

see fig. 4.23.

I~<:f'c:::===============~~
Ie-~------------~VW=

L.. LENGTH WIDTH

fig. 4.23: The sheet resistance Rs
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The given resistance value RO is the actual resistance if

L=W, but if L~W we obtain:

L
Rs =~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - (4.18)

This method is used determining R8 in fig. 3.9 and RI and R3

in fig. 3.11 because the N-Well is equal to fig. 4.23.

The resistance values obtained using the above mentioned

methods are given in table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. In all cases

the substrate is assumed to have zero resistance (it acts

like a shortage).

sort R L (}1m) W (pm) H (pm) (J (.n.·c m) R (il)

Rl Rr 19 24 2.5 1.1 3483
R21 Rr 6 22 0.85 0.7 2246
R22 Rr 13.5 22 1.0 0.7 4295
R3 Rr 2.5 22 2.5 o• 2 190
R4 - - - - - 1196
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 - - - - - 2

table 4.1: The values of the resistances of
fig. 3.7 and 3.8 (NPN)

The resistance Rl is variable so only an estimation is given

in table 4.1. The resistivity of the top of the Well is

about 0.7 ohm*cm, see appendix 1, while for the lower part

this is about 1.1 ohm*cm. The resistivity of the guardring

i s about 0.2 The translation of the doping

concentration obtained from appendix Ib into the resistivity

is done by using (7) pp. 32 (fig. 21). The width of the CMOS

structure is 20 }Jm (see appendix lal. The resistances R5

and R6 are emi tter res i stances and R4 is equal to R4 of the

thyristor model (see fig. 3.11).

From appendix 1 it is read that the resistivity of the

epitaxial layer, with a thickness of 6 }1m, is 10 ohm*cm. The

c han n e 1 s top per has a n a ve rageresis t i v i t y 0 f o. Soh m* c m• Ro
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sort R l (}J m) W (}1m) H/D(pm) r(.n.·cm) R (.I2)

Rl Rt 4 20 6 10 2863
R2 Rr 6 22 1.1 10 24793
R3 Rr 12 24 2.0 10 25000
R41 Rr 7 23 2. 7 10 11272
R42 Rr 8 23 0.35 0.5 4969
R4 - - - - - 3449
R5 Rt 7 20 9 10 1618
R6 - - - - - 2
R7 Rt 16 20 2 10 510
R8 Rs 8 24 - (2650) 883
R9 - - - - - 2

table 4.2: The values of the resistances of
fig. 3.9 and 3.10 (PNP)

derived during the general wafer measurements was 2650 ohm.

The width of the CMOS structure is 20 }-1m (see appendix la).

The resistances R6 and R8 are emitter resistances.

sort R l (,urn ) W (pm) H/D (}Jm) (J U1:cm) R (.n.)

Rl Rs 16 24 - (2650) 1767
R2 - - - - - 2
R3 Rs 8 24 - (2650) 883
R4l Rt 9 22 2.0 10 772
R42 Rr 7 22 6 10 5303
R4 - - - - - 674
R5 - - - - - 2
R61 Rt 4 20 6 10 2863
R62 Rr 15 24 6 10 10417
R6 - - - - - 2246

table 4.3: The values of the resistances of
fig. 3.11 and 3.12 (THYR)

Resistance R3 and R4 are equal to R8 and R4 of the PNP and

NPN-transistor triggering, respectively. The resistance R6

can be derived into a lateral part (R62) and a vertical part

(R6lL R62 is equal to Rl given in fig. 3.9 while R62 is

formed by the rest of R6. R6 itself is formed by the

parallel connection of R61 and R62. An analogue method is

used in the case R4. R41 is formed by the part of the

epitaxial layer under the N-Well while R42 is equal to the

rest of R4 in fig. 3.11.
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4.3 The measurjng of the thYristor characteristics

The thyr i stor character i st i c can be measured by us i ng two

methods: current and voltage drive.

4.3. 1 voltage drive

In the case of voltage drive, see fig. 4.24, the voltage V

will be increased until LATCHING occurs and will then be

decreased until zero volt is reached.

;P1 v \I .I:.!" c) llt v

& ~ ~P1

~I 11 Iftl ~s Ill;

Ifl Ill1

~~t n ll~ '.h=v ~I

III ~" "',.
NPN

I R~ R~ R~

I
U;;lE ~~

iN!.

111 III
llt

:l-1<

fig. 4.24: The measuring diagram in case of voltage
drive for the
a) thyristor
~) NPN-transistor triggering
c) PNP-transistor triggering

The measured characteristic is given in fig. 4.25 in the

case of PNP-transistor triggering.

It is clearly seen that region II and III (see fig. 3.6) are

not present (region IV corresponds to the upper line because

the current was limited). This is because coming from region
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fig. 4.25: The thyristor characteristic in the case
of voltage drive and PNP-transistor
triggering

I after latching has occurred, there is just one possibility

and that is region IV. When the voltage has decreased under

Vmin there is again just one possibility, the transition to

region I.

Thus using this method the latching and minimum point can be

determined.

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering the latching

characteristic is very interesting because the latching

current is depending on the latching voltage, see fig. 4.26.

The lowest character i st i c corresponds to a gate current of

200 }JA and others increasing in steps of 10 )JA to the

highest characteristic for a gate current .of 290 )JA. The

latching points for the different gate currents can be

estimated by LINE 1 through the cursors ( + ) . The

characteristic values of LINE 1 are given in fig. 4.26. This

linear relation between the latch current and voltage will

be used in paragraph 4.4 for the determination of Rl of fig.

3.7.
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fig. 4.26: The latching characteristic in the case
of voltage drive and NPN-transistor
triggering

After latching the characteristic is not drawn because the

measured current is larger than 300 pA.

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering ·the measured

characteristic is analogue to fig. 4.26 but now the latching

current is almost the same for all gate currents. This is

because the res i stances of the model are CONSTANT. Thus the

distribution of the current over the resistances is

constant, see eq. (4.9) until (4.12) (paragraph 4.1.6), So

Va and Vb have a constant relation with current I. The

small decrease of the latch current is caused by the early

effect as pointed out in paragraph 3.5.1. The measured

values are given in paragraph 4.4.

Using the voltage drive the latching point can be derived

very accurately because before latching point the current is

not increasing much and the latching voltage is known within

20 mV. The real latching point will always lie within 20 mV

of the measured value. This is the reason that a voltage

drive is used.
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derived using

of thyr i stor

be

case

also

the

can

i n

and voltage

see fig. 4.27

Of course the drains Of and D. are connected to the

collector in the case of NPN and PNP-transistor triggering,

respectively. The current through this drain is added to the

collector current because it is assumed that the whole

thyristor is measured.

In the case of no thyr i stor tr i gger i ng , the latch i ng po i nt

is not derived using voltage drive, because before latching

the current increases a lot for a little increment of the

voltage.

The MINIMUM current

the voltage drive,

triggering.

The minimum current and voltage are defined as the point of

the characteristic just before the characteristic falls down

(see the straight line in fig. 4.27) on the regular IC-VCE

characteristic. Deriving the minimum point in this way is

very inaccurate because the current is changing rapidly for

a small decrement of the voltage. Thus this method is not

used determining the minimum point. Of course this argument

applies too in case of no thyristor triggering.

4.3.2 current drive

of

the

The other measuring technique is the current drive. The

measuring diagram is given in fig. 4.28.

From fig. 3.6 it is seen that for each current there is one

corresponding point of the characteristic. Thus all the

characteristic points can be determined using this method.

The measured characteristics in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering are given in fig. 4.29.

The measured characteristic are identical in the case

increasing the current from zero ampere and decrease

current down from a large value.

The latching point is defined as the point where the voltage

Vce reaches a maximum. Fig. 4.29b shows clearly that the

latching current is nearly constant for different gate
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fig. 4.27: The minimum current and voltage derivation
using voltage drive for the
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

currents i n the case of PNp-transistor triggering. The

voltage dependence of the latching current in the case of

NPN-transistor triggering is shown in fig. 4.29a.
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fig. 4.28: The measuring diagram in case of current
drive for the
a) thyr i star
b) NPN-transistor triggering
c) PNP-transistor triggering

Determining the latching point is not so accurate because

the voltage is changing much as the current increases only a

little. Th i sis caused by the IC-VCE character i st i c wh i ch

is be i ng passed through unt i I the latch i ng po i nt. In th i s

characteristic the early effect provides the increase of the

collector current IIcl as the collector/emitter voltage

I Vce I increases in the case of a constant base current lIb I.

Thus the latching point is not determined using the current

drive.

In the case of no thyristor triggering the measured

characteristic is given in fig. 4.30.

Because the voltage and current are not changing rapidly

before latching, this method is used to determine the

latching point.

As can be seen from fig. 4.29 and 4.30 the voltage is

changing very rapidly near the holding point, while the
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fig. 4.29: The thyristor characteristic in the case
of current drive and of
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

current is almost constant. So the holding current can be

determined very easily.

In paragraph

representing

3.4.1

the

two constants k and m were

rat i os -Vben/Vbep and

introduced

-Icp/Ien,
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no thyristor

respectively. These ratios can be determined measuring Irl,

Ir6, len and lep (see fig. 3.15), When the- voltage drop

along R2 and R5 (emitter resistances) is being neglected,

ratio k is given by:

k = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (4.19)

For ratio m we obtain (using eq. (2.2) and (2.4»:

m =
OCp * Ie p

O(n*len
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - (4.20)

The measuring results are given in fig. 4.31.

In fig. 4.31 the wanted currents are not given directly. The

total thyristor current Idd (=1) is given and the current

Iss corresponding to the current into the N-Well and

Substrate contact in fig. 4.31a and b, respectively.
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fig. 4.31: The measured characteristic of
a) THVP: the current I is pushed into the
PNP-transistor side of the thyristor
(PNP-emitter and N-Well contact).
b) THVN: the current I is withdrawn from
the NPN-trans i star side of the thyr i stor
(NPN-emitter and Substrate contact).

Thus Irl=Iss(fig. 4.31a), Ir6=Iss(fig.4.31b),

Iep=( IIddl-IIssl)(fig.4.31a) and
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Ien=(IIddl-IIssl)(fig.4.31b).

Using the HP4145a parameter analyser, all currents measured

are positive i f flowing INTO the measured structure. Ir1

and Iep can not be measured when the measuring circuit of

fig • 4.28 is used, because current I is pushed into

resistances R1 and the emitter of the PNP-transistor. This

can be avoided when current I is withdrawn from the

resistance R6 and the emitter of the NPN-transistor while

the resistances R1 and R2 are connected to earth.

The characteristics shown in fig. 3.5 and 3.6 are not equal

to fig. 4.29 and 4.30 concerning region III. The reason for

this difference lies in the emitter broadening effect. As

the lateral current increases in region II coming from the

latching point, the effective emitter area increases. Thus

the current gain increases (see eq. (2.10)) and therefore

the emitter current too (see eq. (2.3)), while the

collector/base voltage is changing very little. As the

collector area is constant (as this process is started)

along with the other parameters it is seen from eq. (2.U

and (2.5) that the bas"e/emitter voltage increases too. In

fig. 4.31 the relation between the base/emitter voltage and

the collector current is given.

At a certain current the voltage drop along collector

resistance of the not triggered transistor is noticeable.

This leads to an increment of the collector/base junction

are a. Th u·s the e f f e c t i ve basear e a inc rea s e s f 0 1 lowed b y a

decrease of the current gain, see the maximum in fig. 4.32.

The base region wi 11 increase as the current increases but

because of the large area used already the increase has not

so much influence.

The minimum point can be determined from both fig. 4.29 and

fig. 4.30 by search for a minimum in region IV. This can be

very well done because the voltage is nearly constant in

this region.
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fig. 4.32: a) The relation between the collector
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case of PNP-transistor triggering
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current Ic and the base/emitter voltage and
the collector/emitter voltage in case of
PNP-transistor triggering
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4.4 The obtained model parameters

In the preceding paragraphs the tools used for determining

the parameters of the model have been given. These tools

will now be combined.

The IC-VCE characteristic (see paragraph 4.1.1) is used

determining the early voltages. Measuring these parameters

for low base currents gives (see fig. 4.3):

Van = 100 Volt

Vap = 30 Volt

At latching the early voltage. in the case of PNP-transistor

triggering. is not changing much. However in the case of

NPN-transistor triggering the changes can not be neglected"

Thus at latching we obtain:

Van = 71 Volt for Igate = 220 JJA
Van = 45 Volt for Igate = 250 fJA
Van = 23 Volt for Igate = 280

~~Van = 14 Volt for Igate = 300

For transistors near and in the saturation state no early

voltage can be defined. To make sure that the early voltage

implementation in the equations does not influence the

simulations. the early voltage for low base currents is used

near the holding and minimum point.

From the forward characteristic (see paragraph 4.1.2) the

reverse leakage currents with early voltage dependence can

be derived (see fig. 4.5):

In = 293E-18 Ampere

Ip = 305E-18 Ampere

Using these values. the equation (2.6). the obtained early

voltages and the measuring circumstances (Vbe=0.5V and

Vbc=4.5V). the reverse leakage currents without early

voltage dependence can be calculated.

Ion = 282E-18 Ampere

lop = 270E-18 Ampere
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The most important parameters are the current gains (see

paragraph 4.1.3). As already pointed out, the current gains

vary along the thyristor characteristic.

Deriving the forward current gain at LATCHING, the current

through the triggered junction (the drains D1' and Df in the

case of PNP and NPN-transistor triggering, respectively) has

to be known. These currents were determined using the

voltage drive method (paragraph 4.2.1). When PNP and

HPN-transistor triggering is used, the measured emitter

currents of the NPN and PNP-transistor at latching are 15

and 1 fJA, respectively. This difference can be understood

easily. In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the

small-signal current gain is large (about 9). Thus the

small-signal current gain of the composite NPN-transistor,

which increases as the base current of this composite

transistor increases, need not to increase much to satisfy

the small-signal latching criterion (eq. (3.10». When

NPH-transistor triggering is used the small-signal current

gain of the NPN-transistor is 0.8. Thus the small-signal

current gain of the composite PNP-transistor has to increase

much more than in the previous case.

Using these emitter current values the corresponding

base/emitter voltages (see fig. 4.5) and forward current

gains (fig. 4.7), neglecting the base currents, are given

in table 4.4 (under triggered thyristors and not-triggered

transistors).

These values are related to the two not-triggered

transistors of the models. The method used to derive these

values can of course be used for the other transistors too.

is

andthat Icn=I-Icp

latching point

From fig. 3.8 and 3.10 it can be derived

Icp=I-Icn, respectively. Because the

considered, these relations become:

NPN: Icn = Ilatchn - 15 pA - - - - (4.21a)

PNP: Icp = Ilatchp - 1 pA - - (4.21b)

From fig. 4.29 it is seen that Ilatchp is -442 pA while for

Ilatchn the average value (see also fig. 4.26) 215 pA has to

be used. Us i ng these co llector currents, the base/em i tter
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triggered transistors not-triggered
transistors

currents gains Vben (}fn Vebp ~~P Vben (}fn Vebp ~fp
( V) ( - ) ( V) ( V) ( - ) ( V) ( - )

latching:
NPN 0.79 0.784 - - - - 0.65 6.50
PNP - - 0.78 13.4 0.57 0.751 - -
THVR - - - - 0.57 0.751 0.65 6.50

holding:
NPN 0.80 0.784 - - - - 0.73 12.5
PNP - - 0.80 13.4 0.73 0.784 - -
THVR - - - - 0.73 0.784 0.73 12.5

minimum:
NPN 0.81 0.784 - - - - 0.78 13.4
PNP - - 0.81 13.4 0.79 0.784 - -
THVR - - - - 0.79 0.784 0.78 13.4

table 4.4: Current gains and corresponding
base/emitter voltages.
NPN = NPN-transistor triggering (fig. 3.8)
PNP = PNP-transistor triggering (fig. 3.10)
THVR = not-triggered thyristor (fig. 3.12)

voltages and. current gains can be determined (see NPN and

PNP-triggered transistors at latching in table 4.4).

When the thyristor is not triggered fig. 4.31 has to be used

in deriving the wanted current gains. The base/emitter

voltages are given by Vbep=-Irl*R1 and Vben=Ir6*R6. But

then the values of the resistances Rl and R6 have to be

known.

This can be avoided by using the currents len and Iep. Make

an estimation of the current gains (lfp and

the corresponding current gains «fp and ~fn

calculate the collector currents (eq.

(Jfn. calculate

(eq. (2.4» and

(2.2». These

collector currents can be used in deriving the base/emitter

voltages and current gains ~fn and (lfp using fig. 4.5 and

4.7. Thus an update value of the current gain estimation can

be executed leading to a new current gain. This iteration

process gives at the end the wanted current gains and

base/emitter voltages. Because fig. 4.31 does not give a

good solution of the emitter currents (IIssl>IIddl). k and m

can not be determ i ned for the latch i ng po i nt. Thus the

current gains have to be estimated. It is to be expected
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that the transistors will conduct as much as they would do

when they are not-tr i ggered in the case of the tr i ggered

thyristor. Thus these values are given in table 4.4.

As already pointed out in paragraph 4.1.2. the base

resistance affects the measuring results of the forward

characteristic for higher base/emitter voltages. The

triggered transistors are connected in the same way as in

the case of the forward characteristic derivation. Thus the

der i ved current ga i n is represent i ng a correct val ue. But

the not-triggered transistors are not connected like is done

in the case of forward characteristic measuring. The current

through the resistance parallel to the base/emitter junction

is flow i ng in the oppos i te direct i on. Because we have no

other choice, we neglect the influence of the base

resistance. This is reasonable in the case of latching

because the not-triggered transistors are not conducting

much.

When we look at the not-triggered thyristor both transistors

are conducting. Thus comparison of simulation and measuring

results will tell how large the influence of the inaccuracy

in this estimation will be.

Looking at the HOLDING point the triggered thyristor will be

considered first. The triggered transistor will conduct a

little bit more than at latching while the not-triggered

transistor is at the edge of full conduction. Because the

base resistance has now influence on fig. 4.5 and 4.7. the

current gains will be estimated directly from the current

gain characteristics of fig. 4.7. The results obtained are

given in table 4.4.

In the case of not-triggered thyristors the values wi 11 be

estimated directly from fig. 4.7 too. because of the

previously mentioned arguments. The results obtained are

given in table 4.4.

For the MINIMUM point both transistors wi 11 be

conduction. This is valid for all models. Thus the

current gains are substituted. see table 4.4.
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thorough investigation does not confirm the accuracy of the

characteristics used.

At the minimum point the transistors are in the saturation

state. Measured results obtained in paragraph 4.3.2 show

that the minimum voltage is about 0.9 and 1.0 Volt in the

case of a triggered and not-triggered thyristor.

respectively. The total thyristor voltage V is built up of a

forward biased base/emitter junction (about 0.8 Volt). a

collector resistance and a collector/emitter voltage of a

saturated transistor. So the collector/emitter voltage is

about 0.10 Volt. Thus the collector/base junction of the

saturated transistor will be about 0.70 Volt reverse biased.

This value is used in estimating the reverse current gain of

the NPN-transistor (see fig. 4.9a). It is to be expected

that the reverse current gain characteristic of the

NPN-transistor has a characteristic similar to fig. 4.7b. if

the extra CMOS structure is not present (see paragraph

4.1.3). Because the extra CMOS structure influences the

(3 rp has to be

characteristic also before the latching of the parasitic

thyristor occurs. the characteristic in fig. 4.9a is not to

be trusted for base/emitter voltages larger tha'n 0.55 volt.

Extrapolation of the curve in fig. 4.9a leads to the value

of the reverse current gain prn.

The PNP-transistor reverse current gain

estimated using eq. (2.10), The ratio Dn/Dp of the diffusion

constants is about 3 (see (11) PP. 5-8), From appendix 1b

can be derived that the emitter doping (P- Substrate) is

almost equal to the base doping (N-Well)' This is the case

too for the emitter and base width We and Wb. The base area.

which lies between the N-Well edge and the P++ drain D. is

about 0.7 times the emitter area. which is formed by the

N-Well edge. Thus. using eq.

current gains are:

at minimum:

rn = 10
rp = 0.80

(2.10). the resulting reverse
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The transistor parameters of the thyristor models are now

determined.

resistances.

Next we discuss the determination of the

All emitter resistances (R5 and R6 in fig. 3.8. R6 and R9 in

fig. 3.10 and R2 and R5 in fig. 3.12) are estimated to be 2

ohm. The method used in der i vi ng the other res i stances at

LATCHING was already explained in paragraph 4.1.6.

The measured latching voltages and currents obtained in

paragraph 4.3 are:

NPN: Igate = 220 ~A Ilatchn = 215 pA Vlatchn = 9.60 Volt
Igate = 250 ~A Ilatchn = 232 ~A Vlatchn = 5.70 Volt
Igate = 280 fJA Ilatchn = 245 pA Vlatchn = 2.98 Volt
Igate = 300 pA Ilatchn = 259 JoJA Vlatchn = 2.00 Volt

PNP: Igate = -26 fJA Ilatchp = -430 pA Vlatchp =-11.50 Volt
Igate = -28 fJA Ilatchp = -432 pA Vlatchp = -8.76 Volt
Igate = -30 pA Ilatchp = -432 pA Vlatchp = -6.62 Volt
Igate = -32 fA Ilatchp = -433 fJA Vlatchp = -4.92 Volt

THYR: Ilatcht = 240 IJA Vlatcht = 22.20 Volt

First the NPN-transistor triggering will be looked at. The

resistance of the N-Well is well defined by the edge of the

N-Well. Thus the estimations of the resistances R21, R22 and

R3 given in table 4.1 are used. Measured results show that

the ratio between 1121 and 112 is 3.0, while the resistance

estimations using eq. (4.8) lead to a ratio of 2.94. This is

within 3.5~ of the measured results. Thus the obtained

resistance values of R21, R22 and R3 can be used in deriving

R1.

The relation between Ilatch and V is given in fig. 4.18:

Ilatch = -grad*(Xintercept-V) - - - - - - (4.22)

= 5.49E-06*(45.7-V) Ampere

Substituting eq. (4.22) for I in eq. (4.6), we yield:

-(R2+R3)*Vr2/R2/grad
Rl = - - - - - - (4.23)

Xintercept+Vr2/R2/grad-V

From table 4.4 it is seen that Vr2=Vebp=0.65 Volt at

latching. Substituting the obtained values in eq. (4.23),
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the resistances of the NPN-transistor triggering model (see

fig. 3.8) are:

at latching:

NPN: R1
R21
R22

= 121.8K/(27.6-V) ohm
= 2250 ohm
= 4300 ohm

R3 = 190 ohm
R4 = 880 ohm
R5 = R6 = 2 ohm

In the case of £,.Nf.-gansl.stor_t!:..iJiLgerLn_g_, the resistance

values derived in paragraph 4.2 (table 4.2) are substituted

in eq. (4.13) and (4.14) leading to:

Va = 2450*Ila Volt

Vb = 3000*Ilb Volt

The measured latching currents were Ilb=-432 ~A and Ila=-515

fA, so Va=1.26 Volt and Vb=1.30 Volt. The voltages at which

both junctions are conducting are equal, which was necessary

for a good resistance estimation, but too large. The actual

voltage at which latching occurs is Vben=0.57 Volt (see

table 4.4). Thus all resistances have to be decreased with a

factor 1/p:

2*0.57
p = = 0.445

Va+Vb

Leading to the values for the resistances:

at latching

PNP: R1 =
R2 =
R3 =

1275 ohm
11000 ohm
11100 ohm

R4 =
R5 =
R6 =

1530 ohm
720 ohm

2 ohm

R7 = 225 ohm
R8 = 400 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

The correction factor p is justified by the fact that the

resistivity of the epitaxial layer varies between 8 and 12

ohm*cm and the 3-dimensional spreading of the current is not

known exactly.

In the case of a !!9l-.-trigg~r_ec!... !.hyrist~r:. the only control

method available is using the results obtained in this

paragraph. Using the characteristics of fig. 4.31 the

following results are obtained at the minimum point:

Irl = 980 }JA

Iep = 910 fJA

Ir6 = 695}JA

len = -1180 fJA
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As both transistors are fully conducting the collector

currents are equal to (Using the current gains at the

minimum point given in table 4.4):

Icp = -«p*Iep = -850 ~A and

Icn = -«n*Ien = 520 ~A

Thus the base/emitter voltages can be determined using the

forward characteristic of paragraph 4.1.2.:

Vbep = -0.80 Volt and Vben = 0.90 Volt.

This leads to:

Rl=-Vbep/lrl=820 ohm and R6=Vben/Ir6=1300 ohm.

Using eq. (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain:

k=I.13 and m=I.63

At minimum the collector resistances R3 and R4 are changed

by the same ratio as resistances Rl and R6 are changed with

respect to their estimations, respectively, so:

R3 = 410 ohm and R4 = 700 ohm.

But the resistance values at latching are needed. Rl and R6

can not be der i ved in the same way as ment i oned for the

minimum point, because fig. 4.31 does not give the correct

values at latching. What known is that the resistances Rl

and R6 will increase with respect to the minimum point

because of the emitter broadening effect. The ratio of

increasing is given by the extra area of Rl and R6 at

latching with respect to the minimum point. The values are

calculated by using the method of table 4.3 (paragraph 4.2),

whi Ie the border between Rl and R3 and R6 and R4 is now

given by the left edge of the P++ drain 0+ and the right

edge of the N++ drain 01, respectively. The changes with

respect to table 4.3 are: L<Rl)=20 ,um and L<R62)=21 fJm.

Using the mentioned changes the resistances Rl and R6

become: Rl=2200 ohm and R6=2400 (R62=l5 Kohm). The emitter

resistances R2 and R5 remain unchanged. To determine the

real values of the resistances from these estimations, the

same correction has to be executed as for the minimum point.

Thus Rl and R6 are a factor 0.46 and 0.58, respectively,

larger with respect to their estimations.
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The corresponding collector resistances R3 and R4 are now

derived by using R3+Rl=1230 ohm (=sum of the values at

minimum) and R4+R6=2000 ohm (=sum of the values at minimum),

while the values of Rl and R6 found, respectively, are

substituted. For an explanation see later on (holding point)

in this paragraph.

at latching

THYR: Rl = 1030 ohm
R2 = 2 ohm
R3 = 200 ohm

R4 = 600 ohm
R5 = 2 ohm
R6 = 1400 ohm

The Well and collector resistance measurements in paragraph

4.1.4 and 4.1.5, respectively, can be used in verifying the

resistance values obtained. The Well resistance determined

using fig. 4.10 (1210 ohm), is an estimation of Rl in the

thyristor model (Rl=1030 ohm) and Rl parallel to R2l+R22+R3

in the case of NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng (Vce=O gives 2650

ohm). The order of magnitude in the last case ;s right. The

Well-resistance is of course smaller than Rl parallel to

R2l+R22+R3 because the area used (see fig. 3.7) is smaller

than that of the Well resistance (see Rl in fig. 3.11). From

fig. 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 it is derived that, in the case of

PNP-transistor triggering, R7 is about 500 ohm (fig. 4.14),

R2+R3+R4 is about 25 Kohm (fig. 4.16) and the total

collector resistance is about 1600 ohm (fig. 4.15), All the

measured values confirm the resistance values obtained in

this paragraph:

R2+R3+R4 = 23700 ohm

R7 = 225 ohm

the total resistance ;s about Rl+R7=1500 ohm.

The straight forward resistance measuring between Substrate

and bulk-contact gives 1300 ohm as a solution. This value

also confirms the value of Rl parallel to R2+R5 (=1150 ohm).

Thus the obtained model resistance values determined for the

latching point are confirmed by the controlling

measurements.
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At HOLDING a few resistances are changed with respect to the

latching situation. This is caused (see paragraph 3.3) by

the emitter broadening effect(the lateral current underneath

the surface causes the emitter area to increase). In the

case of ~PN-!..r~n~isto_r_trJ~g:.r~n-2 (see fig. 3.7) this will

lead to a decrease of R2 (=R2l+R22) while R2+R3 is constant.

In the ~N.f-tr~n~i..s.!o.!:._t2:.i.-g'p_!!~':'~ model (see fig. 3.9) R3

wi 11 decrease whi Ie R4+R3 is constant. Thi s effect wi 11 be

larger for larger trigger currents because for the same

thyristor voltage V the currents flowing are larger.

The right combinations of R2/R3 and R3/R4 in the previous

cases will be determined using the relations obtained in

paragraph 3.5.2. A relation for this emitter broadening

effect is difficult to achieve because a current is drawn

from the forced drains. A philpac simulation program,

similar to appendix 7, is used in determining the right

combination so that the measured results are satisfied. From

fig. 4.29 and 4.30 it is seen that the holding currents are:

Iholdn = 503

~~
for Igate = 220 uA

Iholdn = 474 for Igate = 250 uA
Iholdn = 466 for Igate = 280 uA
Iholdn = 440 fJA for Igate = 300 uA

Iholdp = -586 JJA for Igate = -26 uA
Iholdp = -580 pA for Igate = -28 uA
Iholdp = -576 }JA for Igate = -30 uA
Iholdp = -572 ,.,A for Igate = -32 uA

Iholdt = 1250 J.lA

The values which satisfy these measuring values are:

at holding

NPN:

PNP:

Igate = 220 }JA R22 = 3605 ohm R3 = 840 ohm
Igate = 250 fJA R22 = 3560 ohm R3 = 930 ohm
Igate = 280 pA R22 = 3330 ohm R3 = 1160 ohm
Igate = 300 flA R22 = 3290 ohm R3 = 1200 ohm

Igate = -26 pA R3 = 9060 ohm R4 = 3570 ohm
Igate = -28 pA R3 = 8540 ohm R4 = 3990 ohm
Igate = -30 pA R3 = 7980 ohm R4 = 4650 ohm
Igate = -32 flA R3 = 7150 ohm R4 = 5480 ohm

Because the total thyristor voltage V is about 1.60 Volt in

the case of the holding point (two forward biased
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base/emitter junctions), the resistance RI is set to one

value using eq. (4.23):

NPN: RI = 4650

In the case of a ,!-ot __t!:.i g2.e.L~d _ th-YrJ2_tor the emi tter

broadening effect applies to the two drains D. and D, at the

same time. The given estimation of the resistances in the

model of fig. 3.11 are given when the thyristor is at full

conduction. So at latching and holding the resistances R1

and R6 will increase and not decrease as is the case for the

triggered thyristors. The sums R1+R3 and R4+R6 obtained for

the minimum point will be used along with a simulation

program which calculates the relation derived in paragraph

3.4.2.

The resistance values obtained are:

at holding:

THYR: R1 = 930 ohm
R3 = 300 ohm

R4 = 800 ohm
R6 = 1200 ohm

At holding the emitter currents have to be determined. ~o

the simulations can be checked,

len =-( I Idd I-I Iss I) (THYP) = -550 fJA and

Iep = (IIddJ-1 Issl )(THYN) = 750 pAt

At MINIMUM the effects mentioned for the holding point are

also applicable. Again estimations can not be used. The

conducting area is well defined, however the point of

effective current injection changes. Thus the resistances

are still varying. Using simulations we obtain:

at minimum:

THYR: R1 = 800 ohm
R3 = 400 ohm

NPN:

PNP:

Igate = 220 }JA
Igate = 250 pA
Igate = 280 pA
Igate = 300 pA

Igate = -26 pA
Igate = -28 )JA
Igate = -30 1JA
Igate = -32 }JA

R22 = 3050 ohm R3 = 1440 ohm
R22 = 2950 ohm R3 = 1540 ohm
R22 = 2870 ohm R3 = 1620 ohm
R22 = 2850 ohm R3 = 1640 ohm

R3 = 6660 ohm R4 = 5920 ohm
R3 = 5890 ohm R4 = 6740 ohm
R3 = 5600 ohm R4 = 7030 ohm
R3 = 4800 ohm R4 = 7830 ohm

R4 = 700 ohm
R6 = 1300 ohm
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The measured minimum currents are:

NPN: Vminn = 0.89 V
Iminn = 669 pA for Igate = 220 pA
Iminn = 645 pA for Igate = 250 IJA
Iminn = 625 }JA for Igate = 280 IJA
Iminn = 603 JJA for Igate = 300 )JA

PNP: Vminp = 0.86 V
Iminp = -675 fJA for Igate = -26 pA
Iminp = -669 pA for Igate = -28 }JA
Iminp = -649 fJA for Igate = -30 J.JA
Iminp = -636 JJA for Igate = -32 fJA

THYR: Vmint = 0.94 V
Imint = 1800 pA

The method used deriving values in the case of not-triggered

thyristors, has already been given in this paragraph.

Thus the model parameter values have now been determined for

all the used models and characteristic thyristor points.

In conclusion a few remarks on the variation in measured

results.

For this purpose the latching currents of many cells and

collector resistances for a few cells, in the case of NPN

and PNP-transistor triggering were measured for two

epitaxial wafers eC7 and C11E).

From these measurements it can be concluded that in the case

of PNP-trans i star tr i gger i ng the standard dev i at i on of the

latching current from cell to cell, is within 5% of the

average value. These variations are concentrated in certain

areas of the wafer due to temperature, dop i ng concentrat i on

and geometry variation over the wafer during processing. But

between the wafers the di fference in the average latchi ng

current is 20% !! (-433 pA for CllE and -549 fA for C7).

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering the characteristics

of the latching line were determined. The standard deviation

of the variations over the wafer of these characteristics,

lies within 5-10% of the average values. But between the

wafers aga ina var i at i on of 20% in average va lues is found.

Another point was noticed in measuring the TU1 and TU6
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modules. They should lead to the same results on the same

wafer because the cross-sections are identical. But

measurements show that this can vary between 0.7% (PNP CIIE)

and 20% (NPN C7) on one wafer.

The variations in collector resistance, due to doping and

geometry variations between the wafers, were within 20%. The

variation of the epitaxial layer thickness and resistivity

between the wafers can be measured best by determining the

Substrate to bulk contact resistance. The variations are

within 30%.

Thus the parameter variations on the wafer are within about

10% whi Ie between the wafers this can be increased to 30%.

This conclusion makes it necessary to apply the circuit

model for an individual cell. The obtained results can then

be used verifying the value of the latch-Up modelling.

looking at the average values of the model parameters, the

latch-Up susceptibility can be studied.

The values obtained from measuring a cell are reproducible

if the cell is stressed with not too large currents (smaller

than 1 mAl or voltages (so that junction breakdown occurs).

Otherwise the measuring results vary a lot. Thus these

measurements should be placed last of the measuring cycle.

This applies to the characteristics of paragraph 4.3.2. The

measured results after such a heavy stress are not to be

trusted. Thus a heavy stressed cell should not be measured

again.

The model parameter values given in this paragraph are used

in chapter 6 to do philpac and other simulations.
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5.0 MODEL DERIVATION OF OTHER CMOS-STRUCTURES

In chapter 4 the model parameters of the TUl-module with

epitaxial layer were determined using the theory and

electronic equivalent circuit derived in chapter 3. To prove

that the approach used i s useful for several

CMOS-structures, the models of the TUI-module without an

epitaxial layer and the TUlO-module with and without an

epitaxial layer all processed in C500 and the TU6-module

processed in BIMOS are determ i ned. The mode 1 der i vat i on,

theory of the model, measuring methods, thyristor

characteristics and finally the obtained values of the model

parameters are treated in the given order. Of course only

the changes with respect to the Latch-Up model of TUI with

epitaxial layer are given. Each paragraph contains a module.

5.1 TUI-module without epitaxial laver

The properties of the TUl-module without epitaxial layer are

given in appendix 1 (see P- Substrate). The measured cell is

number 58 of wafer DL 675 of batch Cli. The differences with

respect to the TUl-module with an epitaxial layer, are the

not existing epitaxial layer, a resistivity of 20 ohm*cm

(was 10 ohm*cm) and a deeper N-Well (about 4.25 jJm, because

of the lower doped environment of the N-Well).

The current flow in the structure will be similar to that

earlier described (paragraph 3.3) but now the current will

flow more in the lateral direction. This is because there is

no low resistive layer under the structure which forces the

current in the vertical direction (the current follows the

less resistive path), The lateral dimensions are so large
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that the current wi 11 not only flow under the surface but

also spread out into the Substrate.

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering the base region

will not be restricted to a layer of 6 pm (see fig. 3.7)

because no higher

N-Well remains

doping

almost

region is

(because

present

of the

from 6 ).1m. The

deeper N-Well)

unchanged, so the current will flow in the same way as given

in fig. 3.7. The obtained parameter configuration is given

in fig. 5.1.

~t~n
SNl

-- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -- /~ - _. -- - _. .:

p- -SUI3S~J1TE

fig. 5.1: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of NPN-transistor
triggering and TU1-modu1e without epitaxial
layer

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the base region of

the PNp-transistor remains almost unchanged with respect to

fig. 3.9, because of the well defined N-Well. Resistances

R1, RS and R7 will not be short circuited anymore by the low

resistive Substrate. Furthermore their direction will now be

more lateral than vertical, thus changing their area in the

Substrate a little. Resistances R1 and R7 wi 11 therefore

increase significantly. Just under the surface nothing has

changed thus resistances R3, R41 and R42 are the same.

Resistance R2 is a little bit larger because the current can

not be divided in a lateral and vertical current. So the
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area used for R2 at the Substrate contact will be smaller.

The obtained configuration is presented in fig. 5.2.

I-E-
SN2

/ ~6R~£.N ./
___ .....~HJUl

?-. S\lIi~TlIlITE

fig. 5.2: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of PNP-transistor
triggering and TU1-module without epitaxial
layer

In the case of a not-triggered thYristor the only difference

with respect to fig. 3.11 is a larger base region of the

NPN-transistor. The base region of the PNP-transistor

increases a little because of the deeper N-Well. Resistances

R4 and R6 are adapted to the new base region. R1 and R3 are

almost unchanged because of the well defined N-Well. The

obtained result is given in fig. 5.3.

From fig. 5.1 until 5.3 it can be seen that the models used

in chapter 3 remain unchanged in the case of the TU1-module

without epitaxial layer. Thus the theory derived in

paragraph 3.4 and 3.5 is applicable.

Because only the values of model parameters are changed with

respect to chapter 4 and the CMOS-structure used is the

same, the measuring methods given in paragraph 4.1 can be

used determining the model parameters. A few of the given

res i s tan c e s are not c han g e d wit h res p e.c t toe hap t e r 3 • The
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fig. 5.3: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of a not-tr i ggered
thyristor and TUl-module without epitaxial
layer

changed resistances have, i n most cases, another

configuration. Most of the resistances wi 11 be of the

rectangular type (see paragraph 4.2). The trapezium type

can not be used anymore because it was introduced as the

res i stance between a restr i cted area and a i nf i n i te area

parallel to the restricted area. As there is no epitaxial

layer, the infinite area is not present.

The resistance values obtained, using the rectangular and

sheet resistance estimation methods, are given in table 5.1,

5.2 and 5.3 in the case of NPN-transistor triggering,

PNP-transistor triggering and a not triggered thyristor.

sort R l (pm) W (,um) H ()J m) (J(...t.cm) R (...tt )

Rl Rr 19 24 2.5 1.1 3483
R2l Rr 6 22 0.65 0.7 2937
R22 Rr 13.5 22 0.90 0.7 4772
R3 Rr 2.5 22 2.5 0.2 190
R4 Rr 7 24 20 20 2900
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 - - - - - 2

table 5.1: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.1 (NPN)
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In the case of NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng the res i stance R1

is variable, so only an estimation is given in table 4.1.

The resistance R3 has the same values as given in table 4.1.

because the N+ guardr i ng is unchanged. The height H of the

resistances R21 and R22 is smaller with respect to table

4.1, because a greater part of the N-Well to P-Substrate

j unct i on conducts. Thus it is eas i er for the current to be

diverted from the surface. Again resistances R5 and R6 are

emitter resistances. Resistance R4 is equal to the

resistance R4 of the not-triggered thyristor model, see

table 5.3.

sort R L (pm) W (pm) H/D(f'm) to tn.-cm) R (..n.)

R1 Rr 22 30 12 20 13300
R2 Rr 6 22 1.0 20 54500
R3 Rr 12 24 2.0 20 50000
R41 Rr 7 23 2.7 20 22500
R42 Rr 8 23 0.35 0.5 4969
R4 - - - - - 4000
R5 Rr 14 30 6 20 15000
R6 - - - - - 2
R7 Rr 20 30 13 20 10256
R8 Rs 8 24 - (2650) 883
R9 - - - - - 2

table 5.2: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.2 (PNP)

The resistivity of the Substrate is 20 ohm*cm.

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the channelstopper

as before,

unchanged.

implantation

resistivity

is

of

the

the

same

channelstopper is

so the average

Thus

resistance R42 has the value given in table 4.2. The current

f lowi ng underneath the surface uses the same area. thus

resistances R2, R3 and R41 are, because of the higher

resistivity, t"'l~ce as large as given in table 4.2. The

resistances R6 and R9 are emitter resistances and R8 is

equal to resistance R3 of the not-triggered thyristor model

(see table 5.3), It is not known how deep the current is

flowing into the Substrate. Thus making the estimation of

resistances R1, R5 and R7" inaccurate.
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sort R L (}J m) W (,um) H/O (fJm) (J (kC m) R (..n. )

Rl Rs 16 24 - (2650) 1767
R2 - - - - - 2
R3 Rs 8 24 - (2650) 883
R4 Rr 12 24 20 20 5000
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 Rr 15 24 8 20 15625

table 5.3: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.3 (THVR)

In the case of a not-tr i ggered thyr i stor the N-Well is

almost unchanged, so the est i mat i on of t he res i stances R1

and R3 are not changed with respect to table 4.3. The

resistances R4 and R6 are only consisting of substrate

material however with a resistivity of 20 ohm*cm. The depth

of the current is estimated, introducing an inaccuracy.

Resistances R2 and R5 are emitter resistances.

The thyristor characteristics are measured in the same way

as men t ion e din par a g rap h 4 . 3 . The 1at c h' i n g cur r e n t san d

voltages are determined using the voltage drive. The

characteristics measured are similar to those of fig. 4.25

and 4.26. The following values are found for the

characteristic currents and voltages:

NPN: Igate = 325 )JA Ilatchn = 262 }JA Vlatchn = 8.90 Volt
Igate = 375 .uA !latchn = 280 .uA Vlatchn = 5.22 Volt
Igate = 425 ~A !latchn = 296 ,uA Vlatchn = 3.04 Volt
Igate = 450 J-JA Ilatchn = 304 )JA Vlatchn = 2.22 Volt

PNP: Igate = -40 1JA Ilatchp = -244 )JA Vlatchp = -9.42 Volt
Igate = -42 JJA Ilatchp = -241 ~A Vlatchp = -5.10 Volt
Igate = -45 }JA Ilatchp = -241 J-JA Vlatchp = -2.76 Volt
Igate = -50 ,uA Ilatchp = -243 ,uA Vlatchp = -1.72 Volt

The voltage dependence of the latching current, i n the case

of NPN-transistor triggering, i s given by:

Ilatchn = 6.30E-06*(50.5-V) Ampere

At latching the current through the drains O~ and 01 in the

case of PNP and NPN-transistor triggeringt respectivelYt

were measured. The results are 1 and 35 uA, respectively.
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From the current drive method the other characteristic

points of the triggered thyristor are determined. The

results obtained are:

NPN: Igate = 325 }JA Iholdn = 542
~~

Vholdn = 2.86 Volt
Igate = 375 )JA Iholdn = 522 Vholdn = 1 .90 Volt
Igate = 425 }JA Iholdn = 484 )JA Vholdn = 1.42 Volt
Igate = 450 pA Iholdn = 456 }J .~ Vholdn = 1. 33 Volt

PNP: Igate = -40 fJA Iholdp = -376 pA Vholdp = -1.49 Volt
Igate = -42 pA Iholdp = -332 )JA Vholdp = -1 .64 Volt
Igate = -45 }JA Iholdp = -317 pA Vholdp = -1.44 Volt
Igate = -50 )JA Iholdp = -302 }JA Vholdp = -1.20 Volt

NPN: Igate = 325 pA Iminn = 758 )JA Vminn = 0.897 Volt
Igate = 375 pA Iminn = 688 )JA Vminn = 0.894 Volt
Igate = 425 pA Iminn = 626 )JA Vminn = 0.925 Volt
Igate = 450 jJA Iminn = 596 )JA Vminn = 0.933 Volt

PNP: Igate = -40 pA Iminp = -402 )JA Vminp = -0.847 Volt
Igate = -42 pA Iminp = -399 pA Vminp = -0.847 Volt
Igate = -45 pA Iminp = -383 ).JA Vminp = -0.853 Volt
Igate = -50 pA Iminp = -380 }JA Vminp = -0.843 Volt

The measured characteristics are similar to those of fig.

4.29.

The values given for Vholdn and Vholdp are inaccurate

because only a few measuring points were used in this area

of the characteristic.

When the not-triggered thyristor is considered the

characteristic points are given by:

=
22.65 Volt

3.17 Volt
0.923 Volt

Vlatcht =
Vholdt =
Vmint =

574 uA
822 )JA= 1285 pA

Ilatcht =
Iholdt
Imint

THVR:

The measuring of the current through the resistances R1 and

R6 and the emitter currents of the NPN and PNP-transistors~

result in similar characteristics as given in fig. 4.31.

In determining the model parameters~ the transistor

parameters are considered at first.

The early voltages used in the case of the holding and

minimum point are:

Van = 37 Volt

Vap = 32 Volt
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At latching the given early voltages are used because they

do not change muc h near 1atc hi ng. The early voltage Van is

much smaller than the value given in paragraph 4.4, because

the base doping is much smaller (see eq. (2.8».

The measured and derived reverse leakage currents are:

In = 274E-18 Ampere

Ip = 191E-18 Ampere

Ion = 247E-18 Ampere

lop = 170E-18 Ampere

The currents Ip and lop are a little bit smaller, because of

the smaller base area (see eq. (2.7».

The most important model parameters are the FORWARD current

gains. Thus the measured characteristics are given in fig.

5.4.

The method used in determining the base/emitter voltages and

corresponding current gains, is the same as mentioned in

paragraph 4.4. 50 the currents through the drains D+ and D+

and N-Well and P-5ubstrate contact in the case of NPN and

PNp-transistor triggering, respectively, are used to find

the corresponding forward current gain utilizing the forward

characteristic of the NPN and PNP-transistor.

At LATCHING these currents have been measured resulting in

the collector currents of the triggered transistors:

NPN:

PNP:

Icn = Ilatchn - 35 ~A 

Icp = Ilatchp - 1 pA -

- - - (S.la)

- - - (5.1b)

The latching current of the PNP-transistor Ilatchp is 242

}JA, whi Ie for Ilatchn the average value -282 ~A has to be

taken. Using these values the current gains given in table

5.4 are derived.

The values of the not triggered thyristor ~re again

estimations.

At the HOLDING point the current gains of the transistors

are directly derived from the characteristics used, as

already explained in paragraph 4.4. This is applicable too

in the case of the MINIMUM point.

The forward current gains given in table 5.4 are all smaller

with respect to those given in table 4.4 (paragraph 4.4).
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fig. 5.4: The forward current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNp-transistor

This is caused by the larger base width Wb used in the case

of the TU1-module without epitaxial layer.
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triggered transistors not-triggered
transistors

currents gains Vben (Jfn Vebp ~~P Vben ()fn Vebp P, fp
( V) ( - ) ( V) ( V) ( - ) ( V) ( - )

latching:
NPN 0.84 0.690 - - - - 0.69 4.60
PNP - - 0.76 5.63 0.54 0.730 - -
THYR - - - - 0.54 0.730 0.69 4.60

holding:
NPN 0.85 0.690 - - - - 0.76 5.60
PNP - - 0.78 6.41 0.84 0.690 - -
THYR - - - - 0.84 0.690 0.76 5.60

minimum:
NPN 0.85 0.690 - - - - 0.78 6.40
PNP - - 0.78 6.41 0.85 0.690 - -
THYR - - - - 0.85 0.690 0.78 6.40

table 5.4: Current gains and corresponding
base/emitter voltages.
NPN = NPN-transistor triggering (fig. 3.8)
PNP = PNP-transistor triggering (fig. 3.10)
THYR = not-triggered thyristor (fig. 3.12)

The REVERSE current gain measurements lead to the same

problems as mentioned in paragraph 4.4. From fig. 5.5a the

reverse current gain of the NPN-transistor can be estimated.

The PNP-transistor reverse current gain has to be estimated

using eq. (2.10). Again Dn/Dp=3 is valid. The base width

Wb, base doping Nb and base area Sb are not changed. However

the emitter (formed by the area between N-Well and

P-Substrate contact) width, area and doping are not the

same. Estimating these values leads to Ne=2*Nb (see

appendix Ib), We=2*Wb and Sb=0.9*Se.

current gains are:

at minimum:

IJrn = 10
Ir rp = 1.2

Thus the reverse

The transistor parameters have now been determined except

for the resistances.

1nthe cas e 0 f NPN- t!: a n s1.s..!.o!:... ~ r.1 g g e r i .!!...g_ a t LATCHI NG the

ratio between 1121 and 112 is 2.50. By using resistance

estimations given, the ratio becomes 2.62. Using eq. (4.23),
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fig. 5.5: The reverse current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

Vr2=Vebp=O.69 at latch i ng, the res i stance values and the

voltage dependence of Ilatchn given in this paragraph, we

obtain:
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at latching:

NPN: Rl
R21
R22

= 112.2K/(36.3-V) ohm
= 2940 ohm
= 4770·ohm

R3 = 190 ohm
R4 = 200 ohm
RS ::: R6 = 2 ohm

Resistance R4 is equal to R4 of the not-triggered thyristor

and is determined later on. The total collector resistance

measured (=3580 ohm) has the same order of magnitude as the

resistance formed by Rl (V=O Volt) parallel to R2+R3 (=2200

ohm).

I nth e cas e 0 f PNP- t r a~ i~ t £.!" _ t!..!. g g e.!: !....n'p ' the res i s tan c e

values given in table 5.2 are substituted in eq. (4.13) and

(4.14) leading to:

Va = 10400*Ila Volt

Vb = 18500*Ilb Volt

The measured latching currents were Ilb=-243 ~A and Ila=-401

pA, so Va=4.17 Volt and Vb=4.50 Volt. The correction factor

p introduced in paragraph 4.4 again is needed because

latching occurs at Vben=0.54 Volt (see table 5.4) and not at

about 4.3 Volt. Thus all resistances have to be decreased

with a factor l/p:

2*0.54
p = = 0.125

Va+Vb

Leading to the values for the resistances:

at latching

PNP: Rl ::: 1660 ohm
R2 ::: 6790 ohm
R3 = 6230 ohm

R4 = 500 ohm
R5 = 1870 ohm
R6 = 2 ohm

R7 = 1280 ohm
R8 = 200 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

The resistance R8 is equal to R3 of the not-triggered

thyristor and is derived later on. The total collector

resistance of the PNP-transistot is about 2900 ohm. This is

almost equal to the measured collector resistance (=3190

ohm). Thus the resistance values given are confirmed by the

control measurements. The large correct i on factor needed is

caused by a much larger current spreading than assumed

estimating the resistance values of table 5.2 and the

spreading in the resistivity of the P-Substrate.
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In the case of a 12.0!._t!:..igger~d ih..lri...s-!~~ extra measurements

are executed which are given in paragraph 4.4. The currents

measured at the minimum point are:

Ir1 = 728 fA Ir6 = 450 pA

Iep = 557 pA len = -835 JJA

Usin g (1f p =6 . 4 1 and ~~n =0 . 6 90, we 0 b t a in:

Vbep = -0.78 Volt and Vben = 0.87 Volt.

This leads to:

R1=-Vbep/lr1=1070 ohm and R6=Vben/lr6=1930 ohm.

Using eq. (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain:

k=1.12 and m=1.41

The collector resistances R3 are R4 changed by the same

ratio as resistances R1 and R6 are changed with respect to

their estimations (see table 5.3), respectively, so:

R3 :: 535 ohm and R4 :: 618 ohm.

Again the resistances present in the substrate are corrected

by a large factor similar to the PNP-transistor triggering.

The resistance values at latching are determined using the

method described in paragraph 4.4. The length of the

resistance R4 is now about 5 um. The results obtained are:

R4:: 200 ohm
R5 = 2 ohm
R6 = 2350 ohm

R1 = 1400 ohm
R2 = 2 ohm
R3 = 200 ohm

at latching

THYR:

At HOLDING the same resistances as given in paragraph 4.4

change. The obtained results are:

at holding

NPN: Igate :: 325 JJA R22 :: 4770 ohm R3 :: 190 ohm
Igate :: 375 pA R22 = 4450 ohm R3 :: 510 ohm
Igate :: 425 JJA R22 :: 4060 ohm R3 = 900 ohm
Igate :: 450 fA R22 = 3860 ohm R3 :: 11 00 ohm

PNP: Igate :: -40 ]JA R3 = 5450 ohm R4 = 1280 ohm
Igate = -42 IJA R3 :: 5900 ohm R4 :: 830 ohm
Igate :: -45 ]JA R3 = 5820 ohm R4 = 910 ohm
Igate :: -50 ]JA R3 :: 5380 ohm R4 :: 1350 ohm

THYR: R1 :: 1070 ohm R4 = 600 ohm
R3 :: 500 ohm R6 :: 1930 ohm
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The resistance R1 had to be set to the value related to the

thyristor voltage V=1.5 Volt:

NPN: R1 = 3224 ohm

Again the emitter currents have to be determined:

len =-(IIddl-IIssl)(THYP) =
Iep = ()Iddl-IIssIHTHYN) =

At MINIMUM the results are:

-446 }JA and

280 pA,

at minimum:

NPN: Igate = 325
~~

R22 = 4470 ohm R3 = 490 ohm
Igate = 375 R22 = 4270 ohm R3 = 695 ohm
Igate = 425 fJA R22 = 3960 ohm R3 = 1000 ohm
Igate = 450 lJA R22 = 3800 ohm R3 = 1160 ohm

PNP: Igate = -40 lJA R3 = 5610 ohm R4 = 1120 ohm
Igate = -42 IJA R3 = 5430 ohm R4 = 1300 ohm
Igate = -45 IJA R3 = 5330 ohm R4 = 1400 ohm
Iga,te = -50 pA R3 = 4770 ohm R4 = 1960 ohm

THYR: RI = 1070 ohm R4 = 600 ohm
R3 = 500 ohm R6 = 1930 ohm

Thus now all model parameters of the TU1-module without

epitaxial layer have been determined.
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5.2 TUlO-module with epitaxial layer

The properties of the TUlO-module with epitaxial layer are

given in appendix 3. The measured cell has number 58 and is

placed on the wafer DL 681 of batch Cll. The difference with

respect to the TUl-module with an epitaxial layer is that

all surface dimensions are twice as large. However the

depth dimensions stay unchanged. The current flow will not

be changed significantly from that given in fig. 3.7~ 3.9

and 3.11.

Because the length and wi dth of the lateral res i stances

(like R2l, R22 and R3 in fig. 3.7, R2, R3 and R4 in fig. 3.9

and Rl and R3 in fig. 3.11) are doubled, the lateral

resistances have the same value. The vertical resistances

(like Rl and R7 in fig. 3.9) have a four times larger

c r 0 s s - sec t ion , sot he s eresis tan c e s. will c hangem uc h. The

resistances which are partly lateral and partly vertical,

will be influenced too by the changed dimensions.

Because of the great similarity with chapter 3.3 the models

are given directly without any further explanation, see fig.

5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.

' •• • f

_f_

~•• E XlIll

p'-SyaiT"~TE

fig. 5.6: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of NPN-transistor
triggering and TUlO-module with epitaxial
layer
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fig. 5.7: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of PNP-transistor
triggering and TUIO-module with epitaxial
layer
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fig. 5.8: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of a not tr i ggered
thyristor and TUIO-module with epitaxial
layer

From fig. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 it can be seen that the models

used in chapter 3 remain unchanged in the case of the

TUIO-module with epitaxial layer. Thus the theory derived in

paragraph 3.4 and 3.5 is applicable. The resistances of the

models have the same resistance model (see paragraph 4.2) as

given in table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The obtained results are

given in table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering and the not-triggered thyristor,

respectively.

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the dimensions of

resistance R5 are doubled in the direction of width Wand

increased by a factor 1.38 in the direction of length Land

depth D.
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sort R L (~m) W (~m) H ()Jm) p Cn·c m) R (.n. )

R1 Rr 38 48 2.5 1.1 3483
R21 Rr 12 44 0.85 o• 7 2246
R22 Rr 27 44 1.0 0.7 4295
R3 Rr 5 44 2 . 5 o• 2 190
R4 - - - - - 210
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 - - - - - 2

table 5.5: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.6 (NPN)

sort R L (pm) W (.om) H/O(,um) (J (Jl·C m) R (.J1. )

R1 Rt 8 40 6 10 1022
R2 Rr 12 44 1.1 10 24793
R3 Rr 24 48 2.0 10 25000
R41 Rr 14 46 2. 7 10 11272
R42 Rr 16 46 0.35 0.5 4969
R4 - - - - - 3449
R5 Rt 10 40 12 10 1256
R6 - - - - - 2
R7 Rt 32 40 2 10 140
R8 Rs 16 48 - (2650) 883
R9 - - - - - 2

table 5.6: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.7 (PNP)

sort R L (pm) W (pm) H/O(pm) P (Jl: c m) R (.n.)

R1 Rs 32 48 - (2650) 1767
R2 - - - - - 2
R3 Rs 16 48 - (2650) 883
R41 Rt 18 44 2.0 10 219
R42 Rr 14 44 6 10 5303
R4 - - - - - 210
R5 - - - - - 2
R61 Rt 8 40 6 10 1022
R62 Rr 30 48 6 10 10417
R6 - - - - - 931

table 5.7: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.8 (THYR)

The thyr i star character i st i cs are measured in the same way

as mentioned in paragraph 4.3. The latching currents and

voltages are determined using the voltage drive. The
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following values are found for the characteristic currents

and voltages:

NPN: Igate = 340 }JA Ilatchn = 244 )JA Vlatchn = 8.53 Volt
Igate = 360 pA Ilatchn = 256 pA Vlatchn = 6.29 Volt
Igate = 380 pA Ilatchn = 266 fJA Vlatchn = 4.38 Volt

.1 gate = 400 pA Ilatchn = 278 fA Vlatchn = 2.90 Volt

PNP: Igate = -10 fJA Ilatchp = -783 uA Vlatchp = -8.75 Volt
Igate = -11 }JA Ilatchp = -795 uA Vlatchp = -6.05 Volt
Igate = -12 /,JA Ilatchp = -798 uA Vlatchp = -4.00 Volt
Igate = -13 }JA Ilatchp = -804 uA Vlatchp = -2.69 Volt

The voltage dependence of the latching current, in the case

of NPN-transistor triggering, i s given by:

Ilatchn = 4.46E-6*(65.8-V) Ampere

At latching the current through the drains O~ and 01 in the

case of PNP and NPN-transistor triggering, respectively,

were measured. The results are 1 and 30 }JA, respectively.

From the current drive method the other characteristic

points of the triggered thyristor are determined. The

results obtained are:

NPN: Igate = 340 }JA Iholdn = 556 )JA Vholdn = 2.43 Volt
Igate = 360 )JA Iholdn = 530 }JA Vholdn = 1. 41 Volt
Igate = 380 pA Iholdn = 500 pA Vholdn = 1. 39 Volt
Igate = 400 }JA Iholdn = 466 }JA Vholdn = 1. 46 Volt

PNP: Igate = -10 )JA Iholdp =-1047 fJA Vholdp = -1.19 Volt
Igate = -11 fJA Iholdp =-1041 }JA Vholdp = -1.56 Volt
Igate = -12 }JA Iholdp =-1026 )JA Vholdp = -1.44 Volt
Igate = -13 )JA Iholdp =-1014 }JA Vholdp = -1.37 Volt

NPN: Igate = 340 }JA Iminn = 966 fJA Vminn = 0.879 Volt
Igate = 360 }JA Iminn = 892 pA Vminn = 0.887 Volt
Igate = 380 )JA Iminn = 858 }JA Vminn = 0.878 Volt
Igate = 400 fJA Iminn = 742 }JA Vminn = 0.897 Volt

PNP: Igate = -10 }JA Iminp =-1230 pA Vminp = -0.839 Volt
Igate = -11 pA Iminp =-1225 )JA Vminp = -0.835 Volt
Igate = -12 }JA Iminp =-1206 fJA Vminp = -0.836 Volt
Igate = -13 )JA Iminp =-1179 )JA Vminp = -0.834 Volt

The values given for Vholdn and Vholdp are inaccurate

because only a few measuring points were used in this area

of the characteristic.

When the not-triggered thyristor is considered the

characteristic points are given by:
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THYR: Ilatcht = 1204 ~A
Iholdt = 2268 ~A
Imint = 3402 ~A

Vlatcht =
Vholdt =
Vmint =

26.01 Volt
4.12 Volt
0.956 Volt

In determining the model parameters, the transistor

parameters are considered at first.

Th i sis executed in the same way and order as given in

paragraph 4.4.

The early voltages used in the case of the holding and

minimum point are:

Van = 176 Volt

Vap = 28 Volt

At latching the PNP-transistor early voltage Vap in the case

of PNP-transistor triggering is not changing much, however

for the NPN-transistor early voltage i n the case of

NPN-transistor triggering we obtain:

Van = 70 Volt for Igate = 340
~~Van = 40 Volt for Igate = 360

Van = 23 Volt for Igate = 380 fJA
Van = 18 Volt for Igate = 4·00 IJA

The early voltage Van i s much larger than the value given in

paragraph 4.4, because the base region is much longer (thus

fNb*dx increases in eq. (2.8».

The measured and derived reverse leakage currents, using the

s"a me mea sur i n g con d i t ion s a s men t ion edin par a g rap h 4 . 4 ,

are:

In = 397E-18 Ampere

Ip = 743E-18 Ampere

Ion = 388E-18 Ampere

lop = 650E-18 Ampere

The NPN-transistor collector/base reverse current Ion is

about twice the value given in paragraph 4.4, because (see

eq. (2. 7a» the base area Sb is about four and the base

width Wb about two times larger. In the case of the

PNP-transistor collector/base reverse current lop is about

four times larger, because the base area is four times

larger while the base width Wb is constant.
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The most important model parameters are the FORWARD current

gains. Thus the measured characteristics are given in fig.

5.9.
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The method used in determining the base/emitter voltages and

corresponding current gains, is the same as mentioned in

paragraph 4.4. 50 the currents through the drains D~ and D't

and N-Well and P-5ubstrate contact in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering, respectively, are used to find

the corresponding forward current gain utilizing the forward

characteristic of the NPN and PNP-transistor.

At LATCHING these currents have been measured resulting in

the collector currents of the triggered transistors:

NPN:

PNP:

Icn

Icp

= Ilatchn - 30 fA - - - 

= Ilatchp - 1 pA - -

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

The latching current of the PNP-transistor Ilatchp is -795

pA, whi Ie for Ilatchn the average value 261 pA has to be

taken. Using these values the current gains given in table

5.8 are derived.

triggered transistors not-triggered
transistors

currents gains Vb en f'>fn Vebp ~!p Vben ()fn Vebp (!fp
( V) (- ) ( V) ( V) ( - ) ( V) (-)

latching:
0.57(JNPN 0.90 - - - - 0.63 34-

PNP - - 0.73 64 0.55 0.506 - -
THYR - - - - 0.55 0.506 0.63 34

holding:
0.57tJNPN o•90 - - - - 0.69 57

PNP - - 0.74 64 0.79 0.560 - -
THYR - - - - 0.79 0.560 0.69 57

minimum:
0.57tJNPN 0.90 - - - - 0.74 64

PNP - - 0.74 64 0.90 0.570 - -
THYR - - - - 0.90 0.570 0.74 64

table 5.8: Current gains and corresponding
base/emitter voltages.
NPN = NPN-transistor triggering (fig. 3.8)
PNP = PNP-transistor triggering (fig. 3.10)
THYR = not-triggered thyristor (fig. 3.12)

The values of the not-triggered thyristor are again

estimations.

At the HOLDING point the current gains of the transistors

are directly derived from the characteristics used.

applicable too in the case of the MINIMUM point.

Th is is
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The REVERSE current gain measurements lead to the same

problems as mentioned in paragraph 4.4. From fig. 5.10a the

reverse current gain of the NPN-transistor can not be

estimated because of the negative current gain. Thus eq.

(2.10) has to be used. Again Dn/Dp=3 is valid. The emitter

is formed by the area between the left edge of the N-Well

and the N-Well contact. The estimations of the ratios used

are Nb=Ne (see appendix 3b), We=2.5*Wb and Sb=2*Se.

The PNP-transistor reverse current gain has to be estimated

too using eq. (2.10>' The base and emitter doping Nb and

Ne, respectively, are not changed. The emitter (formed by

the area between N-Well and P-Substrate contact) and base

wi dth and area are not the same wi th respect to paragraph

4.4. Estimating these values leads to Nb=Ne (see appendix

3b), We=0.5*Wb and Sb=O.9*Se. Thus the reverse current gains

are:

at minimum:

2
O. 15

The transistor parameters have now been determined except

for the resistances.

In the case of !!.PN-t!:.~ist..£! -!!...!...ggerJ..ng at LATCHING the

ratio between 1121 and 112 is 3.36. By using resistance

estimations given, the ratio becomes 2.91. Thus the obtained

resistance R21 has to be adjusted. Take now H=1.0 fm, making

R21=1909 ohm. This is plausible as the lateral current will

spread out more as a consequence of the larger surface

dimensions. The other resistances R22 and R3 of table 5.5

are used together with the new value of R21 to determine the

resistance Rl. Using eq. (4.23), Vr2=Vebp=0.63 at latching,

the resistance values and the voltage dependence of Ilatchn

given in this paragraph, we obtain:

at latching:

NPN: R1
R21
R22

= 145.6K/(43.1-V) ohm
= 1910 ohm
= 4300 ohm

R3 =
R4 =
R5 =

190 ohm
95 ohm

R6 = 2 ohm
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fig. 5.10: The reverse current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

The total collector resistance measured (=3330 ohm) has the

same order of magni tude as the resistance formed by R1 (V=O

Volt) parallel to R2+R3 (=2210 ohm).
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In the case of PNP-tr~.!..istor _!.r19ge.!: ~ ~g-, the res i stance

values given in table 5.6 are substituted in eq. (4.13) and

(4.14) leading to:

Va = 945*Ila Volt

Vb = ll00*Ilb Volt

The measured latching currents were Ilb=-832 ~A and Ila=-926

pA, so Va=0.87 Volt and Vb=0.92 Volt. The correction factor

p again is needed because latching occurs at Vben=0.55 Volt

(see table 5.8) and not at about 0.9 Volt. Thus all

resistances have to be increased with a factor p:

p =
2*0.55

Va+Vb
= 0.61

leading to the values for the resistances:

at latching

PNP: R1 =
R2 =
R3 =

625 ohm
15125 ohm
15250 ohm

R4 = 2130 ohm
R5 = 770 ohm
R6 = 2 ohm

R7 = 90 ohm
R8 = 200 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

The total collector resistance of the PNP-transistor is

about 700 ohm. This is almost equal to the measured

collector resistance (=835 ohm). The lateral resistance

under the surface (R2+R3+R4) has the value 30000 ohm by

estimation. The measured value (=10700 ohm) lies in the same

order of magnitude. Thus the resistance values given are

confirmed by the control measurements. The correction factor

needed is within limits. The reason for this is that the

surface dimensions are large compared to the depth of the

epitaxial layer. Thus spreading of the current playa less

important role.

In the case of a nOI-tLi~g~~~thYList~! extra measurements

are executed which are given in paragraph 4.4. The currents

measured at the minimum point are:

Irl = 680 JJA Ir6 = 2100 pA
Iep = 2800 uA len = -1300 }JA

Using pfp=64 and ~~n =0 . 570, we obtain:

Vbep = -0.74 Volt and Vben = 0.90 Volt.

This leads to:
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R1=-Vbep/lr1=1090 ohm and R6=Vben/lr6=430 ohm.

Using eq. (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain:

k=1.22 and m=5.85

The collector resistances R3 are R4 changed by the same

ratio as resistances R1 and R6 are changed with respect to

their estimations (see table 5.7), respectively, so:

R3 = 545 ohm and R4 = 100 ohm.

Again the resistances present in the substrate are corrected

by a factor similar to the PNP-transistor triggering. The

resistance values at latching are determined using the

method described in paragraph 4.4. The length of the

resistance R4 is now about 8 um. The results obtained are:

at latching

THVR: R1 =
R2 =
R3 =

1440 ohm
2 ohm

200 ohm

R4 = 95 ohm
R5 = 2 ohm
R6 = 435 ohm

At HOLDING the same res i stances as given in paragraph 4.4

change. The measured results of the holding current have

already been given in this paragraph.

are:

The obtained results

at holding

NPN: Igate = 340 jJA R22 = 3880 ohm R3 = 620 ohm
Igate = 360 }JA R22 = 3930 ohm R3 = 560 ohm
Igate = 380 }JA R22 = 4010 ohm R3 = 480 ohm
Igate = 400 fJA R22 = 4110 ohm R3 = 380 ohm

PNP: Igate = -10 }JA R3 =10100 ohm R4 = 7280 ohm
Igate = -11 fJA R3 = 8700 ohm R4 = 8680 ohm
Igate = -12 pA R3 = 7250 ohm R4 = 10130 ohm
Igate = -13 fJA R3 = 4680 ohm R4 = 12400 ohm

THVR: R1 = 1200 ohm R4 = 500 ohm
R3 = 400 ohm R6 = 1810 ohm

The resistance R1 had to be set to the value related to the

thyristor voltage V=1.5 Volt:

NPN: R1 = 3500 ohm

Again the emitter currents have to be determined:

len =- ( I I dd I - I Iss I ) ( TH VP ) = -718 }JA and

lep = ( I I dd I -I I ss I ) (THVN) = 1740 fJA,
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At MINIMUM we use the method mentioned in paragraph 4 . 4 • The

results are:

at minimum:

NPN: Igate = 340 JJA R22 = 3020 ohm R3 = 1470 ohm
Igate = 360 fJA R22 = 3150 ohm R3 = 1340 ohm
Igate = 380 pA R22 = 3170 ohm R3 = 1320 ohm
Igate = 400 fA R22 = 3420 ohm R3 = 1070 ohm

PNP: Igate = -10 JJA R3 = 6250 ohm R4 = 11130 ohm
Igate = -11 JJA R3 = 5250 ohm R4 = 12130 ohm
Igate = -12 lJA R3 = 4250 ohm R4 = 13130 ohm
Igate = -13 pA R3 = 3250 ohm R4 = 14130 ohm

THVR: Rl = 1090 ohm R4 = 100 ohm
R3 = 545 ohm R6 = 430 ohm

Thus now all model parameters of the TU1-module without

epitaxial layer have been determined.
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5.3 TUIO-module without epitaxial layer

The properties of the TUIO-module without epitaxial layer

are given in appendix 3. The measured cell has number 59 and

is placed on the wafer DL 675 of batch ell. The difference

with respect to the TUl-module without epitaxial layer is

that all surface d i mens ions are twi ce as large and that

there is no epitaxial layer. So it is better to compare the

results obtained in paragraph 5.1 with this structure

because the only di fference is then the doubled surface

dimensions. The depth dimensions remains unchanged. The

current flow will not be changed significantly from that

given in fig. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

Because of this great similarity, the models are given

directly without any further explanation, see fig. 5.11,

5.12 and 5.13.
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fig. 5.11: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of NPN-trans i stor
triggering and TUIO-module with epitaxial
layer
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I

fig. 5.12: The physlcal components of the model
parameters in the case of PNP-trans i stor
triggering and TU10-module with epitaxial
layer
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fig. 5.13: The physical components of the model
parameters in the case of a not tr i ggered
thyristor and TU10-module with epitaxial
layer

From fig. 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 it can be seen that the models

used in chapter 3 rema i n unchanged in the case of the

TUlO-module with epitaxial layer. Thus the theory derived in

paragraph 3.4 and 3.5 is applicable. The resistances of the

models have the same resistance model (see paragraph 4.2) as

given in table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. The obtained results are

given in table 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 in the case of the NPN and
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PNP-transistor triggering and the not-triggered thyristor,

respectively.

sort R l (lJ m) W (~m ) H (~m ) (> (.n·cm) R (J1.)

R1 Rr 38 48 2.5 1.1 3483
R21 Rr 12 44 0.65 0.7 2937
R22 Rr 27 44 0.90 0.7 4772
R3 Rr 5 44 2.5 0.2 190
R4 - - - - - 5000
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 - - - - - 2

table 5.9: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.11 (NPN)

sort R L (,u m) W (~m) H/D(,um) P Co.·cm) R (.!l..)

R1 Rr 30 60 17 20 5882
R2 Rr 12 44 1.1 20 54500
R3 Rr 24 48 2.0 20 50000
R41 Rr 14 46 2.7 20 22500
R42 Rr 16 46 0.35 0.5 4969
R4 - - - - - 4000
R5 Rr 19 60 9 20 7037
R6 - - - - - 2
R7 Rr 27 60 18 20 5000
R8 Rs 16 48 - (2650) 883
R9 - - - - - 2

table 5.10: The values of the resistances of fig. 5.12 (PNP)

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the dimensions of

res i stances R1, R5 and R7 are doubled in the direct i on of

width Wand increase by a factor 1.38 in the direction of

length L and depth 0 with respect to the values given in

table 5.2.

The thyr i stor character i st i cs are measured in the same way

as mentioned in paragraph 4.3. The latching currents and

voltages are determined using the voltage drive. The

following values are found for the characteristic currents

and voltages:
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sort R l (pm) W (}J m) H/D(,um) (J <.n·c m) R (A.)

R1 Rs 32 48 - (2650) 1767
R2 - - - - - 2
R3 Rs 16 48 - (2650) 883
R4 Rr 12 24 20 20 5000
R5 - - - - - 2
R6 Rr 30 48 8- 20 15625

table 5.11: The values of the resistances of fig.5.13 (THVR)

Vlatchp = -8.54 Volt
Vlatchp = -5.08 Volt
Vlatchp = -3.60 Volt
Vlatchp = -2.30 Volt

NPN: Igate = 490 pA
Igate = 525 }JA
Igate = 550 IJA
Igate = 600 ,uA

PNP: Igate =-3.5 pA
Igate =-3.8 pA
Igate =-4.0 pA
Igate =-4.2 IJA

Ilatchn = 272 pA
Ilatchn = 282 pA
Ilatchn = 289}JA
Ilatchn = 302 ~A

Ilatchp = -258 uA
Ilatchp = -259 ~A
Ilatchp = -260 ~A
Ilatchp = -260 pA

Vlatchn =
Vlatchn =
Vlatchn =
Vlatchn =

7.80 Volt
5.46 Volt
4.12 Volt
2.20 Volt

The voltage dependence of the latching current, in the case

of NPN-transistor triggering, is given by:

Ilatchn = 5.30E-6*(59.1-V) Ampere

At latching the current through the drains 0+ and Dt in the

case of PNP and NPN-transistor triggering, respectively,

were measured. The results are 0.2 and 25 pA, respectively.

From the current drive method the other characteristic

points of the triggered thyristor are determined. The

results obtained are:

Vholdn =
Vho1dn =
Vholdn =
Vholdn =

NPN: Igate
Igate
Igate
Igate

PNP: Igate
Igate
Igate
Igate

= 490 }JA
= 525 }JA
= 550 }JA
= 600 pA

=-3.5 pA
=-3.8 }JA
=-4.0 pA
=-4.2 fA

Iholdn =
Iholdn =
Iholdn =
Iholdn =

Iholdp =
Iholdp =
Iholdp =
Iholdp =

426 uA
418 pA
410 ,uA
388 }JA

-375 }JAA
-362 }J
-340 JJA
-327 )JA

Vholdp
Vholdp
Vholdp
Vholdp

2.61
2.05
1. 63
1. 26

= -2.43
= -1.43
= -1.03
= -0.95

Volt
Volt
Volt
Volt

Volt
Volt
Volt
Volt

Vminp = -0.809 Volt
Vminp = -0.808 Volt
Vminp = -0.805 Volt
Vminp = -0.804 Volt

NPN: Igate = 490 ,uA
Iga.te = 525 }JA
Igate = 550 pA
Igate = 600 }JA

PNP: Igate =-3.5 pA
Igate =-3.8 }JA
Igate =-4.0 ~A
Igate =-4.2 }JA

Iminn
Iminn
Iminn
Iminn

Iminp
Iminp
Iminp
Iminp

= 615,uA
= 558}JA
= 545 pA
= 528 pA

= -447 }JA
= -440 pA
= -424 }JA
= -403 }JA

Vminn =
Vminn =
Vminn =
Vminn =

0.842 Volt
0.853 Volt
0.830 Volt
0.820 Volt
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The values given for Vholdn and Vholdp are inaccurate

because only a few measuring points were used in this area

of the characteristic.

When the not-triggered thyristor i s considered the

characteristic points are given by:

=
23.4 Volt

1.036 Volt
0.930 Volt

V1atcht =
Vholdt =
Vmint =

420 uA
855 'pA

= 1395 )JA

I latcht =
Iholdt
Imint

THYR:

In determining the model parameters, the transistor

parameters are considered at first.

This is executed in the same way and order as given in

paragraph 4.4.

The early voltages used at the holding and minimum point

are:

Van = 74 Volt

Vap = 34 Volt

At latching the given Vap for PNP-transistor triggering is

used, while in the case of NPN-transistor triggering we

obtain for Van:

Van = 50 Volt for Igate = 490 uA
Van = 40 Volt for Igate = 525 uA
Van = 32 Volt for Igate = 550 uA
Van = 22 Volt for Igate = 600 uA

The early voltage Van is much larger than the value given in

paragraph 5.1, because the base reg ion is much longer (thus

jNb*dx increases in eq. (2.8)).

The measured and derived reverse leakage currents, using the

same measuring conditions as mentioned in paragraph 4.4,

are:

In = 266E-18 Ampere

Ip = 266E-18 Ampere

Ion = 252E-18 Ampere

lop = 238E-18 Ampere

The NPN-transistor collector/base reverse current Ion is

about twice the value given in paragraph 4.4, because (see

eq. (2. 7a)) the base area Sb is about four and the base

width Wb about two times larger. In the case of the
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PNP-trans i stor co llector/base reverse current lop is about

four times larger, because the base area is four times

larger while the base width Wb is constant.

The most important model parameters are the FORWARD current

gains. Thus the measured characteristics are given in fig.

5.8.

The method used in determining the base/emitter voltages and

N-Well and P-Substrate contact

correspond i ng current ga i ns, is

paragraph 4.4. currents through

the same as ment i oned in

the d r a ins D. and Dtan d

in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering, respectively, are used to find

the corresponding forward current gain utilizing the forward

characteristic of the NPN and PNP-transistor.

At LATCHING these currents have been measured resulting in

the collector currents of the triggered transistors:

NPN: Icn = Ilatchn - 25 fA - - - (5.2a)

PNP: Icp = Ilatchp - 0.2 fA - - - - - (5.2b)

The latching current of the PNP-transistor Ilatchp is -295

pA, whi Ie for Ilatchn the average value 286 }JA has to be

taken. Using these values the current gains given in table

5.12 are derived.

The values of the not-triggered thyristor are again

estimations.

At the HOLDING po i nt the current ga i ns of the trans i stors

are directly derived

already explained in

from the

paragraph

characteristics used, as

4.4. This is applicable too

in the case of the MINIMUM point.

The REVERSE current gain measurements

problems as mentioned in paragraph 4.4.

lead to the same

From fig. 5.15a the

reverse current gain of the NPN-transistor can be estimated.

The PNP-transistor reverse current gain has to be estimated

not the same with

P-Substrate contact)

using eQ. (2.10>' Again Dn/Dp=3

(formed by the area between N-Well

and base width, area and doping

i s

and

are

valid. The emitter

respect to paragraph 4.4. Estimating these values leads to

Ne=2*Nb (see append i x 3b), We=2*Wb and Sb=Se. Thus the

reverse current gains are:
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triggered transistors not-triggered
transistors

currents gains Vb en p. fn Vebp ~!p Vben r: f n Vebp (! fp
(V) (-) (V) ( V) ( - ) ( V) (- )

latching:
NPN 0.84 0.455 - - - - 0.63 49
PNP - - 0.77 66 0.54 0.472 - -
THVR - - - - 0.54 0.472 0.63 49

holding:
NPN 0.88 0.457 - - - - 0.72 57
PNP - - 0.78 66 0.79 0.453 - -
THVR - - - - 0.79 0.453 0.72 57

minimum:
NPN 0.88 0.457 - - - - 0.78 66
PNP - - 0.78 66 0.88 0.457 - -
THVR - - - - 0.88 0.457 0.78 66

table 5.12: Current gains and corresponding
base/emitter voltages.
NPN = NPN-transistor triggering (fig. 3.8)
PNP = PNP-transistor triggering (fig. 3.10)
THVR = not-triggered thyristor (fig. 3.12)

The transistor parameters have now been determined except

for the resistances.

In the case 0 f tiP_N.::!.r.2n.! ili~~ _t!:,. i ~g~r:..i !'_~ at LATCH I NG the

ratio between Il2l and Il2 is 2.79. By using resistance

estimations given, the ratio becomes 2.62. Using eq. (4.23),

Vr2=Vebp=0.63 at latching, the resistance values and the

voltage dependence of Ilatchn given in this paragraph, we

obtain:

R3 = 190 ohm
R4 = 100 ohm
R5 = R6 = 2 ohm

Rl = l2l.8K/(43.7-V) ohm
R2l = 2940 ohm
R22 = 4770 ohm

at latching:

NPN:

The total collector resistance measured (=3280 ohm) has the

same order of magnitude as the resistance formed by Rl (V=O

Volt) parallel to R2+R3 (=2070 ohm).

In the case of !:NP.:t..!:a!l~i_s.!~r_ .!.r..!~g~rJ ~~_, the res i stance

values given in table 5.10 are substituted in eq. (4.13) and

(4.14) leading to:

Va = 5244*Ila Volt
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fig. 5.15: The reverse current gain of
a) the NPN-transistor
b) the PNP-transistor

Vb = 9542*Ilb Volt

The measured latching currents were Ilb=-255 pA and Ila=-429

fJA, so Va=2.25 Volt and Vb=2.43 Volt. The correction factor

p again is needed because latching occurs at Vben=O.54 Volt
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(see table 5.12) and not at about 2.3 Volt. Thus all

resistances have to be increased with a factor p:

= 0.231p =
2*0.54

Va+Vb

Leading to the values for the resistances:

R7 = 1155 ohm
R8 = 200 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

R4 = 925 ohm
R5 = 1625 ohm
R6 = 2 ohm

RI = 1360 ohm
R2 = 12580 ohm
R3 = 11540 ohm

at latching

PNP:

The total collector resistance of the PNP-transistor is

about 2500 ohm. This is almost equal to the measured

collector resistance (=2040 ohm). Thus the resistance

values given are confirmed by the control measurements. The

large correction factor needed is caused by a much larger

current spreading than assumed estimating the resistance

values of table 5.10 and the spreading in the resistivity of

the P-Substrate.

In the case of a !!O_t_t.!:Lg~li.r~d_ ~h_y.!:!.s_t_o.!. extra measurements

are executed which are given in paragraph 4.4. The currents

measured at the minimum point are:

Ir1 = 750 )JA Ir6 = 521 pA

Iep = 705 pA len = -929 }JA

Using ~p=66 and ~n=0.457, we obtain:

Vbep = -0.99 Volt and Vben = 0.83 Volt.

This leads to:

R1=-Vbep/lr1=1320 ohm and R6=Vben/lr6=1600 ohm.

Using eq. (4.19) and (4.20) we obtain:

k=0.84 and m=2.38

The collector resistances R3 are R4 changed by the same

ratio as resistances R1 and R6 are changed with respect to

their estimations (see table 5.11), respectively, so:

R3 = 660 ohm and R4 = 520 ohm.

Again the resistances present in the substrate are corrected

by a large factor similar to the PNP-transistor triggering.

The resistance values at latching are determined using the
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method described in paragraph 4.4. The length of the

resistance R4 is now about 8 pm. The results obtained are:

at latching

THYR: R1 = 1780 ohm
R2 = 2 ohm
R3 = 200 ohm

R4 = 100 ohm
R5 = 2 ohm
R6 = 2320 ohm

At HOLDING the same resistances as given in paragraph 4.4

change. The measured results of the holding current have

already been given in this paragraph. The obtained results

are:

at holding:

NPN: Igate = 490 pA R22 = 4770 ohm R3 = 190 ohm
Igate = 525 pA R22 = 4770 ohm R3 = 190 ohm
Igate = 550 }JA R22 = 4640 ohm R3 = 320 ohm
Igate = 600 pA R22 = 4340 ohm R3 = 620 ohm

PNP: Igate = -3.5pA R3 = 5050 ohm R4 = 7415 ohm
Igate = -3.8pA R3 = 5400 ohm R4 = 7065 ohm
Igate = -4.0}JA R3 = 6210 ohm R4 = 6255 ohm
Igate = -4. 2).1 A R3 = 6590 ohm R4 = 5885 ohm

THYR: R1 = 1320 ohm R4 = 520 ohm
R3 = 660 ohm R6 = 1600 ohm

The resistance Rl had to be set to the value related to the

thyristor voltage V=1.5 Volt:

NPN: R1 = 2886 ohm

Again the emitter currents have to be determined:

len =-(jIdd/-IIssl)(THYP) =

Iep = (IIddl-IIssl)(THYN) =

-395 pA and

410 pA,

At MINIMUM we use the method mentioned in paragraph 4.4. The

results are:

at minimum:

NPN:

PNP:

Igate = 490 }JA R22 = 4770 ohm R3 = 190 ohm
Igate = 525 JJA R22 = 4770 ohm R3 = 195 ohm
Igate = 550 }JA R22 = 4700 ohm R3 = 260 ohm
Igate = 600 JJA R22 = 4340 ohm R3 = 620 ohm

Igate = -3.5uA R3 = 2860 ohm R4 = 9605 ohm
Igate = -3.8uA R3 = 2960 ohm R4 = 9505 ohm
Igate = -4.0uA R3 = 3440 ohm R4 = 9025 ohm
Igate = -4.2uA R3 = 4080 ohm R4 = 8395 ohm
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R4 = 520 ohm
R6 = 1600 ohm

Thus now all model parameters of the TU1-module without

epitaxial layer have been determined.
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5.4 TU6-module processed in SIMOS

To be published
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6.0 COMPARISON OF MEASURED RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS

In the previous chapters the Latch-Up model of four CMOS

test-structures has been determined, along with the values

of the model parameters used. The utility of the models used

can only be verified by comparison of measured results with

simulations. This is carried out in this chapter.

To get a better overview the obtained model parameters of

all the test-structures are given in paragraph 6.3.

6.1 TUl-module with epitaxial layer

In this paragraph the values of the model parameters

obtained in paragraph 4.4 are used in philpac simulations

(e.g. see appendix 7) in the cases of NPN and PNP-transistor

t rig g e r i ng and a not - t rig g ere d thy r i. s tor.

At first the LATCHING point is considered.

In the case of NPN and J'NP-tral!-Si~t.Er__ t.I~ge.!:~nJ! the

obtained results are given in fig. 6.1a and b, respectively.

The trigger currents Igate used are 220, 250, 280 and 300 pA

and -26, -28, -30 and -32 fJA in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering, respectively. The lowest

characteristic corresponds to the lowest value of the

trigger currents Igate. The current I increases when Igate

increases and voltage V is constant. To make the comparison

between measured and simulated values easier, the measured

trigger currents invalues are given too in fig. 6.1 (the

the circles correspond to the measured results). In both

cases the measured and simulated values of the latching

current and voltage differ. In this case the simulated

current and voltage values are too large.
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fig. 6.1: Latching characteristic for voltage
drive varying the trigger current Igate, in
the case of
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

The latching voltage is the characteristic most sensitive to

parameter variations. Th i sis caused by the fact that in

This effect is

the normal conduction state of the transistor the voltage is

changing very much as the current varies.

larger for a larger early voltage.

To get a better insight the values of the latching voltage

and current are given in table 6.1. The nominal simulation

values correspond to the model parameters obtained in
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"No latching" means that there are no

regions II and III in fig. 3.6.

latching:

measured simulation: simulation:
NPN results: nominal adjust

I (uA) V ( V) I (.u A) V ( V) I (jJA) V ( V)
Igate:

220 IJA 215 9.58 208 7.91 209 9.16
250 )JA 233 5.67 231 4.40 233 5.40
280 )JA 245 2.98 247 2.08 251 2.73
300 }JA 259 2.00 253 1. 40 261 1. 84

measured simulation: simulation:
PNP results: nominal adjust

-I (uA) -V (V) -I (lJA) -V (V) -I (JJA) -V (V)
Igate:
-26 }JA 431 11.45 422 6.45 420 11 .45
-28 ,.,A 433 8.76 424 4.25 424 8.84
-30 }lA 433 6.62 426 2.25 425 6.56
-32 }JA 434 4.92 no latching 426 4.55

table 6.1: Comparing the measured and simulated
results at latching

To get a better agreement with the measured results, model

parameters have to be adjusted.

First the NPN-transistor triggering will be considered (see- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
fig. 3.16), Before adjusting can take place, the important

model parameters have to be determined. In this case the

NPN-transistor is fully conducting and the PNP-transistor

only provides the feedback. Thus the total current is mostly

affected by the NPN-transistor parameters. As the base

current Ibn of the NPN-transistor is almost equal to the

trigger current Igate, the collector current Icn equals

~fn*Ibn and eq. ( 4 • 2 1 a ) i s valid, the most important

parameter is the current gain ~fn of the NPN-transistor.

Simulations confirm this statement. The current gain ~fp of

the PNP-transistor is sti 11 of no importance because at

latching the collector current Icp is small compared to the

trigger current Igate. The height of the resistance values

of R1, R2 and R3 is responsible for the emitter to base

voltage of the PNP-transistor. As already pointed out this

voltage is responsible for the latching to occur (-Vbep is
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directly related to Icp by eq. (2.5b) and thus with the

point where the PNP-transistor is conducting noticeably).

Deriving these resistances the voltage dependence of the

latching current is used. Measuring this voltage dependence

the results obtained for Xintercept (see eq. (4.22» are not

very accurate. As this directly influences the latching

point through the value of Rl, the Xintercept value is an

important parameter. Thus adjusting the value of parameter

measurements and simulations.

Xintercept i s used to get a better agreement between

The early-effect of the

NPN-transistor influences the results but the effect is

small compared to the effects other mentioned. However the

changes in the early-voltage are so large between two

characteristics with different trigger currents (see

paragraph 4.4) and the measuring method is not so accurate,

that the influence has to be considered. From the measured

results it is seen that the voltage distance between

characteristics with different trigger currents, corresponds

with the measurements. So no adjustment of the early-voltage

is needed. Using the value Xintercept=47.6 (thus

voltage,

Rl=121.8K/(29.5-V) ohm), the results given in table 6.1 are

obtained (see "NPN" and "simulation: adjust"). To point out

that the agreement is very good, the current gain was varied

±lO~. This resulted in a ±8~ and ±.50~ variation of the

latching current and voltage, respectively. The adjustment

(of 4%) of the Xintercept value leads to a 0.5 to 3~ and 16

to 31~ variation of the latching current and

respectively.

The previous consideration is also applicable in the case of

(see table 6.1). Now the

PNP-transistor is at full conduction, thus the current gain

~fp is an important mode 1 parameter. The res i stances R1, R2,

R3, R4, R5 and R7 play an important role in determining the

latching current (see eq. (4.13) and (4.14». As these

resistances are all constant, changes correspond to a

varying correction factor p. As the measured and simulated

values are equal within 2.5~, the correction factor p needs
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not to be adjusted. Using the constant early-voltage Vap of

the PNP-transistor (Vap=30 VoltJ the voltage distance

between the latching voltages of the simulations equals,

with a limited inaccuracy, the measured results. Thus it is

allowed to keep Vap constant. So the only important model

parameter left to adjust the simulation results is the

cur r e n t g a i n pf p 0 f the PNP- t ran sis tor. When (1f p = 11 . 70, the

simulation results given in table 6.1 (see "PNP" and

"simulation adjust"J are obtained. This adjustment is

a llowed because the measured current ga i n is not equa I to

the current gain which plays a role at latching. The

collector current path of the PNP-transistor can be divided

into two parts (see fig. 3.9J: resistance R4 and R7. So the

PNP-transistor can be divided into two transistors parallel,

one with the collector connected to R4 and one to R7. The

PNP-transistor connected to R4 has a lower current gain as

the other one because it's base reg i on is heav i er doped, as

a consequence of the N+ guardring in the N-WelI. Thus the

effective current gain is smaller than the measured value.

Again it is seen that a not so large variation (-13%J of an

important mode I parameter, in th i s case (3 fp, has a large

variation of the latching voltage (5 VoltJ as a consequence.

When the !!.o-!-:..tr_i!i.g~r~d_thy.!.i~~o!:. is simulated using the

model parameter values determined in paragraph 4.4, no

solution is found. This is because the voltage near the

latching point reaches up to 1 Mega Volt. So the latching

does not occur because of regenerative switching, but

through junction breakdown. As mentioned before this effect

will not be dealt with.

Not only phi lpac simulations have been executed but also

calculations using the relations obtained in

3.4.1. Because of the junction breakdown effect

not be used determining the latching current

paragraph

they can

of the

not-triggered thyristor.

thyristor the results obtained,

Considering

in the case

the

of the

triggered

adjusted

values, are as given in table 6.2.
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latching:

NPN PNP
Igate ( A) I ( A) -Igate ( A) -I ()J A)

220 195 26 432
250 217 28 432
280 234 30 433
300 238 32 433

table 6.2: The results of the calculations
given in paragraph 3.5.1

These results do not equal the simulation results given in

table 6.1. This is because of the neglect of the variation

(as a consequence of the early-effect) of the reverse

leakage current in deriving eq. (3.31) and (3.38), Thus the

equations (3.33) and (3.37) can be used to get an impression

of the Latch-Up susceptibility of the structure.

At the HOLDING po i nt the res i stances R22 and R3 and R3 and

R4 in the case of ·NPN and PNP-transistor triggering,

respectively, are determined in paragraph 4.4 using philpac

simulations. The current gain of the triggered NPN and

PNP-trans i star used in the case of NPN and PNP-trans i star

triggering, respectively, were the adjusted values given in

this paragraph ((!fn=0.784 and (3fp=I1.70). Whereas the other

two current gains of the not-triggered translstors were

calculated by using the ratio adjusted/not-adjusted current

gain (see table 4.4 and the in this paragraph given current

gains). This leads to ~fn=O.784 and ~fp=10.9. Thus the model

parameters are fitted so that s i mu lat ions and measurements

are equal. This means that a comparison of simulated versus

measured results is not useful in the case of the triggered

thyristor at holding.

The results of the theory (see eq. (3.40) and (3.42»

obtained in paragraph 3.5.2 can be compared to the

simulation results, see table 6.3.
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holding:

NPN simu- calcu- PNP simu- calcu-
lation lation lation lation

Igate (}J A) I (,u A) I (fJ A) -Igate (,u A) -I (fJ A) -I (.uA)

220 503.4 490.9 26 586.0 568.4
250 475.1 460.0 28 579.7 560.5
280 467.2 451.6 30 576.0 554.8
300 441.9 425.9 32 572.2 548.4

table 6.3: Comparison of calculation and
simulation results in the case of
adjusted values for the triggered thyristor

From table 6.3 it is seen that the simulated and calculated

values are equal within 4%. 50 the theory derived can be

used estimating the holding point.

In the case of the not-tr i ggered thyr i stor, see fig. 3.15,- - - - - - - - --- - - - - -
no fitting has taken place. The results of the simulations

are:

Iholdt = 2780 f.A
Ir1 = 807}JA
Vbep = -747 mV

Vholdt
Ir6
Vben

= 3.06 V
= 611 p.A
= 728 mV

50 the holding current is much too high (the holding voltage

is not so important, as already mentioned). From these

values the values for the resistances R1 and R6 taken can be

checked, because R1=-Vbep/lr1 and R6=Vben/lr6. This checking

is necessary because the determination of the base/emitter

voltage executed in paragraph 4.4 is inaccurate. 50 using

the base/emitter voltages of the simulation (Vben=728 mV and

Vbep=-747 mV) and the measured resi stance currents (Ir1=900

}JA and Ir6=700 }JA, see paragraph 4 .4) , a new and more

accurate estimation can be made:

R1=830 ohm and R6=1040 ohm.

This new approximation can be used very well even when

Iholdt equals the correct value of 1250 fJA i n an adjusted

s i mulat i on. Th i sis because the co llector current has the

base/emitter voltage in its exponent (see eq. (2.5». Thus

the resistances R1 and R6 have to be changed a little with

respect to the values given i n paragraph 4 . 4 . The
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resistances R3 and R4 do not influence the holding point, as

they only provide the voltage of the total thyristor. Near

the holding point the early voltages do not playa role of

any importance. Furthermore simulations show that the

reverse current gains do not influence the results much.

This leaves the current gain to be the model parameter which

must be adj usted. This adjustment is applicable because

most of the current is restricted to a small area between

the P++ drain D.J. and "1++ drain D1 in fig. 3.11, while the

emitter area is the same.

than drawn in fig. 3.11.

The region might even be smaller

Furthermore high current effects

playa role. This leads to a much higher value of the

current gains. Taking (3fn=4 and ~fp=55 (the old values

multiplied by five), the results obtained are:

=
Iholdt
Irl
Vbep

= 1825 }JA
881 pA

= -730 mV

Vholdt
Ir6
Vben

= 2.21 V
= 701}JA
= 727 mV

Although the accuracy of this method is poor (32~), the

simulation provides an indication of the holding point.

The theory given in paragraph 3.4.2 can be used calculating

the holding current and voltage, obtaining:

Iholdt = 1760 pA Vholdt = 2.15 V

Again the agreement between the calculation and simulation

is good (4~)' Thus the equations (3.21) to (3.24) can be

used estimating the holding point.

I nthe cas e 0 f fin din g the MI "I I MUM poi n t 0 f the tr.l.g g e r-.!!~

th.t':..i~!..o-,,: the same res i stances as ment i oned in the case of

the holding point are determined using philpac simulations.

The other model parameters used have thei r adjusted value

~fp=11.7 and 12.5 in the case of NPNtoo (~fn=0.784 and

PNP-transistor triggering respectively). Thus

and

the

simulations and measurements have been fitted already. As

mentioned in paragraph 3.5.3 no analytical relation can be

derived. So a comparison of measured and simulated results

is not useful.

But the resistances obtained in the simulations of the

holding and minimum point have to confirm the theory given.
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So the resistances wi 11 have to change more in the case of

the holding point than in the case of the minimum point as

the tr i gger current var i es. The reason for th i sis that at

the holding point the emitter broadening effect (see chapter

3) provides the resistances to change. Whereas at minimum

the change is caused by a changing of the point of effective

current injection. The first effect is the one which is

affected most by a change in the trigger currents.

Another property of the resistance values is that the

res i stance R3 and R4 in the case of NPN and PNP-trans i stor

triggering are the largest at the minimum point and the

smallest at the latching point. This is because these

resistances increase as effectively more of the junction

conducts, due to the emitter ~roadening effect.

The results obtained in paragraph 4.4 meet all these

properties.

When the no.t:-irJ.gJl.e..!:~-!'lY!...i~t_o.!" is simulated using philpac

and the model parameters of paragraph 4.4, the results

obtained are:

Imint = 3180 )JA Vmint = 2.29 V
Irl = 944 pA Ir6 = 566 )JA
Vbep = -751 mV Vben = 733 mV

The same procedure as used for the holding point can now be

followed determining the resistances Rl and R6 at the

minimum point (using the measured values Irl=980 pA and

Vben=733 mV andvaluessimulatedtheIr6=695 IJA and

Vbep=-751 mV):

Rl=765 ohm and R6=1055 ohm

Thus the values given in paragraph 4.4 have to be adjusted.

This is reasonable because the determination of the

base/emitter voltages of both transistors in paragraph 4.4

is not accurate.

Again the current gains have to be adjusted to get a better

approximation of the minimum point. The current gains are

multiplied by five in order to take the small conducting

are a i n to a c c 0 u n t: ~f n =4 and ~ f p =6 0 (b 0 t h t ran sis tor s are i n

full conduction). Thus using philpac simulations, we obtain:

Imint = 2040 fA Vmint = 1.48 V
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Vbep = -735 mV
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Ir6 = 695}JA
Vben = 732 mV

So the simulated and measured values are equal within 10%.

Th i s means that th is method can be used to est i mate the

minimum point. As already mentioned in paragraph 3.4.3 no

analytical relation can be determined for the minimum point

of the not-triggered thyristor.
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6.2 The other CMOS-structures

In this paragraph the values of the model parameters

obtained in chapter 5 for the other CMOS test-structures,

are used in philpac simulations in the case of NPN and

PNP-transistor triggering and a not-triggered thyristor. The

same method as used in paragraph 6.1 will be followed

presenting the results. Thus only the changes with respect

to paragraph 6.1 will be given.

with one test-structure.

Each subparagraph deals

6 • 2 . 1 TU1-module without epitaxial layer

The values of the model parameters used are given in

paragraph 5.1.

At first the LATCHING point is considered. The trigger

currents Igate used are 325, 375, 425 and 450 pA and -40,

- 4 2, - 4 5 and - 5 0 }J A i nth e cas e 0 f t! PN .3i!!..dj' NP.=..t r:.2 n~ i .!!..t ~

triggering, respectively. In table 6.4 the measured results
---~ -
and the results from simulations (see "simulation: nominal")

using the model parameters given in paragraph 5.1, are

given. "No latching" means that there are no regions II and

III in fig. 3.6.

To get a better agreement with the measured results, model

parameters have to be adjusted.

In the case of the NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng the current

gain fn of the NPN-transistor and Xintercept of resistance

R1 are the important variables. Using the adjusted values

Xintercept=50.2 (thus RI=112.2k/(36.0-V) ohm) and (3fn=O.61,

the results given in table 6.4 (see "NPN" and "simulation:

adjust") are obtained. No adjustment of the early-voltages

has been executed. The agreement between the latching

currents of the measured results and adjusted simulations is

within 5%.
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Latching:

I measured simulation: simulation:
NPN results: nominal adjust

T (IIA) V (V) I (uA) V (V) I (u A) V (V)
Igate:

325 tJA 262 8.90 279 6.03 264 8.45
375 pA 280 5.22 302 3.24 287 5.65
425 }JA 296 3.04 329 0.87 309 3.23
450 fJA 304 2.22 no latching 321 2. 14

measured simulation:

I-I

simulation:
PNP results: nominal adjust

-T (uA) -V (V) -I (u A) -V (V) (J,JA) -V (V)
Igate:
-40 f1A 244 9.42 248 3.89 251 9.00
-42 ,..A 241 5.10 249 2.45 254 5.73
-45 }JA 241 2.76 no latching 256 3.70
-50 }JA 243 1. 72 no latching 261 2.01

table 6.4: Comparing the measured and simulated
results at latching

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the adjustment of

the current gain fp to 4.83 only, was not enough. It was

necessary too to adjust the early-voltage for the various

trigger currents:

Igate = -40 )JA
Igate = -42 }JA
Igate = -45 J,JA
Igate = -50 )JA

Yap =
Yap =
Yap =
Yap =

32 V
22 V
17 V
12 V

Using these adjustment the results obtained are given in

table 6.4 (see "PNP" and "simulation: adjust").

The will not be investigated

further.

When the theory obta i ned in paragraph 3.5.1 is used for

calculating the latching current the results are as given in

table 6.5.

At the HOLDING point the resistances R22 and R3 and R3 and

R4 in the case of NPN and PNP-transistor triggering,- - -- ~-- -- -- ----- -----
respectively, are determined in paragraph 5.1 using philpac

simulations. The current gain of the NPN and PNP-transistor
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NPN
Igate ( A)

325
375
425
450

I (pA)

242
266
280
286
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PNP
-Igate (pA)

40
42
45
50

-I (pA)

257
258
259
259

table 6.5: The results of the calculations
given in paragraph 3.5.1

are given in paragraph 6.3.2. Be c a use the met ho:d usedin

paragraph 6.1 was not satisfying, simulations using the

current gains of paragraph 5.1 were used estimating the

base/emitter voltage. These new estimations lead to the

current gains given. The model parameters are fitted so

that simulations and measurements equal.

The results of the theory obtained in paragraph 3.5.2 (see

eq. (3.40) and (3.42», can be compared to the simulation

results, see table 6.3.

holding:

NPN simu- calcu- PNP simu- calcu-
lation lation lation lation

Igate (pA) I (~A ) I (!J A) -I gate (!J A ) -I (!J A) -I ( A)

325 567 522.9 40 375.8 359.0
375 522 471.1 42 332.4 317.5
425 483 416.9 45 317.3 300.8
450 458 no sol 50 301.6 no sol

table 6.3: Comparison of calculation and
simulation results in the case of
adjusted values for the triggered thyristor

From table 6.3 it is seen that the simulated and calculated

values are equal within 14~. In the case of "no sol" there

is no point of the characteristic applying to th.e holding

po i nt def in it i on, due to the fact that both trans i stors are

continuously in saturation.
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In the case of the !l.0i::.t.!:.i.JLg!!~d_!...h'y!i-!..t~..r.2 see fig. 3.15,

no fitting has taken place. The results of the simulations

are:

=
2.5 V
410 I-JA
732 mV

Vholdt =
Ir6 =
Vben =

3120 pA
627 pA

= -750 mV

Iholdt =
Irl
Vbep

Following the method of paragraph 6.1 a new and more

accurate estima~ion can be made:

Rl=1070 ohm and R6=1930 ohm.

This new approximation can be used very well even when

Iholdt equals the right value of 822 JJA in an adjusted

simulation. Thus the resistances Rl and R6 have to be

changed a little with respect to the values given in

paragraph 5.1. Aga i n the adj ustment given in paragraph 6.1

is applicable. This leads to a much higher value of the

current gains. Taking (3fn=3.6 and (lfp=2l (the old values

multiplied by five), the results obtained are:

Iholdt = 1070 )JA Vholdt = 2 V
Irl = 528 )JA Ir6 = 366 )JA
Vbep = -727 mV Vben = 710 mV

Although the accuracy of this method is poor (23%), the

simulation provides an indication of the holding point.

The theory given in paragraph 3.4.2 can be used in

calculating the holding current and voltage, obtaining:

Iholdt = 1018 ~A Vholdt = 1.6 V

Again the agreement between the calculation and simulation

is good.

In the case of finding the MINIMUM point of the t.r_i..92.e.!~.Q

t.h2:'~'-s_t_~ the same res i stances as ment i oned in the case of

the holding point are d~termined using philpac simulations.

The other model parameters used are given in paragraph 6.3.2

while using the method for the current gain given for the

holding point. So a comparison of measured and simulated

results is again not useful.

But the resistances obtained in the simulations of the

holding and minimum point have to confirm the theory given.

So the resistances will have to meet the properties given in

paragraph 6.1.
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The results obtained in paragraph 5.1 have not all these

properties. The reason for this is that the current gain

and the holding current are not determined so accurate.

Other tools (like 2-dimensional simulations) must be used

der i vi ng more data about the em i tter broaden i ng and high

injection effect.

When the not-.! r:.J gg..!! r:..!! ~ .J!!~..r_i ! !.~!" i s simulated using philpac

and the model parameters of paragraph 5 . 1 • the results

obtained are:

Imint = 2920 }JA Vmint = 1.8 V
Irl = 628 fJA Ir6 = 408 }JA
Vbep = -750 mV Vben = 737 mV

The same procedure as used for the holding point is followed

determining the resistances Rl and R6 and the current gains.

The results are given in paragraph 6.3.2.

philpac simulations. we obtain:

Thus using

Imint = 1470 ]JA
Irl = 717 ~A
Vbep = -737 mY

Vmint =
Ir6 =
Yben =

1.3 Y
446 }JA
730 mY

So the simulated and measured values are equal within 13X.

6.2.2 TUI0-module with epitaxial layer

The values of the model parameters are given in paragraph

5. 2 .

At first the LATCHING point i s considered. The trigger

currents Igate used are 340. 360. 380 and 400 pA and -10.

-11, -12 and -13 jJA in the case of NPN and PNP-transistor----------
trigger~~. respectively. In table 6.7 the measured results

and the results from simulations (see "simulation: nominal")

using the model parameters given in paragraph 5.3. are

given. "No latching" means that there are no regions II and

III in fig. 3.6.

To get a better agreement with the measured results. model

parameters have to be adjusted.

In the case of the NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng the current

gain fn of the NPN-transistor and Xintercept of resistance

RI are the important variables. Using the adjusted value
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Latching:

I measured simulation: simulation:
NPN results: nominal adjust

I (lIA) V (V) I ClI A) V ( V) I ell A) V (V)
19ate:

340 }JA 244 8.53 >10 239 8.54
360 }JA 256 6.29 262 7.48 254 5.75
380 ,..A 266 4.38 274 4.98 263 3.79
400 fA 278 2.90 282 3.78 268 2.81

measured simulation: simulation:
PNP

-T ~e~~lts: nominal adjust
u -V (V) -I ()JA) -V (V) -I (pA) -V (V)

Igate:
-10 pA 783 8.75 781 6.46 785 9.49
-11 }JA 795 6.05 789 3.70 790 6.46
-12 }JA 798 4.00 792 1. 37 795 3.92
-13 }JA 804 2.69 no latching 797 1. 76

table 6.7: Comparing the measured and simulated
results at latching

Xintercept=61.7 (thus Rl=145.6k/(39.0-V) ohm) the results

given in' table 6.7 (see "NPN" and "simulation: adjust") are

obtained. No adjustment of the early-voltages has been

executed. The agreement between the latching currents of the

measured results and adjusted simulations is within 3.5%.

In the case of the PNP-transistor triggering the adjustment

of the current gain rfp to 58.5 led to the results in table

6.7 (see "PNP" and "simulation: adjust").

investigatedbenotwi 11The not - t r iJlg e r e~ _ t hL!" i s t E. ':.
further.

When the theory obta i ned in paragraph 3.5.1 is used for

calculating the latching current the results are as given in

table 6.8.

At the HOLDING point the resistances R22 and R3 and R3 and

R4 in the case of NPN_and_ PNP-transi.si...o!:..._t~gg~ing,

respectively, are determined in paragraph 5.2 using philpac

simulations. The current gain~ are given in paragraph 6.3.3

and determined using the method of paragraph 6.2.1. The
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latching:

NPN
Igate ( A) I (pA)

PNP
-Igate (pA) -I (}JA)

340
360
380
400

224
235
244
251

10
11
12
13

793
794
794
794

table 6.8: The results of the calculations
given in paragraph 3.5.1

model parameters are fitted so that simulations and

measurements are equal.

The results of the theory obtained in paragraph 3.5.2 (see

eq. (3.40) and (3.42)), can be compared to the simulation

results, see table 6.9.

holding:

NPN simu- calcu- PNP simu- calcu-
lation lation lation lation

Igate (,uA) I (pA) I (,u A) -I gate (,u A) -I (}oJ A) -I (jJ A)

340 557.9 540.8 10 1047 1023
360 529.7 506.1 11 1041 1015
380 500.0 466.7 12 1026 997
400 463.4 423.1 13 1014 no sol

table 6.9: Comparison of calculation and
simulation results in the case of
adjusted values for the triggered thyristor

From table 6.9 it is seen that the simulated and calculated

values are equal within 9%.

In the case of the not-triggered thyristor, see fig. 3.15,
-- --- --- - -- ----

no fitting has taken place. The results of the simulations

are:

=
Vholdt = 1.8 V
Ir6 = 1663 )JA
Vben = 712 mV

3660 JJA
618 JJA= -736 mV

Iholdt =
Irl
Vbep

Following the method of paragraph 6.1 new and more accurate

estimation can be made:

R1=1400 ohm and R6=460 ohm.
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This new approximation can be used very well even when

Iholdt equals the right value of 2268 fA in an adjusted

simulation. Thus the resistances Rl and R6 have to be

changed a little with respect to the values given in

paragraph 5.2. Again the adjustment given in paragraph 6.1

is applicable.

current gains.

This leads to a much higher value of the

Taking ~fn=2.6 and rfp=270 (the old values

multiplied by five), the results obtained are:

Iholdt = 2265 pA
Irl = 519 lJA
Vbep = -723 mV

Yholdt
Ir6
Vben

= 1.5 V
= 1536 }JA= 705 mV

Although the accuracy of this method is poor, the simulation

provides an indication of the holding point.

The theory given in paragraph 3.4.2 can be used in

calculating the holding current and voltage, obtaining:

Iholdt = 2683 fA Vholdt = 1.6 Y

Again agreement between the calculation and simulation is

good.

I nth e cas e 0 f fin din g the MIN I MUM poi n t 0 f the !.rJp~~ .!! ~

'th~r:..J.!to.~ the same resistances as mentioned in the case of

the holding point are determined using philpac simulations.

The other model parameters used have the values given in

paragraph 6.3.3 while the method used is the one given in

paragraph 6.2.1. A compar i son of measured and simulated

results is not useful.

But the resistances obtained in the simulations of the

holding and minimum point have to confirm the theory given.

So the resistances will have to meet the properties given in

paragraph 6.1.

The results obtained in paragraph 5.2 do not meet all these

properties.

When the !!..o.!.-t!Lg.[~~d_.!'l.Y.-r..!.!tc!'': is simulated using phi lpac

and the model parameters of paragraph 5.2, the results

obtained are:

Imint
Irl
Vbep

= 3820 uA
= 621 'jJA= -739 mV

Vmint = 1.2 V
Ir6 = 1673 f!.A
Vben = 715 mV
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Vmint = 1.3 V
Ir6 = 2110 pA
Vben = 716 mV

=
= 3170 }JA

677 }JA
= -733 mV

The same procedure as used for the holding point can now be

followed determining the resistances R1 and R6 and the

current gains. The results are given in paragraph 6.3.3.

Thus using philpac simulations, we obtain:

Imint
Ir1
Vbep

So the simulated and measured values are equal within 10%.

6.2.3 TU10-module without epitaxial layer

The values of the model parameters are given in paragraph

5. 2 •

At first the LATCHING point is considered. The trigger

currents Igate used are 490, 525, 550 and 600 }JA and -3.5,

- 3 . 8, - 4 • 0 and - 4 . 2 }J A i nth e cas e 0f NP~ an d_P NP.:. t!. a'!..s !..S.! ~ r

t r !-.g.2..e....!:..i.!!~ res p e c t i vel y • In tab 1e 6. lOt hem e as ured res u 1 t s

and the results from simulations (see "simulation: nominal")

using the model parameters given in paragraph 5.3, are

given. "No latching" means that there are no regions II and

III in fig. 3.6.

Latching:

measured simulation: simulation:
NPN results: nominal adjust

I (aJA) V (V) I (!JA) V (V) I (!JA) V (V)
Igate:

490 fJA 262 8.90 285 9 . 1 1 268 7.64
525 fA 280 5.22 299 6.83 285 5.34
550 JJA 296 3.04 311 5.35 295 3.90
600 pA 304 2.22 324 3.30 303 2.27

measured simulation: simulation:
PNP results: nominal adjust

-I (uA) -V (V) -I ( u A) I" - V ( V) -1 (uA) -V (V)
Igate: I
-3.5 fJA 258 8.54 no latching 232 8.24
-3.8 ~A 259 5.08 no latching 233 5.17
-4.0 fA 260 3.60 no latching 235 3.57
-4.2 J1A 260 2.30 no latching 235 2.00

I

table 6.10: Comparing the measured and simulated
results at latching
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To get a better agreement with the measured results, model

parameters have to be adjusted.

In the case of the NPN-transistor triggering the current

gain ~fn of the NPN-transistor and Xintercept of resistance

Rl are the important variables. Using the adjusted values

Xintercept=54.3 (thus Rl=121.8k/(39.0-V) ohm) and ~fn=0.445,

the results given in table 6.10 (see "NPN" and "simulation:

adjust") are obtained.

has been executed.

No adjustment of the early-voltages

The agreement between the latching

currents of the measured results and adjusted simulations is

within 2r..
In the case of the PNP-transistor triggering the adjustment

of the current gain rfp to 57 led to the results given in

table 6.10 (see "PNP" and "simulation: adjust").

The not-triggered thyristor------------ wi 11 not be investigated

further.

When the theory obta i ned in paragraph 3.5.1 is used for

calculating the latching current the results are as given in

table 6.11.

latching:

NPN
Igate (}JA)

490
525
550
600

I (pA)

246
260
268
279

PNP
-I gate (jJA)

3.5
3.8
4.0
4.5

-I (pA)

233
233
233
234

table 6.11: The results of the calculations
given in paragraph 3.5.1

At the HOLDING po i nt the res i stances R22 and R3 and R3 and

R4 in the case of NPt::!_ ~n~ _ P1:!..P-=t..!:a.!'sJ~t~r__t~i~g_e!Ln_~.

respectively, are determined in paragraph 5.3 using philpac

simulations. The current gains are given in paragraph 6.3.4

and determined using the method of paragraph 6.2.1. Thus
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the model parameters are fitted so that simulations and

measurements are equal.

The results of the theory (see eq. (3.40) and (3.42»

obtained i n paragraph 3.5.2 can be compared to the

simulation results, see table 6.12.

holding:

NPN simu- calcu- PNP simu- calcu-
lation lation lation lation

Igate (}oJ A) I (pA) I (JUA) -Igate (~A) -I (ftJA) -I (pA)

490 462.0 444.4 3.5 375.2 370.3
525 419.2 393.1 3.8 362.0 356.3
550 409.9 361 .9 4.0 339.0 334.9
600 388.6 no sol 4.5 327.2 322.0

table 6.12: Comparison of calculation and
simulation results in the case of
adjusted values for the triggered thyristor

From table 6.12 it is seen that the simulated and calculated

values are equal within 7%.

In the case of the !!.o..!~t!tg.2e!:eE_tJl~rf~t~!.., see fig. 3.15,

no fitting has taken place. The results of the simulations

are:

Iholdt = 2320 J!:.A
Irl = 570 '}JA
Vbep = -748 mV

Vholdt =
Ir6 =
Vben =

1.5 V
452 )JA
719 mV

Following the method of paragraph 6.1 a new and more

accurate estimation can be made:

Rl=1681 ohm and R6=1563 ohm.

This new approximation can be used very well even when

Iholdt equals the right value of 855 jJA in an adjusted

simulation. Thus the res i stances R1 and R6 have to be

changed a little with respect to the values given in

paragraph 5.3. Again the adjustment given in paragraph 6.1

is applicable. This leads to a much higher value of the

current gains. Taking pfn=2.4 and ~fp=295 (the old values

multiplied by five), the results obtained are:

=
1.7 V
457 pA
711 mV

Vholdt =
Ir6 =
Vben =

1072 }JA
431 )JA

= -723 mV

Iholdt =
Irl
Vbep
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Although the accuracy of this method is poor. the simulation

provides an indication of the holding point.

The theory given i n paragraph 3.4.2 can be used in

calculating the holding current and voltage. obtaining:

Iholdt = 1073 ~A Vholdt = 1.8 V

Again the agreement between the calculation and simulation

is good.

I nth e cas e 0 f fin din g the MIN I MUM poi n t 0 f the !! i g.Jl!.r.!~

thyr.i.s..!~!: the same resistances as mentioned in the case of

the holding point are determined using philpac simulations.

The other model parameters used are given in paragraph

6.3.4. A comparison of measured and simulated results is

not useful.

But the resistances obtained in the simulations of the

holding and minimum point have to confirm the theory given.

So the resistances will have to meet the properties given in

paragraph 6.1.

The results obtained in paragraph 5.3 do not meet all these

properties.

When the not....:.t!J g g e~e t!-t~y r i s tor iss i mu I ate d us i n g phi I pac

and the model parameters of paragraph 5.3. the results

obtained are:

=
1. 7 V
453 fJA
721 mV

Vmint =
Ir6 =
Vben =

2360 }JA
571 uA

= -751 'mV

Imint =
Ir1
Vbep

The same procedure as used for the holding point can now be

followed determining the resistances R1 and R6 and current

gains. The results are given in paragraph 6.3.4. Thus

using philpac simulations. we obtain:

=
1.7 V
528 }JA
727 mV

Vmint =
Ir6 =
I/ben =

1630 )JA
736 pA= -734 mV

!mint =
Ir1
Vbep

So the simulated and measured values agree within 16%.
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6.3 The model parameters of the test-structures.

In this paragraph the obtained model parameters of the

test-structures, which approximate the measured

characteristics best, are given.

6.3.1 The TU1-modu1e with epitaxial layer

THE NPN-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

R1 = 121.8K/(29.5-V) ohm Ion = 282E-18 amp.
R21 = 2250 ohm Iop = 270E-18 amp.
R4 = 880 ohm (Un = 0.784
R5 = 2 ohm ~rn = 10
R6 = 2 ohm rp = 0.80
Vap = 30 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R22 (.11. ) R3 (.11 ) ~fp (-) Van ( V)

Latching:
Igate=220J.lA 4300 190 5.6 71
Igate=250~A 4300 190 5.6 45
Igate=280,uA 4300 190 5.6 23
Igate=300)JA 4300 190 5.6 14

Holding:
Igate=220jJA 3650 840 11. 7 100
Igate=250}JA 3560 930 11.7 100
Igate=280)JA 3330 1160 11. 7 100
Igate=300,uA 3290 1200 11.7 100

Minimum:
Igate=220fJA 3050 1440 11. 7 100
Igate=250,uA 2950 1540 11. 7 100
Igate=280,uA 2870 1620 11. 7 100
Igate=300jJA 2850 1640 11. 7 100
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THE PNP-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

Rl = 1275 ohm Ion =
R2 = 11 000 ohm lop =
R5 = 720 'Jhm f!. r n =
R6 = 2 ohm ~rp =
R7 = 225 ohm an =
R8 = 400 ohm Vap =
R9 = 2 ohm

282E-18 amp.
270E-18 amp.
10

0.80
100 volt

30 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R3 (...f2-) R4 (.12. ) rfn (- ) (1fp (- )

Latching:
Igate=-26,..A 11100 1530 0.751 11. 7
Igate=-28}JA 11100 1530 0.751 11. 7
Igate=-30}JA 11100 1530 0.751 11. 7
Igate=-32).1A 11100 1530 0.751 11. 7

Holding:
Igate=-26}JA 9060 3570 0.784 12.5
Igate=-28pA 8540 3990 0.784 12.5
Igate=-30pA 7980 4650 0.784 12.5
Igate=- 32fl A 7150 5480 0.784 12.5

Minimum:
Igate=- 26fl A 6660 5920 0.784 13.0
Igate=-28}JA 8540 6740 0.784 13.0
Igate=-30pA 7980 7030 0.784 1 3 . 0
Igate=-32flA 7150 7830 0.784 13.0

THE NOT-TRIGGERED THYRISTOR:

The constant modelparameters:

R2 =
R5 =
~~~ :

2 ohm
2 ohm

10
0.80

Ion =
lop =
Van =
Vap =

282E-18 amp.
270E-18 amp.
100 volt

30 volt

The variable modelparameters:

Rl (..A) R3 (-11..) R4 (A..) R6 tn.) ~fn (-) (!>fp (-)

Holding: 830 300 800 1040 4 55
Minimum: 765 400 700 1055 4 60
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6.3.2 The TU1-module without epitaxial layer

THE NPN-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

R1 = 112.2K/(36.0-V) ohm Ion = 247E-18 amp.
R21 = 2940 ohm lop = 170E-18 amp.
R4 = 200 ohm f}, r n = 10
R5 = 2 ohm ~rp = 1.2
R6 = 2 ohm Van = 37 volt

Yap = 32 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R22 (..t2.) R3 (.fl. ) ~fp (- ) 0fn (- )

latching:
Igate=325)JA 4770 190 3.5 0.61
Igate=375)JA 4770 190 3.5 0.61
Igate=425)JA 4770 190 3.5 0.61
Igate=450)JA 4770 190 3.5 o.61

Holding:
Igate=325,..A 4770 190 4.24 0.705
Igate=375}JA 4450 510 4.24 0.705
Igate=425,uA 4060 900 4.24 0.705
Igate=450)JA 3860 1100 4.24 0.705

Minimum:
I gat e =3 2 5,l1 A 4470 490 5.20 0.703
Igate=375)JA 4270 690 5.20 0.703
Igate=425)JA 3960 1000 5.20 0.703
Igate=450)JA 3800 1160 5.20 0.703
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THE PNP-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

Rl = 1660 ohm Ion = 247E-18 amp.
R2 = 6790 ohm lop = 170E-18 amp.
R5 = 1870 ohm ~fn = 0.73
R6 = 2 ohm ~rn = 10
R7 = 1280 ohm ~rp = 1.2
R8 = 200 ohm Van = 37 volt
R9 = 2 ohm

The variable modelparameters:

R3 ca.) R4 en) f3fp (-) Vap (V)

Latching:
Igate=-40}JA 6230 500 4.83 32
Igate=-42}JA 6230 500 4.83 22
Igate=-45)JA 6230 500 4.83 17
Igate=-50}JA 6230 500 4.83 12

Holding:
Igate=-40,uA 5450 1280 5.20 32
Igate=-42pA 5900 830 5.20 32
Igate=-45}JA 5820 910 5.20 32
Igate=-50}JA 5380 1350 5.20 32

Minimum:
Igate=-40,..A 5610 1120 5.30 32
Igate=-42pA 5430 1300 5.30 32
Igate=-45}JA 5330 1400 5.30 32
Igate=-50}JA 4770 1960 5.30 32

THE NOT-TRIGGERED THYRISTOR:

The constant modelparameters:

R2 =
R5 =
~~~ ~

2 ohm
2 ohm

10
1.2

Ion =
lop =
Van =
Vap =

247E-18 amp.
170E-18 amp.

37 volt
32 volt

The variable modelparameters:

Rl (.J2..) R3 (.a.) R4 (A.) R6 (n) [?>fn (-) ~fp (-)

Holding: 1380 250 300 1970 3.5 21
Minimum: 1030 600 630 1640 3.6 26.5
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6.3.3 The TU10-modu1e with epitaxial layer

THE NPN-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant mode1parameters:

R1 = 145.6K/(39.0-V) ohm Ion = 388E-18 amp.
R21 = 1910 ohm lop = 650E-18 amp.
R4 = 95 ohm ~rn = 2
R5 = 2 ohm pr p = o. 15
R6 = 2 ohm
Vap = 28 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R22 ( .0.) R3 (j'l.) Pfp (- ) (1fn (- ) Van (V)

Latching:
Igate=340}.lA 4300 190 26 0.570 70
Igate=360J.lA 4300 190 26 0.570 40
Igate=380/-IA 4300 190 26 0.570 23
Igate=400,uA 4300 190 26 0.570 18

Holding:
Igate=340}.lA 3880 620 54 0.542 176
Igate=360/-IA 3930 560 54 0.542 176
Igate=380}JA 4010 480 54 0.542 176
Igate=400J.lA 4110 380 54 0.542 176

Minimum:
Igate=340~~ 3020 1470 57 0.544 176
Igate=360}J 3150 1340 57 0.544 176
I g ate= 38O.u: 3170 1320 57 0.544 176
Igate=400}.l 3420 1070 57 0.544 176
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THE PNP-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

R1 = 625 ohm Ion =
R2 = 15125 ohm lop =
R5 = 770 a hili ern =
R6 = 2 ohm rp =
R7 = 90 ohm an =
R8 = 200 ohm Yap =
R9 = 2 ohm

388E-18 amp.
650E-18 amp.

2
O. 15

176 volt
28 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R3 (Jl) R4 (.n.) ~fn ( - ) (1fp ( - )

Latching:
Igate=-10,uA 15250 2130 0.510 58.5
Igate=-l1}JA 15250 2130 0.510 58.5
Igate=-12}JA 15250 2130 0.510 58.5
Igate=-13,uA 15250 2130 0.510 58.5

Holding:
Igate=-10,uA 10100 7280 0.515 61
Igate=-ll]JA 8700 8680 0.515 61
Igate=-12]JA 7250 10130 0.515 61
Igate=-13pA 4680 12400 0.515 61

Minimum:
!gate=- 10 1J A 6250 11130 0.520 61
Igate=-ll}JA 5250 12130 0.520 61
Igate=-12jJA 4250 13130 0.520 61
Igate=-13jJA 3250 14130 0.520 61

THE NOT-TRIGGERED THYRISTOR:

The constant modelparameters:

R2 =
R5 =
prn =rr p =

2 ohm
2 ohm
2
0.15

Ion =
lop =
Van =
Vap =

388E-18 amp.
650E-18 amp.
176 volt

28 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R1 (.n.) R3 (-'2..) R4 (..il) R6 (..il) (3fn (-) {1fp (-)

Holding: 1400 345 100 460 2.6 270
Minimum: 1090 655 220 340 2.6 270
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6.3.4 The TU10-module without epitaxial layer

THE NPN-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

R1 = 121.8K/(39.0-V) ohm Ion = 252E-18 amp.
R21 = 2940 ohm lop = 238E-18 amp.
R4 = 100 ohm rrn = 2
R5 = 2 ohm C

rp = 1.3
R6 = 2 ohm ap = 34 volt

The variable modelparameters:

R22 (..a) R3 (.J2. ) ~fp (-) ~fn ( -) Van (V)

Latching:
Igate=490,...A 4770 190 49 0.445 60
Igate=525,uA 4770 190 49 0.445 43
Igate=550,uA 4770 190 49 0.445 30
Igate=600pA 4770 190 49 0.445 24

Holding:
Igate=490,IJA 4770 190 60 0.485 74
Igate=525,...A 4770 190 60 0.485 74
Igate=550pA 4640 320 60 0.485 74
Igate=600}JA 4340 620 60 0.485 74

Minimum:
Igate=490,uA 4770 190 66 0.485 74
Igate=525,uA 4770 190 66 0.485 74
Igate=550,uA 4700 260 66 0.485 74
Igate=600}lA 4340 620 66 0.485 74
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THE PNP-TRANSISTOR TRIGGERING:

The constant modelparameters:

R1 = 1360 ohm Ion = 252E-18 amp.
R2 = 12580 ohm lop = 23BE-18 amp.
R5 = 1625 ohm J3rn = 2
R6 = 2 ohm (lr p = 1.3
R7 = 1155 ohm Van = 74 volt
R8 = 200 ohm Vap = 34 volt
R9 = 2 ohm

The variable modelparameters:

R3 en,) R4 tn.) fn (- ) fp (- )

Latching:
Igate=-3.5J.1A 11540 925 0.463 57
Igate=-3.8jJA 11540 925 0.463 57
Igate=-4.0JJA 11540 925 0.463 57
Igate=-4.2}JA 11540 925 0.463 57

Holding:
Igate=-3.5jJA 5050 7415 0.472 59
Igate=-3.B,uA 5400 7065 0.472 59
I gat e·= - 4 • 0JJ A 6210 6255 0.472 59
Igate=-4.2JJA 6590 5885 0.472 59

Minimum:
Igate=-3.5J.1A 2860 9605 0.477 60
Igate=-3.8JJA 2960 9505 0.477 60
Igate=-4.0J.lA 3440 9025 0.477 60
Igate=-4.2}JA 4080 8395 0.477 60

THE NOT-TRIGGERED THYRISTOR:

The constant modelparameters:

R2 =
R5 =
(}rn =
~rp =

2 ohm
2 ohm
2
1. 30

Ion =
lop =
Van =
Vap =

252E-18 amp.
238E-18 amp.

74 volt
34 volt

The variable modelparameters:

Rl (.{l.) R3 (.A) R4 (A) R6 (.(2) Mn (-) ~fp (-)

Holding: 1680 300 715 1040 2.4 295
Minimum: 1000 980 1040 1380 2.5 300
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7.0 MODEL PARAMETER VARIATIONS

In the previous chapters parameters of the latch-Up model

have been evaluated for four CMOS test-structures so that

these lumped models confirmed with the measured results. The

general model can be used to verify certain techniques

applied to CMOS IC fabrication for preventing latch-Up. As

the results of the not-triggered thyristor are not so

accurate it is not useful to vary parameters of the model

applicable to this case.

7.1 The epitaxial layer

Before additional simulations with varied parameters can be

made, it ·has to be known how the epitaxial layer is used.

This leads to an adjustment of the models of the triggered

thyristor.

In practice the backside (=bulk) contact of the wafer is not

floating, as assumed in the previous chapters, but connected

to ground potential. When an epitaxial layer is present the

resistance between the epitaxial layer and the bulk-contact

is very low (in the order of 1 ohm), due to the low

res i stance Substrate. As we cons i der a P+ Substrate th is

means that once holes are in the P+ Substrate they wi 11 be

consumed by the bulk-contact.

At two places in the structure holes are injected into the

ep i tax i al layer. The first is by the P++ Substrate contact

SN2, see fig. 3.7.

The current wi 11 spread itself into two components, one

flowing laterally to the base of the NPN-transistor and one

vertically to the P+ Substrate.
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fig. 3.7: The physical components of the
model in the case of
NPN-transistor triggering

p'. EPI l A'JEJ.
·--po. SU&~TR"H.

The second point of holes injection into the epitaxial layer

occurs from the PNP-transistor formed by the N-Well to P

epitaxial layer junction. Two main current paths are present

(see 3. 9) , the lateral component through the

res i stances R41 and R42 and the vert i cal component through

resistance R7.

IP~' IMPlANT
~!l' !MPl..lhlT

.J.. ...•~._: ~
N-lJHl

P-. EPI l A'JEJ.
-~po~ SU!l~TR1ITF.

fig. 3.9: The physical components of the
model in the case of .
PNP-transistor triggering
(Igate has a negative sign).
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In both cases the resistance configuration wi 11 be

responsible for the ratio of the two current components.

With this knowledge the models used in the case of the

triggered thyristor can be very easy adapted to the case of

a grounded bulk-contact.

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering the resistance

RbaseS has to be divided into RbaseSl

RbaseSv (v=vertical), see fig. 7.1.

(l=lateral) and

!.GfITE-Rb4s.tSt

R3

v

RI

R6

fig. 7.1: The circuit model in the case of
NPN-transistor triggering and
grounded bulk-contact

As the PNP-transistor is triggered by the NPN-transistor and

the collector current of the PNP-transistor can be di vided

into two paths, in the previous model resistance R4 is

converted into two res i stances R41 and R42. The current

through resistance R4l corresponds to the vertical component

whereas the lateral current flows through R42.
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In the case of PNP-transistor triggering only one extra

resistance has to be determined because the hole current

flow is directly translated into the model, see fig. 7.2.

v

R6

I

RS

R'2.

Rl'

~\

fig. 7.2: The circuit model in the case of
PNP-transistor triggering and
grounded bulk-contact

The resistance Rs describes the resistance between the

interconnection point of Rl, R5 and R7 and the bulk-contact.

As already mentioned, in the case of the epitaxial layer,

this resistance is about 1 ohm. Considering the

non-epitaxial layer structure this resistance is in the

order of 1 Kohm for a resistivity of 10 ohm*cm.

Using the two models, variations in the test-structures can

be executed. In this paragraph the thickness of the
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epitaxial layer will be varied from 4.5 to 400 pm. The first

border corresponds to the s i tuat i on where the N-Well and P+

Substrate are separated only bY,a 0.5}1m thick epitaxial

layer. For a thinner epitaxial layer there is no epitaxial

layer anymore but a double-Well. An epitaxial layer of 6 um

corresponds to the measured structures with epitaxial layer,

while the measured structures without epitaxial layer have a

400 pm thick epitaxial layer (the whole wafer).

Varying the epitaxial layer thickness corresponds to

variations of resistances of the models.

In the case of NPN-transistor triggering the resistances

RbaseSv, RbaseSl, R41 and R42 vary (see eq.

(7.2».

(7.ll and

- - - - - - (7.ll

~it'l: W =
l =
D =

~
=
=

width of the P++ Substrate contact
length of the P++ Substrate contact
thickness of the epitaxial layer
resistivity of the epitaxial layer
correction factor which takes the current
spreading into account in the case of
the vertical resistors

1~. (2lf"D+L W+X)
R41 = 2' W-L log 2... D+\\ 'L+x ltk - - - - - - - (7.2)

'!!i.t'l: W = width of the P++ drain D+
l = length of the P++ drain D.
D = thickness of the epitaxial layer
x = thickness of the N-Well

Eq. ( 7 . II and ( 7 .2 ) are valid for all values of epitaxial

layer thickness. The correction factor k is 0.45, which

corresponds to the correction factor p of paragraph 4.4.

The resistances R42 and RbaseSl decrease as the epitaxial

layer (and thus the base region) increases. This cannot be

expressed as a relat i on. Thus these resistances wi 11 be

estimated similar to the method given in table 4.3. The

Well-resistances have values determined in paragraph 4.4,

because the N-Well does not changes as the epitaxial layer
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thickness changes. The other model parameters are

determined using the results of chapter 4 and 5. The

obtained model parameters in the case of NPN-transistor

triggering are given in table 7. 1 , for an epitaxial

resistivity of 10 ohm*cm.

The variable model parameters:

D (pm) RbaseSv (fl.) RbaseSI (...n) R41 tn.) R42 (~ p (-) Van (V)

4.5 1150 12300 250 6800 0.600 140
5 1200 10100 280 5300 0.550 120
6 1275 7500 350 3700 0.445 100
8 1425 4300 460 2300 0.350 80

20 1825 1500 770 890 0.200 60
400 2225 730 1090 420 0.125 40

D (.tJ m) ~fn (- ) B-fp (- )

4.5 0.970 7.0
5 0.905 6.5
6 0.784 5.6
8 0.675 4.2

20 0.550 3.2
400 0.450 2.4

The constant model parameters:

R1 = 121.8K/(29.5-V) ohm
R2 = 6550 ohm Ion = 282E-18 ~ rn = 10 Yap = 30 volt
R3 = 190 ohm lop = 272E-18 ~ rp = 1
R2 = 2 ohm R3 = 2 ohm

table 7.1: The values of the model parameters
in the case of NPN-transistor triggering
and epitaxial layer thickness variations

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the resistances RI,

R5, R7 and Rs vary when the epitaxial layer changes. For the

resistances R1 and R7 the equations (7.1) and (7.2),

respectively, are used in the case of an epitaxial layer

thinner than 10 ).1m. A thicker epitaxial layer leads to

resistance values similar to those given in paragraph 5.1.

Resistance R5 can be estimated using the trapezium model

(eq. (4.17» for thin epitaxial layers and the rectangular

model (eq. (4.15» for thicker (>10) pm epitaxial layers.
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The Substrate resistance Rs is calculated using eq. (4.17)

in the case of epitaxial layers thicker than 10 pm and is

taken to be 1 to 10 ohm in the other cases.

The subdivision in the two thicknesses of the epitaxial

layer is needed because at certain values of epitaxial layer

th i ckness the interconnect i on po i nt of the res i stances R1,

R5 and R7 of the collector resistance of the PNP-transistor

does not fa 11 in the P+ Substrate anymore but somewhere in

the epitaxial layer. The correction factor p varies as the

epitaxial layer becomes thicker, due to the larger spreading

of the current. The Well-resistances are kept constant

whi Ie the other model parameters are determined using the

results of chapter 4 and 5. The mode 1 parameters obta i ned

in the case of PNp-transistor triggering are given in table

7.2, for an epitaxial resistivity of 10 ohm*cm.

The variable model parameters:

0 (,um) Rl (.11) R2 Ca.) R3 (...n,) R4 (a) R5 (n) R7 (a) R8 (.Q)

4.5 1150 14800 15000 2000 600 160 510·
5 1200 13600 13700 1890 650 180 470
6 1275 11000 11100 1530 720 225 400
8 1425 9500 8600 700 800 390 300

20 1650 5400 4900 400 850 480 170
400 1700 3400 3100 250 935 650 100

0 (,um) Rs (-a) p (- ) (3fn (- ) (3fp (- )

4.5 1 0.600 0.940 14.6
5 1 0.550 0.880 13.7
6 2 0.445 0.751 11.7
8 10 0.350 0.650 10.0

20 400 0.200 0.520 7.9
400 875 0.125 0.400 6.0

The constant model parameters:

R6 = 2 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

Ion = 282E-18
lop = 272E-18

10
o.8

Yap = 30 volt
Van = 100 volt

table 7.2: The values of the model parameters
in the case of PNP-transistor triggering
and epitaxial layer thickness variations
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An i nd i cat i on of the Latch-Up suscept i b iIi ty is formed by

the height of the trigger current needed to make latching

possible for a supply voltage smaller than 10 volt.

Furthermore the latching, holding and minimum point of the

thyristor characteristic are important. Connecting the

bulk-contact to the ground potential changes the thyristor

models in such a way that the feedback between the two

transistors in the thyristor is much lower. Thus the

resistances Rbase51, Rbase5v, R41 and R42 and R4 in the case

of NPN and PNP-transistor triggering, respectively, become

important model parameters. 50 their values must be

determined more accurate than most other model parameters.

This can not be done in the case of the holding and minimum

point because the high injection effect influences the

results. 50 the holding and minimum point are not considered

in this chapter. However, the most important characteristic,

the latching point, can be simulated very well, except where

the high injection influences the latching point too (D=4.5,

5 and 6 pm in the case of NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng), The

characteristics will be considered for six epitaxial layer

thicknesses: 4.5, 5, 6, 8, 20, 400 and (

corresponds to the simulation in paragraph 5.1).

The resu I ts obta i ned for the character i st i cs, using the

model parameters of table 7.1 and 7.2, are given in table

7 • 3 •

In fig. 7.3 the Latch-Up susceptibility is displayed by

plotting the latching current belonging to a constant supply

voltage, as a function of the epitaxial layer thickness.

From fig. 7.3 and table 7.3 it is seen that the use of an

epitaxial layer of 4.5 pm gives a reduction of the Latch-Up

suscept i b iIi ty of a factor 3 due to the higher tr i gger

current Ig (=Igate) needed in the case of PNP-transistor

the most susceptible to the use of an

triggering.

triggering

However

i s

it i s shown that NPN-transistor

epitaxial layer. Because no relation between the practical

triggering of Latch-Up and the trigger and latching current

is available, it is not clear weather the trigger or
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A) NPN B) PNP

D (}1m) Ig (pA) -Ig (}.IA) -VI ( V) -II (}J A)

4.5 no latching 238 9.96 5110
5 no latching 225 10.04 4490
6 no latching 208 10.13 3490
8 2050 25.7 1925 128 9.93 1730

20 1360 25.7 158 79 10.20 850
400 1165 25.7 136 75 9.96 615

u:J 100 25.3 114 40 9.42 244

table 7.3: The results obtained for the thyristor
characteristics in the case of
varying the epitaxial layer
thickness and
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

PN?

)( S\I'IULRTION I\tsULT N'1'N'

Rc:.S 1'\PTOTE 1) =00 NPN
~1l'\ULI\T\ON U'>ULT PNP

AS 'HI PTnTE .I:l =ClO f'NP

'ttItTt\l
1jo1\1

IDDO

tOOO

iDDU

IIDOU

SDDD

------- -- -- -_._- - - ------- - --------:0-
~.~ S, Il ID 10 (~"11

fig. 7.3: The latching current as a function
of the epitaxial layer thickness D
in the case of NPN and PNP-transistor
triggering

latching current is responsible for Latch-Up. The grounding

of the bulk-contact increases the needed trigger current by

a factor 2 in the case of PNP-transistor triggering. The

PNp-transistor triggering is most susceptible to the trigger

current due to the high current gain. The use of a grounded
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epitaxial layer of 4.5 pm increases the latching current by

a factor 8 and 20 in the case of a grounded and floating

bulk-contact, respectively.
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7.2 The retrograde N-Well

The retrograde Well is a special Well with an increased

doping while the surface doping remains unchanged. This is

realized by an extra high energy implantation and

out-diffusion.

is formed.

Thus a doping-profile as given in fig. 7.4

~ETRDGRR'Dt. WEll---- - ... ,
UR\(;INRL WElL/""" , ,

'\
'\
\
'\,

TnP -DOrING

,
-1---------------...;\:..---.... JlEPTH

fig. 7.4: The doping profile of a retrograde
N-Well.

Com paredt 0 t h'e C5 a apr 0 c esst he top - do pin g i s abo utI a

times the original doping. The most important changes caused

by the higher Well doping are a decrease of the resistance

R1 for NPN-transistor triggering and a decrease of the

forward current gain (see eq. (2.10» of the

PNP-transistor. Furthermore the resistance R8 in the case of

PNP-transistor triggering decreases. The changed resistance

values, with respect to table 7.1 and 7.2, in the case of

increasing the top-doping by a factor x=l, 2,4 and 10 for

an epitaxial layer of 6 um, are given in table 7.4.
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The variable model parameters:

NPN: PNP:
x VRI (V) (3fp ( - ) R8 (.il) ~fp (- )

1 l21.8K 4.2 300 10.0
2 8l.2K 2.8 200 6. 7
4 60.9K 2 . 1 150 5.0

10 24.4K 0.84 60 2.0

The constant model parameters:

The model parameters not mentioned have the values given
in table 7.1 and 7.2.

table 7.2: The values the parameters in the case
of NPN and PNP-transistor triggering
and a retrograde N-Well

The calculations of the new values is done by multiplying

the old value (see the case x=l) by the ratio (average old

doping level)/(average new doping level) . Philpac

simulations are executed for the cases given in table 7.4

and a grounded bulk-contact (see also paragraph 7.1). The

results of the simulations are given in table 7.5.

A) NPN B) PNP

x Ig (pA)IVl (V)IIl (pA) -Ig ()J A) -VI (V) -II ()JA)

1 no l
latc~ing 128 9.93 1730

2 no latching 196 10.05 1812
4 no latching 271 9.96 1935

10 no latching ~ f' s too low
I I

table 7.5: The results obtained for the thyristor
characteristics in the case of
retrograde N-Well and
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

As explained in paragraph 7.1 only the latching point is

considered. Because the high injection effect is too
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important in all the cases of NPN-transistor triggering, no

results are obtained for this triggering. This is not so

important as the PNP-transistor triggering is the most

susceptible to latch-Up.

"P->f's too low" means that the current gains are too low to

meet the latching condition fn* fp=l, so latching does not

occur in this case.

In the case of PNP-transistor triggering the latch-Up

susceptibility is displayed in fig. 7.5 by plotting the

latching current as a function of the top-doping of the

N-Well.

I UliLH CAIA1

l~tlD

IBon

nOu-t---1----+--- --+__... X
c.-]

1.

fig. 7.5: The latching current as a function
of the top-doping in the N-Well.

The greatest advantage of us i ng the retrograde We 11 is the

decreas i ng of the current ga i n of the PNP-trans i stor. Th i s

has muchi n flu e nceonth e' h e i g h t 0 f the t rig g e r cur r en t I g .

A factor 2 reduct i on of the current ga i n ~fp leads to a

factor 2 increase of the trigger current. The influence on

the latching current itself is much smaller. The factor 2

gives only a 12% increase of the latching current. For the
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largest top-doping used the simulations show that latching

cannot occur. So for this particular structure a retrograde

N-Well is th~ solution. However as the structures are scaled

down the current gain increases so much that the retrograde

Well principle

latch-Up.

is not sufficient anymore to prevent

In general it can be concluded that by using a retrograde

Well, the trigger current Ig needed to induce Latch-Up

increases as much as the current gain of the PNP-transistor

decreases in the case of PNP-transistor triggering. The

influence on the latching current is much smaller. This is

also in the case of NPN-transistor triggering. It is

therefore that the epitaxial layer is a more powerful tool

than retrograde N-Well.
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7.3 The scaling of surface dimensions

The last technique used for decreasing the Latch-Up

susceptibility the increase of the surface dimensions of the

structure. This is already executed in paragraph 5.2 and 5.3

with and without epitaxial layer, respectively, for a

float i ng bu lk-contact. To make a better compar i son to the

practical situation philpac simulations are executed in the

case of a grounded bulk-contact. The main influences of

increasing surface dimensions on the model parameters are

the decreasing of the vertical resistors, a larger current

gain (3fp and a smaller current spreading (thus a larger

correction factor pl. Investigating this technique is done

by compar i ng s i mu lat i on resu I ts of four cases: the bas i c

test-structure (TUI-module) and expanded test-structure

(TU10-module) both for epitaxial layer thicknesses of 6 and

400 pm. Again the situation with grounded bulk-contact is

considered.

In the case of the TU1-module the results given in table 7.1

and 7.2 are used in the simulations. The model parameters

for the TUI0-module are given in table 7.6 and 7.7. These

tables are der i ved in the same way as is done for the

TU1-module. The latching point is only considered here.

The simulation results obtained are given in table 7.8.

In the case of the NPN-transistor triggering the high

injection effect is responsible for the fact that no

latching occurs for voltages below 27.5 volt. Thus in order

to investigate the behaviour of the epitaxial layer in this

case the supply voltage is set to 30 volt.

Compar i ng the resu I ts from tab Ie 7.3 and 7.8 shows that in

the case of NPN-trans i stor tr i gger i ng, the tr i gger current

as well as the latching current increases. However looking

at the PNP-transistor triggering the trigger current needed

decreases due to the much larger current gain of the

PNP-transistor (see table 7.2 and 7.7). Comparison of the
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The variable model parameters:

0 (pm) RbaseSv ( 12.) RbaseSl (..n) R41 tn) R42 (..n) p (-) Van ( V)

6 620 9650 76 2260 o•610 100
400 1500 1350 760 770 0.231 100

D (,lim) ~fn (- ) ~fp (- )

6 0.57 26
400 0.44 49

The constant model parameters:

Rl = 145.6K/(39.0-V) ohm
R2 = 6210 ohm Ion = 388E-18 ~ rn = 2 Yap = 30 \folt
R3 = 190 ohm lop = 650E-18 (!. r p = 0.15
R5 = 2 ohm R6 = 2 ohm

table 7.6: The values of the model parameters
in the case of NPN-transistor triggering
and TU10-module

The variable model parameters:

0 ()J m) R1 (n) R2 (..Q.) R3 (A.) R4 (£.2..) R5 (.a..) R7 (..n.) R8 (.cU

6 625 15125 15250 2130 770 90 200
400 680 6290 5770 465 815 575 100

0 (pm) Rs ~) p (- ) ~fn (- ) ~fp (- )

6 2 0.610 0.51 58.5
400 580 0.231 0.40 57

The constant model parameters:

R6 = 2 ohm
R9 = 2 ohm

Ion = 388E-18
lop = 650E-18

2
O. 15

Vap = 30 volt
Van = 100 volt

table 7.7: The values of the model parameters
in the case of PNP-transistor triggering
and module TUIO
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latching currents shows that the increase of the surface

dimensions leads to a 2.5 times larger latching current in

the case of an epita~ial layer thickness of 6 ~m. A

thickness of 400 pm however leads to no noticeable increase

of the latching current.

A) NPN B) PNP

D (pm) Ig (}JA) VI (V) I I (pA) -Ig (pA) -VI (V) -II (,u A)

6 2880 30.0 4245 99.2 10.0 8770
400 1700 29.9 159
400 1800 25.1 185 8.72 10.0 666

table 7.8: The results obtained for the thyristor
characteristics in the case of
a) NPN-transistor triggering
b) PNP-transistor triggering

Thus in general it is not so that decreasing the surface

geometries leads to a higher latch-Up susceptibility. So the

technique of increasing the surface dimensions is not very

useful in preventing latch-Up. In combination with other

techniques reduction of the latch-Up susceptibility may be

obtained.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis a lumped model for the Latch-Up effect of the

in CMOS present parasitic thyristor is derived. In this

model resistances and current gains vary with the thyristor

characteristic due to emitter broadening and high injection.

As the current gain of the transistors in the lumped model

is the most important model parameter, simulation results

are very sensitive to an inaccuracy of these parameters. In

some cases this causes an inaccuracy in the determination of

the holding and minimum point in the case of NPN and

PNp-trans i stor tr i gger i ng and the not-tr i ggered thyr i stor.

The relations obtained for the latching and holding current

can be very well used in estimations. In the case of the

not-tr i ggered thyr i stor the latch i ng is caused by j unct ion

breakdown instead of regenerative switching. Connecting the

bulk-contact to ground potential makes the simulations much

more sensitive to the high injection effect, due to th"e

higher current levels used.

The model concept as described in this thesis can be very

well used in estimating the characteristic points, gaining

insight in the Latch-Up behaviour and deriving analytical

theory. When it is necessary to make reliable predictions,

the accuracy of the model parameter der i vat i on has to be

improved. Th i s means that the current f low has to be better

known, model parameter variations have to be implemented,

the high injection effect must be taken into account and the

model has to be adapted to the junction breakdown effect.

This can be realized by using extra tools as for instance

2-dimensional simulations (to get e.g. a better prediction

of the current gain), specific test-structures, more

accurate measuring methods and extra model parameters.
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Because of the state of art of the 2-dimensional simulations

at this moment. a lumped model concept is a good tool in

investigating Latch-Up and is to be prefered for practical

reasons.

From parameter var i at ions it is seen that the ep i tax i a I

layer is the best approach in reduc i ng the Latch-Up effect.

Another but less powerful means is the retrograde Well.

Latch-Up can always occur when a four layer PNPN-structure

is present. In order to prevent in general Latch-Up to

occur. it is therefore necessary to completely isolate the

N- and PMOST in CMOS IC's. This can be for instance

realized by the Silicon-On-Sapphire technique.
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SP = PMOST source
SN = NMOST source
0' = left drains connection

g~ = right drains connection
= PMOST gate

GN = NMOST gate
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APPENDIX 1: THE LAYOUT, CROSS-SECTION AND DOPING PROFILES OF

TUt.

In this layout only the processing masks used are given.
No diffusion outside of the masks (as is done in the
cross-section) is given.

00 = definition of the active area
#///= N++ diffusion definition"'= P++ diffusion definition
NW = N-Well definition
-= gate definition (Poly-Si)
_._= contactholes definition
-- = interconnections

SP2..
GN

10 ".r",..

JH

NW on
CRDS-5 'ECI\ DN

GP
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lb: The cross-section and doping profiles of TUl.- - --- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- --

I !
IlE"'h t'-J

SP = PMOST source
SN = NMOST source
Of = left drains connection
Of = right drains connection
GP = PMOST gate
GN = NMOST gate

D[lI<.D>J
(,,, SUII1RAH)

0.01 (AU!

- - -10~r,1

""" - - - - -D(A'M]
'DORON

~- ~ul S1~~TE)

....D~

- - - _. -\,~,----- - - --- -"g;R;N- - - ----~

r (p" )'D~T1lftnl

f

The P++ diffusions are 0.7 ~m
deep with a topdoping of
6.5El9 (cm-3)'
The N++ diffusions are 0.35 ~m
deep with a topdoping of
2E20 (cm-3), but at contact
opening an extra phosphor implant
makes the N++ diffusion 0.7 ~m

deep.
The channel threshold implant
in the P-channel (AVt) is
0.13 ~m deep with a topdoping of
1.4El6 (cm-3)'
esheat of the N-Well is about
2650 ohm. a
The LOCOS is 4800 A thick.
The contact resistances are
smaller than 10 ohm.

'&IlRIlN
(Ctl~NNtL~1OPP~R)

11:"'-']
DOPIN6
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APPENDIX 2: THE LAYOUT, CROSS-SECTION AND DOPING PROFILES OF

TU6.

In this layout only the processing masks used are given.
No diffusion outside of the masks (as is done in the
cross-section) is given.

OD = definition of the active area SP = PMOST source
/////= N++ diffusion definition SN = NMOST source

""" =
P++ diffusion definition Df = left drains connection

NW = N-Well definition D~ = right drains connection
--= gate definition (Poly-Si) GP = PMOST gate_ .. _= contactholes definition GN = NMOST gate-- = interconnections

5P
GN

ID 1"'111.. ..
G
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SP = PMOST source
SN = NMOST source
Dot = left drains connection
D. = right drains connection
GP = PMOST gate
GN = NMOST gate

The P++ diffusions are 0.7 pm
deep with a topdoping of
6.5E19 (cm-3l.
The N++ diffusions are 0.35 pm
deep with a topdoping of
2E20 (cm-3), but at contact
opening an extra phosphor implant
makes the N++ diffusion 0.7 pm
deep.
The channel threshold implant
in the P-channel (AVt) is
0.13 Hm deep with a topdoping of
1.4E16 (cm-3).
~sheat of the N-Well is about
2650 ohm. 0

The lOCOS is 4800 A thick.
The contact resistances are
smaller than 10 ohm.

DEPT" [to..]

•:DEFTH r)

52.

lO"
~!'l-J)

:DOPIN6

1·' --------
I~J

I
r~

I
/"'"

l
I
!
r

....
Z
III
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APPENDIX 3: THE LAYOUT, CROSS-SECTION AND DOPING PROFILES OF

TU10.

3 a: T h e----.! a y 0 l!..t. 2..!.... TU1~

In this layout only the processing masks used are given.
No diffusion outside of the masks (as is done in the
cross-section) is given.

00 = definition of the active area SP = PMOST source
11//11 = N++ diffusion definition SN = NMOST source
"'= P++ diffusion definition of = left drains connection
NW = N-Well definition

8~
= right drains connection- = gate definition (Poly-Si) = PMOST gate

_._= contact holes definition GN = NMOST gate
-- = interconnections

GP GN

I

___J

SP1·
·kTL

GP
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SP = PMOST source
SN = NMOST source
Dt = left drains connection
Dt = right drains connection
GP = PMOST gate
GN = NMOST gate

The P++ diffusions are 0.7 ~m
deep with a topdoping of
6.5E19 (cm-3J.
The N++ diffusions are 0.35 pm
deep with a topdoping of
2E20 Ccm-3), but at contact
opening an extra phosphor implant
makes the N++ diffusion 0.7 ~m
deep.
The channel threshold implant
in the P-channel CaVt) is
0.13 pm deep with a topdoping of
1.4E16 Ccm-3J.
psheat of the N-Well is about
2650 ohm. 0

The LOCOS is 4800 A thick.
The contact resistances are
smaller than 10 ohm.
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APPENDIX 4: THE LISTING OF ILATCHP FORTRAN Al

C***************
C*****************************************
C*****************************************************************
C**** ***********.
C**** PROGRAM SOLVE EQUATION: Rlatch(Vnbe)=O ***********
C**** ***********
C*****************************************************************
C*****************************************
C***************
C
C ****************************************************************
C
C This is the initialising part of the program.
C
C
C ****************************************************************

COMMON /LOGIC/ INIT,EOR,KEV,PRI
COMMON /CON/ Cl,C2,C3
EXTERNAL RLATCH
DOUBLE PRECISION I,RA,RB,RC,RD,Rl,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,

/BFN,BFP,ION,IOP,IGATE,ICN,ILTHP,IP,IN,
/BEGI,ENDI,EPS,ETA,KS,S,Cl,C2,C3,VT,
/VBEN,VBEMN,VBEP,VBEMP,VCEN,VCEP,VAN,VAP,VPBE,VNBE,ILTCHP

LOGICAL INIT,KEV,EOR,SINGLE,PRI,CRl,CR2,CR3,CR4,CR5,CR6,CBFN
/CBFP,CION,CIOP,CIGATE,CVT,FIRST,TRU,FAL,CR7,CR8,CR9,
/CVBEN,CVBEMN,CVBEP,CVBEMP,CVCEN,CVCEP,CVAN,CVAP

ETA=O.ODO
IND=O
TRU=.TRUE.
FAL=.FALSE.
SINGLE=FAL
FIRST=TRU
KEV=FAL
EOR=FAL
PRI=FAL

C ****************************************************************
C
C The input file is being copied into the output file.
C The lower- and upperlimit of the solution and
C the absolute tolerance are read in.
C
C ****************************************************************

CALL FILEPR
CALL STAR(IND)
BEGI=REIN(IND)
ENDI=REIN(IND)
CALL STAR(IND)
EPS=REIN(IND)
J=O
KS=O.ODO
CRl=FAL
CR2=FAL
CR3=FAL
CR4=FAL
CR5=FAL
CR6=FAL
CR7=FAL
CR8=FAL
CR9=FAL
CBFN=FAL
CBFP=FAL
CION=FAL
CIOP=FAL
CIGATE=FAL
CVT=FAL
CVBEN=FAL
CVBEMN=FAL
CVBEP=FAL
CVBEMP=FAL
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CVCEN=FAL
CVCEP=FAL
CVAN=FAL
CVAP=FAL
INIT=TRU

C ********************************************************************.
C The characterlines are read in one after another.
C The read-in characterline is unraveled in numerals and characters of
C the keywords. The representives of these keywords get the keyword
C value. The keywords need not to be ordered in some way.
C ********************************************************************;

CALL STAR(IND)
9 IND=O

10 S=REIN(IND)
IF (INIT.AND.EOR) GO TO 9
IF (PRI.AND.EOR) GO TO 70
IF (INIT) GO TO 15
IF (.NOT.FIRST) GO TO 15
IF (J.EQ.23) GO TO 12
WRITE(20,170) J
STOP

12 CALL STAR(IND)
PRI=TRU
FIRST=FAL
IF (IND.NE.I00) GO TO 10
SINGLE=TRU
GO TO 70

15 IF (.NOT.KEY.AND.KS.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 10
IF (S.EQ.-lllll.DO) STOP
IF (.NOT.KEY) GO TO 17
KS=S
KEY=FAL
J=J+l

17 S=REIN(IND)
IF (KS.EQ.lllll.DO) Rl=S
IF (KS.EQ.ll111.DO) CRl=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11112.DO) R2=S
IF (KS.EQ.11112.DO) CR2=TRU

. IF (KS.EQ.11113.DO) R3=S
IF (KS.EQ.11113.DO) CR3=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11114.DO) R4=S
IF (KS.EQ.11114.DO) CR4=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11115.DO) R5=S
IF (KS.EQ.11115.DO) CR5=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11116.DO) R6=S
IF (KS.EQ.11116.DO) CR6=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11117.DO) R7=S
IF (KS.EQ.11117.DO) CR7=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11118.DO) R8=S
IF (KS.EQ.11118.DO) CR8=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.11119.DO) R9=S
IF (KS.EQ.11119.DO) CR9=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.22221.DO) BFN=S
IF (KS.EQ.22221.DO) CBFN=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.22222.DO) BFP=S
IF (KS.EQ.22222.DO) CBFP=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.33331.DO) ION=S
IF (KS.EQ.33331.DO) CION=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.33332.DO) IOP=S
IF (KS.EQ.33332.DO) CIOP=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.44441.DO) IGATE=S
IF (KS.EQ.44441.DO) CIGATE=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55551.DO) VT=S
IF (KS.EQ.55551.DO) CVT=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55552.DO) VBEN=S
IF (KS.EQ.55552.DO) CVBEN=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55553.DO) VBEMN=S
IF (KS.EQ.55553.DO) CVBEMN=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55554.DO) VBEP=S
IF (KS.EQ.55554.DO) CVBEP=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55555.DO) VBEMP=S
IF (KS.EQ.55555.DO) CVBEMP=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55556.DO) VCEN=S
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IF (KS.EQ.55556.DO) CVCEN=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55557.DO) VCEP=S
IF (KS.EQ.55557.DO) CVCEP=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55558.DO) VAN=S
IF (KS.EQ.55558.DO) CVAN=TRU
IF (KS.EQ.55559.DO) VAP=S
IF (KS.EQ.55S59.DO) CVAP=TRU
KS=O.ODO
GO TO 10

C *******************.********************************************t
C
C In this part of the program the constants needed to solve the eql
C are calculated if values of the read-in keywords are changed.
C Early-voltage correction in In and Ip are present.
C
C ****************************************************************t

70 IFAIL=1
IF (CYAN.OR.CYCEN.OR.CYBEN.OR.CYBEMN.OR.CION)

/IN=ION*(YAN+VCEN-2*YBEN)/(VAN+5.0DO-2*VBEMN)
IF (CYAP.OR.CYCEP.OR.CVBEP.OR.CVBEMP.OR.CIOP)

/IP=IOP*(VAP-VCEP+2*VBEP)/(VAP+5.0DO+2*VBEMP)
IF (CRI.OR.CR2.0R.CR5.0R.CR7)

/RA=RI*R5/(Rl+R2+RS)+R7
IF (CRI.OR.CR2.0R.CR3.0R.CR4.0R.CR5.0R.CR7)

/RB=R2*R5/(RI+R2+R5)+RA+R3+R4
IF (CRI.OR.CR2.0R.CR3.0R.CR4.0R.CR5.0R.CR7)

/RC=(R5*RA/RB+Rl)*R2/(RI+R2+RS)+RA*R3/RB
IF (CRI.OR.CR2.0R.CR3.0R.CR4.0R.CRS.OR.CR7)

/RD=RC+R2*R4*R5/(Rl+R2+R5)/RB+R4*R3/RB
IF (CRI.OR.CR2.0R.CR3.0R.CRS.OR.CR7.0R.CR9.0R.CION

/.OR.CYAN.OR.CVCEN.OR.CYBEN
/.OR.CYBEMN.OR.CBFN.OR.CBFP)
/CI=IN*(BFN*BFP*RD-(BFN+l.0DO)*R9-RC)

IF (CBFN) C2=BFN
IF (CVT) C3=VT .

C ****************************************************************,
C
C In this part the equation RLATCH=O is solved, while Ynbe is vari;
C C05ADF is a subroutine available in the Philips computer library
~

C ****************************************************************:
CALL C05ADF(BEGI,ENDI,EPS,ETA,RLATCH,VNBE,IFAIL)
IF (IFAIL.NE.O) GO TO 80

C ****************************************************************:
C
C In this part of the program calculations are made with the solut
C of the equation, so that the wanted output values are generated.
C
C ****************************************************************

ILTCHP=VNBE/RC+(RC*BFN+(BFN+I.ODO)*R9+RD)*IN/BFN/RC*
/DEXP(VNBE/VT)

VPBE=-VT*DLOG((ILTCHP-IGATE)*BFP/IP/(BFP+I.0DO»
ICN=YT*BFN/(BFN*BFP*RC-R9*(BFN+l.0DO)-RD)
ILTHP=VT*DLOG(ICN/IN)/RC+ICN*(I.ODO+(R9*(I.ODO+BFN)+RD)/RC/B
IF (SINGLE) WRITE(20,120) ILTHP
IF (.NOT.SINGLE) WRITE(20,125) ILTHP
WRITE(20,129) ICN
WRITE(20,128) ILTCHP
WRITE(20,127) YPBE
WRITE(20,126) YNBE

C ****************************************************************
C
C In this part of the program all values are reset for the case th
C keyword values are changed, so that the equation has to be calcu
C again.
C
C ****************************************************************

80 IF (IFAIL.EQ.I) WRITE(20,130)
IF (IFAIL.EQ.2) WRITE(20,140) EPS
IF (IFAIL.EQ.3) WRITE(20,IS0)
IF (IFAIL.EQ.4) WRITE(20,160)
CRl=FAL
CR2=FAL
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CR3=FAL
CR4=FAL
CR5=FAL
CR6=FAL
CR7=FAL
CR8=FAL
CR9=FAL
CBFN=FAL
CBFP=FAL
CION=FAL
CIOP=FAL
CIGATE=FAL
CVT=FAL
CVBEN=FAL
CVBEMN=FAL
CVBEP=FAL
CVBEMP=FAL
CVCEN=FAL
CVCEP=FAL
CVAN=FAL
CVAP=FAL
IF C.NOT.SINGLE) GO TO 9
STOP

C ********************************************************************;
C
C In this part the text is generated for the output file, including
C the solution of found errors.
C
C ***************************************~****************************1

120 FORMATClX,'For the parameters with default value the solution is
/',/,lX,' Ilatchp ='
/,015.6,' AMP. in case of AC betas')

125 FORMATClX,'For the mentioned changes of the default values',
//,lX,'the solution is:',/,lX,' Ilatchp ='
/,015.6,' AMP. in case of AC betas' )

126 FORMATClX,' Vben =',015.6,' VOLT.',//)
127 FORMATClX,' Vbep =',D15.6.' VOLT.')
128 FORMATC/,lX,' Ilatchp =',D15.6,' AMP. in case of OC betas')
129 FORMATClX,' Icn ='.D15.6,' AMP.')
130 FORMATClX.'***NO SOLUTION FOUND.***',//)
140 FORMATClX,'***THE ABSOLUTE TOLERANCE:',015.6.', IS TOO SMALL.***'

/,//)
150 FORMATClX,'***SOLUTION IS A POLE OF THE FUNCTION.***'.//)
160 FORMATClX,'***FAILURE IN SUBROUTINE C05AZF.***',//)
170 FORMATClX,'***ONLY ',13,' INPUT VARIABLES INITIALISED.

/***',//)
END

C***************
C*****************************************
C*********************************************************************~
C FUNCTION RLATCHCVnbe)
C
C This function has to be solved. The solution is RLATCHCVnbe)=O, whilE
C Vnbe is variable.
C*********************************************************************~
C*****************************************
c***************

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RLATCHCVNBE)
COMMON /CON/ Cl,C2,C3
DOUBLE PRECISION VNBE.Cl,C2,C3
RLATCH=Cl*OEXPCVNBE/C3)-C2*VNBE
RETURN
ENO

C***************
C*****************************************
C*********************************************************************~
C
C This part of the program recognizes which of the characters is
C numeral and which are keywords Csee input file).
C
C*********************************************************************~
C*****************************************
C***************
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION REINCIND)
C REIN READS NUMBERS AND KEYWORDS IN FREE FORMAT

DOUBLE PRECISION RMANT,REST
COMMON /LOGIC/ INIT,EOR,KEY,PRI
LOGICAL INIT,EOR,KEY,PRI
DIMENSION KARKT(5),KARBUFC80),NUMBKCI0),IRCI0),IBFC4),IIOC4),

/IGATE(5) ,rV(9)
DATA KARKT/'+','-','.','E',','/
DATA NUMBK/' 0' , , 1 ' , '2' , '3' , '4' , '5' , '6' , '7' , '8' , '9' /
OAT A I R/' R' , , 1 ' , '2' , , 3' , '4' , '5' , '6' , , 7' , , 8' , '9' /
DATA IBF/'B', 'F', 'N','P'/
DATA IIO/'I','O','N','P'/
DATA IGATE/'I','G','A','T','E'/
DATA IV/'V', 'T', 'A', 'B', 'C', 'E', 'N', 'M', 'P'/
DATA ISTAR /'*'/
DATA IHEK /'t'/
DATA IBLANK /' '/

C READ NEW LINE
EOR=.FALSE.
KEY=.FALSE.
IF CIND.GT.l) GO TO 30

10 READCI0,400,END=60) KARBUF
IF CKARBUFCl).EQ.IHEK) GO TO 10
IF CKARBUFCl).NE.ISTAR) GO TO 15
GO TO 370

15 IND=O
C INITIATE FOR NEW NUMBER

30 IPRT=1
NDIG=O
IMAN=1
IEXP=1
RMANT=O.ODO
IPON=O
ND=O

C INPUT CHARACTER
40 IND=IND+l

IF CIND.EQ.81) GO TO 290
KAR=KARBUFCIND)

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "Rl,2,3,4,5,6"
IF CKAR.NE.IRCl» GO TO 55
IND=IND+l
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(2» GO TO 41
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(3» GO TO 42
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(4» GO TO 43
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(5» GO TO 44
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(6» GO TO 45
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(7») GO TO 46
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(8» GO TO 47
IF CKAR.EQ.IR(9» GO TO 48
IF CKAR.EQ.IRCI0» GO TO 49
GO TO 55

41 REST=IIIII.DO
GO TO 54

42 REST=1l112.DO
GO TO 54

43 REST=II113.DO
GO TO 54

44 REST=II114.DO
GO TO 54

45 REST=11115.DO
GO TO 54

46 REST=I1116.DO
GO TO 54

47 REST=1l117.DO
GO TO 54

48 REST=11118.DO
GO TO 54

49 REST=11119.DO
54 KEY=.TRUE.

GO TO 350
C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "BFN,P"

55 IF CKAR.NE.IBFCl» GO TO 70
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IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IBF(2» GO TO 70
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IBF(3).AND.KAR.NE.IBFC4» GO TO 70
IF CKAR.EQ.IBF(3» REST=22221.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IBF(4» REST=22222.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

60 REST=-lllll.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "ION,P"
70 IF CKAR.NE.IIO(1» GO TO 90

IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.EQ.IGATE(2» GO TO 80
IF CKAR.NE.IIO(2» GO TO 90
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IIO(3).AND.KAR.NE.IIOC4» GO TO 90
IF CKAR.EQ.IIO(3» REST=33331.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IIO(4» REST=33332.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "IGATE"
80 IND=IND+1

KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IGATE(3» GO TO 90
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBlIFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IGATE(4» GO TO 90
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IGATE(5» GO TO 90
REST=44441.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VT,VBEN,VBEMN,VBEP,VBEMP,
C VCEN,VCEP,VAN,VAP"

90 IF CKAR.NE.IV(1» GO TO 250
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(2» GO TO 150
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(5» GO TO 160
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(3» GO TO 170
IF CKAR.NE.IV(4» GO TO 250
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IV(6» GO TO 250
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(8» GO TO 140

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VBEN,VBEP"
IF CkAR.NE.IV(7).AND.KAR.NE.IVC9» GO TO 250
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(7» REST=55552.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(9» REST=55554.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VBEMN,VBEMP"
140 IND=IND+1

KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IV(7).AND.KAR.NE.IVC9» GO TO 250
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(7» REST=55553.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(9» REST=55555.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VT"
150 REST=55551.DO

KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VCEN,VCEP"
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160 IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF (KAR.NE.IVC6» GO TO 250
IND=IND+1
KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IV(7).AND.KAR.NE.IVC9» GO TO 250
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(7» REST=55556.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(9» ~EST=55557.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE WORD "VAN,VAP"
170 IND=IND+1

KAR=KARBUFCIND)
IF CKAR.NE.IV(7).AND.KAR.NE.IVC9» GO TO 250
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(7» REST=55558.DO
IF CKAR.EQ.IV(9» REST=55559.DO
KEY=.TRUE.
GO TO 350

C CHECK FOR DIGITS
250 DO 260 1=1,10

IF CKAR.EQ.NUMBKCI» GO TO 330
260 CONTINUE

C CHECK FOR + - • E ,
DO 270 1=1,5
IF CKAR.EQ.KARKTCI» GO TO 280

270 CONTINUE
1=6

280 GO TO C40,300,310,320,290,290), I
290 IF CNDIG.GT.O) GO TO 340

IF CIND.lT.81) GO TO 30
EOR=.TRUE.
IF CPRI) WRITEC20,400) KARBUF
GO TO 360

C SET SIGN
300 IF CIPRT.EQ.1) IMAN=-1

IF CIPRT.EQ.3) IEXP=-l
GO TO 40

C START DECIMAL PART OF MANTISSA
310 IF CNDIG.EQ.O) GO TO 40

IPRT=2
GO TO 40

C START EXPONENTIAL IPRT
320 IF CNDIG.EQ.O) GO TO 40

IPRT=3
IF CNDIG.EQ.O) RMANT=1.0DO
GO TO 40

C BUILDING UP MANTISSA OR EXPONENT
330 IF CIPRT.LT.3) RMANT=RMANT*1.0D1+DFLOATCI-1)

NDIG=NDIG+l
IF CIPRT.EQ.3) IPON=IPON*10+1-1
IF CIPRT.EQ.2) ND=ND+1
GO TO 40

C CALCULATE NUMBER
340 IPON=IEXP*IPON-ND

REST=DFLOATCIMAN)*RMANT*1.OD1**IPON
350 REIN=REST
360 RETURN
370 IF C.NOT.INIT) GO TO 380

INIT=.FALSE.
GO TO 360

380 WRITEC20,410)
STOP

400 FORMATC80A1)
410 FORMATClX,

//,1X,'YOU TRIED TO READ IN THE INPUT FILE FROM A LINE',
//,1X,'WHICH STARTS WITH AN ASTERISK; PROBABLY DATA ARE MISSI
//,1X,'CHECK YOUR INPUT FILE; EXECUTION IS STOPPED.')

sao FORMATC1X,'REIN = ',015.6)
END

C***************
C*****************************************
C*****************************************************************
C SUBROUTINE STARCind):
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C
C This subroutine reads all characters of the inputfile. Character '*'
C is egnored while one line has 80 characters at the most.
C*********************************************************************
C*****************************************
C***************

SUBROUTINE STAR(IND)
DIMENSION KREC(80)
DATA IST/'*'/
DO 10 1=1,100

READ(10,100,END=30) KREC
IF (KREC(I).EQ.IST) GO TO 10
GO TO 20

10 CONTINUE
20 IND=O

BACKSPACE 10
GO TO 40

30 IND=100
40 RETURN

100 FORMAT(80Al>
END

C***************
C*****************************************
C*********************************************************************'
C SUBROUTINE FILEPR:
C
C This subroutine makes sure that the information is written into and
C read from the correct files.
C*********************************************************************'
C*****************************************
C***************

SUBROUTINE FILEPR
DIMENSION KBUF(80)
WRITE(20,40)

10 READ(10,50,END=20) KBUF
WRITE(20,50) KBUF
GO TO 10

20 WRITE(20,30)
REWIND 10
RETURN

30 FORMATC/)
40 FORMAT(IX,'INPUT DATA FILE:')
50 FORMAT(80Al)

END
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APPENDIX 5: THE LISTING OF LATCHP ILATOUT Al

Ion and lop are the measured reverse leakage currents
of the NPN and PNP at the
voltages Vbemn. Vbemp and Vcemn=Vcemp= 5 Volt.

Vben and Vbep are the base/emitter voltages at latching.
Vbemn and Vbemp are the base/emitter voltages during

measuring Ion and lop.
Vcen and Vcep are the collector/emitter voltages at latching.
Van and Vap are the EARLY-voltages

BE PLACED IN 1 ROW):

VCEP = -11.20 VOLT
VCEP = -8.50 VOLT
VCEP = -6.50 VOLT
VCEP = -4.80 VOLT

VCEN = 11.20 VOLT
VCEN = 8.50 VOLT
VCEN = 6.50 VOLT
VCEN = 4.80 VOLT

INPUT DATA FILE:
* ==> INPUT for THYRISTOR PNP-triggering calculation.
* ==> Rl. R2. R3. R4. BFN. BFP. ION. IOP.IGATE.* ==> VBEN. VBEP, VBEMN. VBEMP. VCEN. VCEP.* ==> VAN and VAP are keywords.
* ==> which are only allowed in kapital letters and may* ==> not be used elsewere.
************************************************************* Upper- and lowerlimit for voltageinterval. where* there has to be looked for a solution:* Lowerlimit: Upperlimit:

200.E-3 Volt. 800.E-3 Volt.
* -------------------------------------* Absolute tolerance of the solution:

1.0E-7 Volt.
* Initialising: ********************************************* Defaults used for thyristor PNP-triggering problem:

Rl = 1275.EO OHM.
R2 = 11000.EO OHM.
R3 = 11100.EO OHM.
R4 = 1530.EO OHM.
R5 = 720.EO OHM.
R6 = 2.EO OHM.
R7 = 225.EO OHM.
R8 = 400.EO OHM.
R9 = 2.EO OHM.
BFN = 0.751EO
BFP = 11.700EO
ION = 2.82E-16 AMP.
lOP = 2.70E-16 AMP.
IGATE = -26.E-6 AMP.
VT = 25.E-3 VOLT.
VBEN = 650.E-3 VOLT.
VBEMN = 500.E-3 VOLT.
VBEP = -730.E-3 VOLT.
V8EMP = -500.E-3 VOLT.
VCEN = 11.20E+0 VOLT.
VCEP = -11.20E+0 VOLT.
VAN = 100.0E+0 VOLT.
VAP = 30.0E+0 VOLT.

*************************************************************** The voltages Vben until Vap are needed take the EARLY-EFFECT
* into account.
****
**
******************************************************************** CHANGED DELAULTS* CALL CHANGES FOR ONE CALCULATION HAVE TO
i

IGATE = -26.E-6 AMP.
IGATE = -28.E-6 AMP.
IGATE = -30.E-6 AMP.
IGATE = -32.E-6 AMP.
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IGATE = -26.E-6 AMP. VCEN = 11.20 VOLT VCEP = -11.20 VOLT
For the mentioned changes of the default values
the solution is:

Ilatchp = 0.4319350-03 AMP. in case of AC betas
Icn = 0.2070390-05 AMP.

Ilatchp
Vbep
Vben

= 0.5459090-03 AMP. in case of DC betas
= -0.7035890+00 VOLT.= 0.6248250+00 VOLT.

IGATE = -28.E-6 AMP. VCEN = 8.50 VOLT VCEP = -8.50 VOLT
For the mentioned changes of the default values
the solution is:

Ilatchp = 0.4324010-03 AMP. i n case of AC betas
Icn = 0.2070390-05 AMP.

Ilatchp = 0.5464750-03 AMP. in case of DC betas
Vbep = -0.7054600+00 VOLT.
Vben = 0.6254730+00 VOLT.

IGATE = -30.E-6 AMP. VCEN = 6.50 VOLT VCEP = -6.50 VOLT
For the mentioned changes of the default values
the solution is:

Ilatchp = 0.4327540-03 AMP. in case of AC betas
Icn = 0.2070390-05 AMP.

Ilatchp
Vbep
Vben

= 0.5469030-03 AMP. in case of DC betas
= -0.7069530+00 VOLT.= 0.6259630+00 VOLT.

IGATE =-32.E-6 AMP. VCEN = 4.80 VOLT VCEP = -4.80 VOLT
For the mentioned changes of the default values
the solution is:

Ilatchp = 0.4330590-03 AMP. in case of AC betas
Icn = 0.2070390-05 AMP.

Ilatchp
Vbep
Vben

= 0.5472740-03 AMP. in case of DC betas= -0.7082990+00 VOLT.= 0.6263870+00 VOLT.
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APPENDIX 6: THE LISTING OF ILATCHP EXEC Al

&TRACE OFF
&IF .&1 EQ . &GOTO -EXPLAIN
&IF .&1 EQ .? &GOTO -EXPLAIN
SET CMSTYPE HT
FILEDEF 10 DISK &1 ILATIN Al ( RECFM F LRECL 80 BLOCK 80 )
FILEDEF 20 DISK &1 ILATOUT A1( RECFM F LRECL 80 BLOCK 80 )
GLOBAL TXTLIB VFORTLIB NAGFORI NAGFOR2 IMSL FORUTIL FORFICAL
LOAD ILATCHP ( CLEAR NOMAP NOAUTO START)
SET CMSTYPE RT
&EXIT
-EXPLAIN
&BEGTYPE 8

Excecutingcommand is:
IHOLDT <INPUTFILE NAME>

with input file: <inputfi1e name> IHLDIN A

Output is placed in the file: <inputfile name> IHLDOUT A

&EXIT
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APPENDIX 7: THE LISTING OF STPA PHILPAC A1.

TITLE: PNP-transistor triggering simulation; Igate = -30 fA.$
WIDTH:132$ LENGTH: 56$

CIRCUIT$
TN1C4,6,7) 'PARNPN' $
TP1C5,3,2) 'PARPNP' $
R1C9,10) 1275 $
R2C8,10) 11000 $
R3C6,8) 11100 $
R4C5,6) 1530 $
R5C8,9) 720 $
R6C11,2) 2 $
R7C5,9) 225 $
R8C3,4) 400 $
R50C10,1) 1ML $
R70C13,12) 2 $
I1CR8) $
J1C11,3) -30U $
J2C1,11) ° $
JC1C12,13) I1/J2 $

TYPE: 'PARNPN' 1,ION,1,HFEN,VAN,HFENr,0,0,0,0.2E-10,0,0.85,
HFENr,0.2E-8,0,0.7,0.33,22,0,0,0,0 $
ION = 282E-18 $
HFEN = 0.751 $
VAN = 100 $
HFENr= 10 $

TYPE: 'PARPNP' 1,IOP,1,HFEP,VAP,HFEPr,0,0,0,0.2E-10,0,0.85,
0.5,0.2E-8,0,0.7,0.33,22,O.O,0,0$
lOP = 270E-18 $
HFEP = 11.7 $
YAP = 30 $
HFEPr= 0.8 $

END $

DC$
J2=ENC100E-12, 10E-06, 6),ASC 10E-06,450E-06, 2E-06),

ASC450E-06,470E-06,200E-09),ASC470E-06,580E-06, 2E-06),
ASC580E-06,620E-06,200E-09),ASC620E-06, 2E-03, 2E-06)$

PRINT: VN(10), VCTN1;B,E), VCTN1;C,E), VCTP1iE,C), VCTP1iE,B),
VCR70), GRAOCI1iJ2),
ICTN1iE), ICTN1iB), ICTN1iC),
ICTP1;E), ICTP1;B), ICTP1;C)$

END$

RUN$
FINISH$
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APPENDIX 8: THE eEL DIVISION OF THE WAFER USED.
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